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CHAPTER I   
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Noise and vibration are one of the primary design concerns for automotive, aircraft, 
appliance, equipment, and other machinery manufacturers. Identifying dominant noise and 
vibration sources and understanding their effects on dynamic systems are of vital importance to 
improving product quality and solving practical noise and vibration problems. 
A dynamic system typically exhibits distinctively different response characteristics in 
different frequency ranges. At low frequencies, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is the most 
commonly used tool for the dynamic analysis of complex structures. It is widely believed that the 
low frequency limit of FEA methods is only limited by computing resources.  However, there are 
actually some other intrinsic reasons that make FEA methods ineffective, even useless, at high 
frequencies, regardless of computer resource considerations (Rabbiolo et al., 2004). While the 
idea of dividing a structure into a large number of elements is theoretically necessary to represent 
its geometry, it is clearly not suitable for high frequency applications because the presence of 
inevitable manufacturing errors or variations tends to make deterministic FEA results erratic and 
unreliable. 
At high frequencies, a response spectrum tends to become smooth without strong modal 
showings; thus, deterministic methods are usually no longer  useful. Instead, the Statistical 
Energy Analysis (SEA) method has emerged as a major technique for the analyses of complex 
dynamic systems at high frequencies (Lyon, 1975). In an SEA model, the original dynamic 
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system is divided into a number of subsystems (or mode groups) on which the solution variables 
are usually the frequency- and space-averaged energy levels. The coupling between any two 
subsystems is described by the so-called Coupling Loss Factor (CLF) that basically regulates the 
energy flows through the junction. Theoretically, the CLFs are typically calculated based on 
wave formulations for the interaction of two semi-infinite subsystems. Consequently, the modal 
details of the individual sub-systems are simply ignored, which often results in a smoothened 
estimate of the model variables such as the wave transmission coefficients or coupling loss 
factors.  The flaw of this process may be seen by the fact that the CLFs are usually assumed to be 
independent of the modal overlap, which is shown not to be the case for small modal overlap 
factors (Mace & Rosenberg, 1999; Wester & Mace 1996; Yap & Woodhouse, 1996). The issues 
and concerns related to the irregularities and varieties of the SEA solutions have also been 
investigated by other researchers (Craik et al., 1991; Fahy, 1997; Fahy & Mohamed, 1992).   
Between the low-frequency and the high-frequency ranges, there is a widely recongnized 
mid-frequency range that is critical to the engineering design of dynamic systems because the 
dominant excitation bands often fall in this region in real-world dynamic problems. However, the 
mid-frequency range is not clearly defined in practice. In fact, the medium frequency region for a 
“uniform” structure implies where the structure shows a highly volatile and uncertain behavior in 
response to an excitation or minor changes. Medium-frequency problems are also referred to as a 
dynamic system that exhibits mixed coherent global and incoherent local motions (Langley & 
Bremner, 1999; Shorter & Langley, 2005) or consists of subsystems with distinctively different 
modal densities (Zhao & Vlahopoulos, 2004). In some sense, it is accepted that the mid-
frequency range is where the conventional deterministic methods such as FEA are not  
appropriate, but the SEA assumptions are not yet fulfilled. Many analytical methods have 
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been developed to address mid-frequency problems. 
Dynamic Stiffness Methods (DSM) are often used to calculate the power flows between 
beams/plates or in frameworks (Park & Hong, 2001; Bercin & Langley, 1996; Langley, 1990). In 
the dynamic stiffness methods, the displacements at both ends of a beam are determined in terms 
of the complex amplitudes for each wave component from which one can derive the relationship 
between the general force and displacement vectors. 
Spectral Element Method (SEM) is another powerful technique for the vibration and 
energy flow analysis of simple or complex beam systems (Doyle, 1989; Ahmida & Arruda, 
2001; Igawa et al., 2004). In SEM each uniform beam or rod can be considered as a super-
element on which the flexural, longitudinal and torsional waves will be expressed in terms of 
exact beam solutions. As a result, the coupling of various waves at a junction can be easily dealt 
with by following a FE-like assembling procedure.  
Analytical techniques based on the theory of receptance have also been used to study the 
energy flows between structures like rods, beams and plates (Keane & Price, 1991; Keane, 1992; 
Beshara & Keane, 1997, 1998). In receptance methods, the relationship between the coupling 
forces and the displacements at the ends of a beam is derived by making use of Green’s functions 
for the uncoupled beam under boundary conditions compatible with the entire system. Green’s 
function can be expressed either in a closed form or as the expansion of the modes for the beam 
with appropriate boundary conditions. It has also been employed to model more complicated 
junctions involving a number of connecting beams and the interactions of the flexural, 
longitudinal, and torsional wave (Shankar & Keane, 1995; Farag & Pan, 1997). 
The advantage of these methods is that each beam is considered as a fundamental element 
and a FEA-like assembling process can be followed to allow it to be used for composite 
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structures. However, they all have some inherent technical and practical limits or difficulties. For 
instance, the applications of SEM, DSM, and receptance methods are primarily limited to beam 
frameworks because an analytical solution is generally not available for other types of structural 
components such as plates or shells. Other well-recognized problems or concerns include the 
following: solutions become increasingly difficult for large values of coupling stiffness; the 
numerical break-down of the standard beam functions approximately after the first dozen modes 
and the slow convergence of the modal expansions when the boundary/coupling conditions 
cannot be assumed correctly (Shankar & Keane, 1995). 
The Differential Quadrature (DQ) method, which was first proposed in the early 1970s 
(Bellman, 1971; & Bellman etc., 1972), has been successfully applied to plate and beam-plate 
coupling problems (Laura & Gutierrez, 1994; Shu & Wang, 1999; Zeng & Bert，2001). This 
method provides a numerical scheme for finding a discrete form of a solution, where the 
derivatives of a function at a given point are expressed in terms of the values of the functions at a 
number of discrete points which are properly distributed over the entire solution domain. Despite 
its certain degree of success in various physical and engineering applications, the DQ method has 
some inherent limitations in choosing the basis functions, grid points and weighting coefficients. 
For instance, the Delta-grids commonly used in approximating the second order derivatives can 
potentially lead to an ill-conditioned weighting coefficient matrix (Laura & Gutierrez, 1994). 
The Trefftz method, which is classified into indirect and direct ones, is also employed for 
analyzing plate problems (Cheung et al., 1993; Jin et al., 1990; Hochard & Proslier, 1992;  Kita 
& Kamiya, 1995). While the indirect Trefftz method is to approximate the solution by 
superposing a complete set of functions (T-functions) that exactly satisfy the governing 
equations, the direct one is based on the boundary integral equation derived from the weighted 
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residual expressions of the governing equation. The Trefftz method is advantageous in terms of 
the reduction of computation load compared to the element base methods. In order to secure the 
convergence, this method requires a complete set of shape functions representing any possible 
field variable distributions in a continuum domain. Whereas such type of shape functions are not 
always available, their practical convergence is not always guaranteed due to the poor condition 
of the involved model matrices (Desmet, 2002). 
Another method, often referred to as the Energy Finite Element Method (EFEM or 
EFEA), has also received considerable attention (Nefske & Sung, 1989; Bouthier & Bernhard, 
1992; Cho & Bernhard, 1998; Zhao & Vlahopoulos, 2004). The primary variable in the EFEM is 
the time-averaged energy density, and the governing equation for the energy density is derived in 
the form of heat conduction equation. As a result, the power flow field can be solved using a 
standard finite element code by modifying the model input parameters accordingly. The EFEM 
was originally considered a promising technique for mid-frequency analysis probably because it 
allows for modeling the spatial variation of the energy density in a subsystem. However, if the 
elements are equivalently viewed as the subsystems in an SEA model, then it is not difficult to 
understand that they will be more likely to violate the premises or conditions that have failed the 
SEA methods to mid frequency problems. Actually, the relationship between the power flow and 
energy density for coupled beams, which leads to the heat conduction analogy, was shown to be 
valid only for beams in terms of the local space-averaged powers (Wohlever & Bernhard, 1992). 
It is also observed that the EFEA results, even after spatially averaged, tend to have larger errors 
at or near the boundary and junction lines (Klos, 2004). In addition, due to the discontinuity of 
energy density at the junctions of different structural members, the power transfer coefficients 
need to be calculated for each of the different joints, which usually require considerable efforts. 
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In addition, many hybrid techniques have been developed to address the mixed behaviors 
at mid-frequencies; for example, they include the following: FEM+SEA (Zhao & Vlahopoulos, 
2004; Langley & Bremner, 1999; Shorter & Langley, 2005), Fuzzy methods (Soize, 1993, 1995, 
1998), FEM+Integral description (Fischer et al., 1995), SEA+Analytical solution (Li & Lavrich, 
1996),  FEA+Smooth Integral Formulation (Pratellesi et al. 2009). 
Because of the aforementioned problems and concerns, the development of a robust and 
more sophisticated method that is capable of tackling mid-frequency problems, simplifying 
solution algorithms/procedures, universally dealing with various coupling and boundary 
conditions, and eliminating approximations or assumptions that may be questionable or violated 
under the real system condition is of great interest to both researchers and application engineers. 
1.2 General description of research approach 
It is generally accepted that trigonometric functions are probably the most desired set for 
expanding a function or an analytical solution because of their completeness and orthogonality,  
as well as for their excellent stability in numerical calculations. The research approach employed 
in this dissertation is based on a modified Fourier series method proposed by Li (2000, 2002). 
For completeness, this Fourier series method will be briefly illustrated here.  
A continuous function defined over a domain can be expanded into a Fourier series inside 
the domain excluding boundary points. Take a beam problem for example. The displacement 
solution )(xw on a beam of length L is required to have up to the fourth derivatives, that is, )(xw
∈C3. Mathematically, the displacement function )(xw  can be viewed as a part of an even 
function defined over [-L, L], as shown in Fig. 1.1(a), and the Fourier expansion of this even 
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function then only contains the cosine terms. The Fourier cosine series is able to correctly 
converge to w(x) at any point over [0, L]. However, its derivative w′(x) is an odd function over [-
L, L] leading to a jump at end locations. Thus, its Fourier series expansion (sine series) will 
accordingly have a convergence problem due to the discontinuity at end points.  
 
(a)                                                           (b)  
Figure 1.1 An illustration of the possible discontinuities of the displacement at the end points, 
and how they can be equivalently removed mathematically. 
To overcome this problem, we alternatively consider a new function 
1201 )()()()( αξαξ xxxwxw −−=              (1.1) 
where 00 )( =′= xxwα , Lxxw =′= )(1α  and )(1 xξ ( )(2 xξ ) denotes a sufficiently smooth function in 
an arbitrary closed form whose derivative is set equal to 1 and 0 (0 and 1) at x=0 and L, 
respectively (Li, 2000). Essentially, )(xw  represents a residual beam function which is 
continuous over [0, L] and has zero-slopes at the both ends, as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). Apparently, 
the cosine series representation of )(xw  is able to converge correctly to the function itself and its 
first derivative at every point on the beam. Analogously, discontinuities potentially associated 
with the third-order derivative can be removed by adding two more similar terms in Eq. (1.1) 
expressed as (Li, 2000) 
14031201 )()()()()()( βξβξαξαξ xxxxxwxw −−−−=        )/( Lmm πλ =       (1.2) 
x
)(xw′
)(xw
LL−
x
1201 )()()()( αξαξ xxxwxw −−=
)(xw ′
LL−
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where ∑
∞
=
=
0
cos)(
m
mm xaxw λ , 00 )( =′′′= xxwβ , Lxxw =′′′= )(1β , and )(3 xξ ( )(4 xξ ) has the same 
meaning as )(1 xξ ( )(2 xξ ). The “physical impact” of this mathematical manipulation is to 
construct a desired residual displacement function )(ξw  that is ensured to have at least three 
continuous derivatives over the entire definition domain (including the boundary points).  
The displacement can also be expanded into a sine series. In that case, the supplementary 
terms are used to remove the discontinuities potentially associated with the displacement and its 
second-order derivative at the ends. A detailed comparison between the sine and cosine series in 
terms of the convergence speed has been discussed in Ref. (Li, 2002).  
For two-dimension problems, taking a plate of length a and width b as an example, its 
displacement function in the x− and y− direction can be expressed accordingly as  
       [ ]∑
=
+−=
4
1
)()()()(),(),(
i
i
i
ai
i
b yxxyyxwyxw βξαξ                           (1.3) 
where ∑∑
∞ ∞
=
=
m n
nmmn yxAyxw
0
coscos),( λλ  with amm /πλ = , bnn /πλ = , 
00 ),()( =′= yyxwxα , byyxwx =′= ),()(1α , 03 ),()( =′′′= yyxwxα , byyxwx =′′′= ),()(4α ,  
00 ),()( =′= xyxwyβ , axyxwy =′= ),()(1β , 03 ),()( =′′′= xyxwyβ , axyxwy =′′′= ),()(4β . 
and )(xiaξ (or )(y
i
bξ ) represent a set of closed-form sufficiently smooth functions defined over 
[0, a] (or [0, b]). The term ‘‘sufficiently smooth’’ implies that third-order derivatives of these 
functions exist and are continuous at any point on the plate. 
The form of complementary functions in Eqs. (1.1-3) have not been explicitly specified. 
Actually, any function sufficiently smooth such as polynomials and trigonometric functions can 
be used. Thus, this idea essentially opens an avenue for systematically defining a complete set of 
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admissible or trial functions that can be used in the Rayleigh-Ritz methods and universally 
applied to different boundary conditions for various structural components. The excellent 
accuracy and convergence of the Fourier series solutions have been repeatedly demonstrated for 
beams (Li, 2000, 2002; Li & Xu, 2009; and Xu & Li, 2008) and plates (Li, 2004; Li & Daniels, 
2002; Du et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009; and Zhang & Li, 2009) under various boundary conditions. 
1.3 Objective and outline 
The primary objective of this research is to generalize the Fourier Spectral Element 
Method (FSEM) to form a universal solution for the vibration and energy flow analyses of 
complex built-up structures, which are considered as an assembly of interconnected basic 
structural components such as beams and plates. Another purpose is to employ FSEM to 
investigate the statistical dynamic responses of and vibratory energy flows in built-up structures 
in the presence of model uncertainties resulting from engineering and manufacturing errors and 
variances. The remaining of this dissertation is structured as below. 
Chapter 2 presents an exact series solution for the vibration analysis of dynamic systems 
consisting of any number of collinearly- and elastically-coupled beams. This model is then used 
to study the dynamic behavior of multi-span bridges under moving loads. 
Chapter 3 proposes a closed-form solution for vibrations of 2-D and 3-D Euler-Bernoulli 
beams. Combined with Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, this solution is subsequently used to develop a 
general modeling method which can be broadly applied to the complex (2-D and 3-D) frame 
structures. The dynamic responses of and vibratory energy flows in some exemplary beam 
frames are analytically and experimentally investigated.  
Chapter 4 aims to derive a general solution for vibrations of the built-up plate assemblies. 
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The plate assembly considered is assumed to have general boundary conditions and consist of 
any number of arbitrarily oriented rectangular plates. The modal characteristics of the considered 
plate assemblies under various boundary conditions are studied. The accuracy and versatility of 
the present solution are also validated by experimental predictions. 
Chapter 5 develops an analytical solution for the beam-plate system. This solution is first 
utilized to study the effects on the modal properties for a beam-reinforced plate of various (plate 
and beam) support conditions, general coupling conditions, and reinforcing arrangements with 
respect to the number, orientations, and lengths of attached beams. In addition, a set of modal 
tests are also conducted for validating the presented solution. Furthermore, the characteristics of 
power flows and kinetic energy distributions for a stiffened plate are explored when the model is 
subjected to various support conditions, coupling configurations, and irregular spaced stiffeners.  
In Chapter 6, the validity of the assumption in SEA that the coupling loss factors 
calculated in isolation remain the same under the actual system environment is firstly revisited. 
Secondly, the FSEM combined with the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is used for estimating 
the dynamic behavior of built-up structures in the presence of uncertain model properties with 
focusing on the mid-frequency vibration characteristics. 
Chapter 7 generalizes the conclusions of this research and provides some suggestions for 
the future work. 
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CHAPTER II 
AN EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE VIBRATION OF MULTI-SPAN BEAM SYSTEMS  
2.1 Introduction 
The vibrations of multi-span beams are of considerable interest to many engineering 
areas such as bridge dynamics (Lee, 1996; Henchi & Fafard, 1997; Dugush & Eisenberger, 
2002), vibration localizations and vibro-acoustic responses of periodic structures (Ungar, 1966; 
Mead, 1996; Hodges & Woodhouse, 1983), system parameter identifications and structural 
health monitoring (Zhu & Law, 1999), and others (Wu & Thompson, 2000). Beams with various 
structural attachments or complicating factors have been extensively studied for many years. 
While modern numerical methods such as the Finite Element Method (Hino et al., 1984; Olsson, 
1985) can be generally used for the dynamic analyses of multi-span beams, some insightful 
information or details may easily be lost in the numerical processes. In addition, a grid-based 
solution method tends to become cumbersome in certain applications involving, such as, moving 
loads. Thus, analytical solutions are often desired in studying the dynamics of distributed 
systems.  
A number of solution methods have been developed for solving various beam problems. 
The assumed mode method (Lee, 1994; Zheng et al., 1998; Cha, 2005; Ichikawa & Miyakawa, 
2000) is perhaps the most popular and straightforward analytical method for solving a single- or 
multi-span beam problem. In this method, an intermediate support is often viewed as the lumped 
element which is added to the main beam. The assumed modes are typically the beam functions 
that are usually extracted under the unloaded or unconstrained conditions. Ichikawa and 
Miyakawa (2000) gave a solution for a uniform continuous beam under a concentrated load 
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moving at variable velocity. The solution was based on the mode superposition method and the 
final system equations in the case of variable velocity were solved numerically using the central 
difference method. The vibration of a multi-span non-uniform beam was studied by Zheng and 
Cheung (1998) using the modified beam vibration functions as the assumed modes. Other 
commonly used methods include Laplace transformations (Hamada, 1981; Chang, 2001), the 
methods of Lagrange multipliers (Dowell, 1979), the Green’s function methods (Abu-Hilal, 
2002; Foda & Abduljabbar, 1998), and dynamic stiffness methods (Leung & Zeng, 1994) to 
name a few. 
Many of the aforementioned methods will require a varying level of modifications or     
adaptations to account for the variations in boundary conditions, intermediate supports, and/or 
the number of spans. For instance, when the unconstrained beam functions are used as the 
assumed mode shapes, one typically needs to first determine the eigenfunctions for the given 
boundary conditions. This problem itself may become a sizeable task if the beam is elastically 
restrained at either or both ends. In addition, the beam eigenfunctions tend to become 
numerically unstable for large modal indexes, which demands special treatments in numerical 
calculations. In most investigations, the term “multi-span beams” usually refers to a continuous 
beam with a number of intermediate supports. Although the beams may be allowed to have 
different physical or geometrical properties for each span, the beam displacement and its first 
derivatives are usually required to be continuous over the entire beam length. This condition can 
be easily violated when the translational or rotational coupling between any two adjacent spans is 
not sufficiently strong to ensure a smooth transition of the displacement or its derivative at the 
junction. Many modern structures such as railroad tracks, pipeline and bridges are assembled 
from some fundamental building blocks through joints. Thus, it is important to extend the 
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definition of a multi-span beam to a dynamic system consisting of a number of beams coupled 
together through various joints. Accordingly, the continuity requirement on the displacement 
function needs to be replaced with the dynamic equilibrium conditions.  
A modified Fourier series method was previously developed for determining the 
vibration of a single beam with arbitrary boundary supports (Li, 2000) and the vibrational energy 
flows between two beams coupled together via a set of joints (Li, 2007; Li et al., 2005). It has 
been shown that not only does this method universally apply to any boundary conditions, but 
also the solution shows an excellent numerical behavior regarding its accuracy and speed of 
convergence. In this chapter, this method is extended to multi-span beam systems. The term 
multi-span beam system is used to indicate that the beam displacement or rotation is not 
necessarily continuous at a junction or an intermediate support. Here a beam refers to a section 
between any two points such as two adjacent intermediate supports which are modeled as a 
combination of translational and rotational springs. The couplings between beams are also 
described by two springs of arbitrary stiffnesses. This method offers an accurate and unified 
solution to this class of beam systems in that any boundary and coupling conditions can be 
directly simulated by simply varying the stiffness values accordingly. 
2.2 Vibration of multiple coupled beams with arbitrary boundary conditions 
2.2.1 An exact Fourier series 
Fig. 2.1 shows a dynamic system consisting of multiple beams coupled together via a set 
of joints which are modeled by linear and rotational springs. The use of the coupling springs 
between two adjacent beams allows accounting for the effects of some non-rigid or resilient 
connectors. The conventional rigid connectors can be considered as a special case when the 
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stiffnesses of these springs become substantially large with reference to the bending rigidities of 
the involved beams. Each of beams may also be independently supported on a set of elastic 
restraints at both ends. All the traditional intermediate supports and homogeneous boundary 
conditions (i.e., the combinations of the simply supported, free, guided and clamped end 
conditions) can be readily obtained from these general boundary conditions by accordingly 
setting the stiffness constants of the restraining springs to be equal to zero or infinity. 
 
Figure 2.1 An illustration of a multi-span beam system 
The differential equation for the vibration of the i-th beam is well known as     
    )()()( 244 xfxwSxdxwdD iiiiii =− ωρ            ) ..., ,2 ,1( Ni =       (2.2.1)                          
where iw , iD , iρ , and iS  are respectively the flexural displacement, the bending rigidity, the 
mass density and the cross-sectional area of beam i, and ω is angular frequency. The boundary 
and compatibility conditions can be expressed as  
at xi = 0, 
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'''wDwk~)ww(k iii1i1ii1i,i =+− ++                (2.2.4) 
''wD'wK~)'w'w(K iii1i1ii1i,i −=+− ++       (2.2.5) 
at the left end (of the first beam), 
 '''~       ,'''~ 1111011110 wDwKwDwk =−=                (2.2.6-7)  
at the right end (of the N-th beam), 
 '''~       ,'''~ 11 NNNNNNNN wDwKwDwk −==                 (2.2.8-9) 
where jiji Kk ,,  and  denote the stiffnesses of the linear and rotational springs at the function of 
beam i and j, respectively; 1,i0,i k
~k~  ,  are the stiffnesses of linear springs, and 1,i0,i K
~K~  ,  are the 
stiffnesses of the rotational springs at the left and right ends of beam i, respectively. 
All the conventional homogeneous beam boundary conditions can be considered as the 
special cases of Eqs. (2.2.6-9). For example, the simply supported boundary condition can be 
easily obtained by letting the stiffnesses of the translational and rotational springs be infinity and 
zero, respectively. On the i-th beam, the displacement will be sought in the form of 
      ,0  ,  )( cos)(
0
,, ii
m
mimii LxxpxAxw ≤≤+= ∑
∞
=
λ     )/( , imi Lmπλ =             (2.2.10) 
where Li is the length of beam i. 
In Eq. (2.2.10), an auxiliary function pi(x) is introduced to improve the convergence of the series 
expansion at end points, xi =0, Li. It is specifically required to satisfy the following conditions:     
       0iii )0('''w)0('''p α== ,   1iiiii )L('''w)L('''p α==           (2.2.11-12) 
       0iii )0('w)0('p β== ,  1iiiii )L('w)L('p β==                  (2.2.13-14) 
The benefits of using such an auxiliary function have been discussed in reference (Li, 2000).   
Theoretically, the auxiliary function pi(x) may be any sufficiently smooth function explicitly 
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defined over [0, Li], and thus there is an infinite number of possible choices. Here the auxiliary 
function is simply chosen to be a polynomial, that is,  
i
T
ii xp αζ )(=                                 (2.2.15) 
where  Tiiiii },,,{ 1010 ββαα=α                                               (2.2.16) 
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It should be noted that although the same symbol is used, the x-coordinate in Eq. (2.2.17) 
actually represents a local coordinate system with its origin at the left end of each beam. 
However, the use of different local coordinate systems is simply for the sake of mathematical 
convenience. Thus far, the auxiliary function has been fully defined within 4 unknown boundary 
constants, Tiiiii },,,{ 1010 ββαα=α . In what follows, it will be shown that these unknowns can be 
explicitly expressed as the functions of Fourier coefficients. Substituting Eqs. (2.2.10-17) into 
Eqs. (2.2.2-9) leads to   
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The above equations can be rewritten in a matrix form as 
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{ }T2,2,11,01,, )1()~()1()~( miimmiiiiimiiimii DDkkkk λλ −−+−+−= +−Q  (2.2.26) 
{ }T1,1, 000)1( −− −= iimmii kQ  and { }T1,1, 000 ++ −= iimii kQ   (2.2.27-28) 
Eq. (2.2.22) consists of 4 linear algebraic equations that essentially relate the 12 boundary 
constants to the Fourier expansion coefficients. To fully determine the boundary constants, one  
has to apply Eq. (2.2.22) in turn to each beam, resulting in a total of 4N equations which can be  
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expressed as  
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The unknown constants can now be solved from Eq. (2.2.29) as 
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with 
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In light of Eq. (2.2.35), the boundary constants for beam i can be expressed as 
∑
∞
=
=
0
,
~
m
mi
m
ii AQHα       (2.2.40) 
Making use of Eqs. (2.2.15) and (2.2.40), Eq. (2.2.10) becomes 
  ~)( )~)( (cos)(
,1 0
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0
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∞
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∞
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++=
ij
Nj m
m
ji
T
jmj
m
ii
T
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mimii xAxxAxw QHQH ζζλ  (2.2.41) 
It should be mentioned that the boundary and coupling conditions, Eqs. (2.2.2-9), have 
been explicitly used in establishing the relations between the boundary constants in the 
polynomials and the Fourier expansion coefficients. Thus, the Fourier coefficients are now only 
required to satisfy the governing differential equations. By substituting Eq. (2.2.41) into Eq. 
(2.2.1), multiplying both sides with mii
T
iim xx QH
~)(cos ζ+λ , and integrating the result from 0 to 
Li, one is able to obtain 
for m = 1,2,3… , 
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for m = 0, 
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In addition, it is not difficult to verify that 
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Making use of Eq. (2.2.50), Eq. (2.2.43) simplifies to 
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The final system can be written in a matrix form as 
( ) F=− ΑΜΚ 2ω       (2.2.52) 
where 
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
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{ }Ni FFFFF 21=  and { }Ni AAAAA 21=  (2.2.55-56) 
with the notations Tiiii fff ...} ,, ,{ 2,1,0,=F  and 
T
iiii AAA ...} ,, ,{ 2,1,0,=A  
The elements of the stiffness and mass matrices are defined as follows 
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and ( )  )( ~)(cos2
0, ∫ +=
pL
p
m
pp
T
ppmpmp dxxfxxLf QHζλ               (2.2.59) 
Eq. (2.2.52) represents a set of linear algebraic equations from which the unknown 
Fourier coefficients can be readily determined for a given loading condition. This equation will 
reduce to a standard matrix characteristic equation if the right-side force vector is set to be zero. 
All the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are readily obtained from the characteristic equation. Each 
of the eigenvectors actually contains the Fourier coefficients for the corresponding modes; the 
physical mode shapes can be simply calculated using Eq. (2.2.41). 
2.2.2 Results and discussions 
The first example involves a uniform cantilever beam of 2.5m long. The related 
geometrical and material parameters are given in the second column of Table 2.1. In the context 
of the current formulation for multi-span beams, this single beam can be equivalently viewed as 
a system consisting of a number of identical beams rigidly coupled together; for instance, it is 
here broken into two beams of 1m and 1.5m long, respectively. The clamped support at the left 
end (also the rigid coupling condition between these two beams) can be easily simulated by 
setting the stiffnesses of the corresponding springs to be infinitely large which is actually 
represented by a very large number, 1010, in the numerical calculations. 
Table 2.1 A list of beam parameters and material properties 
Variables Beam 1 Beam2 Beam3 
L (m) 1.0 1.5 2.0 
S (m2) 5×10-5 1.5×10-5 5×10-5 
I (m4) 10-10 5 ×10-11 10-10 
E (GPa) 207 207 207 
ρ (kg/m3) 7800 7800 7800 
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(a)                                                                            (b) 
          
                       (c)                                                                                (d) 
Figure 2.2 The mode shapes for the first four modes of a cantilever beam: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd 
mode; (c) 3rd mode; (d) 4th mode. ―, current method; ○, classical 
Obviously, the free condition at the right end can be represented by simply setting both 
stiffnesses for the corresponding springs to zero. Since the modal properties for such a beam can 
be determined analytically from the classical beam theory, this example provides an opportunity 
of checking the numerical behaviors of the current solution proposed for a multi-beam system.  
Table 2.2 The ten lowest natural frequencies for a cantilever beam 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1.4586a 9.1401 25.595 50.154 82.909 123.86 172.98 230.30 295.86 369.51 
1.4588b 9.1404 25.589 50.155 82.909 123.85 172.98 230.30 295.81 369.51 
a Current method, 
b Exact 
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In Table 2.2, the calculated first ten natural frequencies are compared with the theoretical 
ones for a cantilever beam; an excellent agreement is seen between these two sets of results. It 
should be pointed out that in the current calculation the series expansion on each beam has been 
truncated to M = 12. The mode shapes for the first four modes are plotted in Fig. 2.2. As 
expected, the two sets of modes are essentially identical.  
Table 2.3 Natural Frequencies calculated using different truncation numbers 
Mode Current Method Exact 
 
M = 6 M = 8 M = 10 M = 12 M = 15 
1     1.4586    1.4586    1.4586     1.4586    1.4586 1.4584 
2     9.1409     9.1407     9.1407     9.1407     9.1407 9.1404 
3    25.597    25.595    25.595    25.595    25.594 25.589 
4    50.174    50.161    50.157    50.154    50.154 50.155 
5    82.933    82.915    82.911    82.909    82.909 82.909 
6   123.99   123.89   123.87   123.86   123.85 123.85 
7   173.24   173.05   173.00   172.98   172.98 172.98 
8   231.46   230.55   230.37   230.30   230.30 230.30 
9   297.39   296.20   295.94   295.86   295.82 295.81 
10   371.07   369.76   369.57   369.51   369.50 369.51 
 
 To understand the convergence characteristic of the current series solution, Table 2.3 
shows the natural frequencies determined by using different truncation numbers. Based on these 
results, it can be said that the current solution behaves nicely with respect to its numerical 
accuracy and convergence. In the literature, the displacement function for each beam/span is 
often sought as an expansion of the beam (characteristic) functions determined under a set of 
boundary conditions presumably compatible with the actual system environment. Such solution 
techniques may be broadly categorized as the component mode synthesis method. It is known 
that the solution based on the free-interface modes tends to have a problem of slow-convergence 
(Shankar & Keane, 1995; Tan, 2001). An improved accuracy may result from the use of the 
fixed-interface modes plus several constraint modes (Kobayashi & Sugiyama, 2001). However, 
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although the beam functions constitute a complete set, the convergence and derivability (for 
calculating other physical variables such as moments and forces) of the resulting series 
expansion cannot be easily estimated mathematically. 
In comparison, the convergence characteristics have been well understood for the Fourier 
series expansions (Li, 2000). The excellent numerical stability is another attractive feature of the 
Fourier series solution. In comparison, the standard beam functions suffer a well-know numerical 
break-down approximately after the first dozen of modes, which demands special treatments in 
numerical calculations. 
 
Figure 2.3 Three elastically coupled beams with arbitrary boundary supports 
Now, we consider a general case involving three beams elastically coupled together, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The related beam parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. The left end of 
the system is clamped and the right end is simply supported. In addition, each beam is 
independently supported at both ends in the form of elastic constraints. The details of the 
supporting and coupling conditions are described in Table 2.4 in terms of the spring constants. 
For example, the simply supported condition at the right end is accomplished through setting 
 10~ 101,3 =k N/m and  
~
1,3K = 0 (refer to Fig. 2.3 for the notations). A moderate stiffness value 
indicates the possibility of a confined relative motion between the two coupling points (one of 
them may represent the ground). 
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~K
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Listed in Table 2.5 are the ten lowest natural frequencies for this three-beam system.  The 
FEA results obtained using an ANSYS model are also presented there as a reference. In the FEA 
model the element size is chosen as 0.01m, which is considered small enough to accurately 
capture the spatial variation of these modes. In the current calculation, the series expansion for 
each beam is truncated to include only the first 10 terms (M = 10). 
Table 2.4 Stiffness values for the boundary and coupling springs of a three-beam system 
Stiffness for beam1 Stiffness for beam2 Stiffness for beam3 Stiffness for joints 
 ~ 0,1k = 10
10 N/m  ~ 0,2k = 4000 N/m  
~
0,3k = 5000 N/m  2,1k = 1000 N/m 
 ~ 1,1k = 5000 N/m  
~
1,2k = 4000 N/m  
~
1,3k = ∞  3,2k = 1000 N/m 
 ~ 0,1K = ∞  ~ 0,2K = 1000 Nm/rad  ~ 0,3K = 2000 Nm/rad  2,1K = 200 Nm/rad 
 ~ 1,1K = 2000 Nm/rad  ~ 1,2K = 1000 Nm/rad  ~ 1,3K = 0  3,2K = 200 Nm/rad 
Table 2.5 Ten lowest natural frequencies for a three-beam system 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4.3675a 13.646 13.842 21.689 26.697 34.322 42.115 46.902 58.147 62.465 
4.3675b 13.646 13.848 21.689 26.697 34.325 42.116 46.903 58.149 62.467 
a Current method, 
b FEA 
  
           
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
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(c) 
Figure 2.4 Selected plots of the mode shapes for the three elastically coupled beams: (a) 1st 
mode; (b) 3rd mode; (c) 8th mode. ―, current method; ○, FEA 
The mode shapes for a few “randomly” selected modes are plotted in Fig. 2.4 together 
with the FEA results. Because of the elastic couplings, the displacements on the beams are no 
longer continuous across the junctions. It is seen (and also predictable) that the displacement 
jumps at the junctions tend to increase with the modal order. These plots also show the presence 
of mode or vibration localization. Traditionally, the vibration localization is associated with a 
slight dislocation of an immediate support of otherwise perfectly periodic multi-span beam. It 
should become clear that the coupling conditions add another dimension to this phenomenon, 
and potentially play an important role in influencing or controlling the vibration localization. 
2.3 Dynamic behavior of multi-span bridges under moving loads 
The vibration of a multi-span bridge subjected to a moving load has been investigated in 
a generic manner. Unlike in most previous multi-span bridge models, the displacement and its 
derivatives are not here required to be continuous at the intermediate supports or any other 
locations. In other words, the joints between spans can be considered as the design variables and 
optimized to achieve desired performance. In essence, the current model is a more general 
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representation of multi-span bridges in that each span can be independently supported and 
arbitrarily coupled to its neighbors via a set of joints of any stiffness values. 
Since the traditional beam and material parameters have been extensively studied and 
well understood regarding their effect on the bridge vibration, this investigation is specifically 
focused on a set of rarely attempted model variables: the coupling conditions between spans. 
2.3.1 Description of the analysis method 
For a multi-span bridge under moving loads, as shown in Fig. 2.1, the differential 
equation for the vibration of the i-th beam is well known as 
 ) ..., ,2 ,1(    ))((),(),( ,
1
2244 NitxxFtdtxwdAxdtxwdD f ij
J
j
jiiiii =−=+ ∑
=
δρ         (2.3.1) 
where ),( txwi , iD , iρ , and iS  are respectively the flexural displacement, the bending rigidity, 
the mass density and the cross-sectional area of i-th beam; ω is angular frequency and x 
represents the local co-ordinate measured from the left end of the i-th span; and j is the number 
of loads acting on the i-th beam at moment t, jF  is the magnitude of the j-th load, δ  is the Dirac 
delta function, and )(tx fi  is the load position measured from the left end of the i-th beam. 
Sometimes, unit step functions are used in Eq. (2.3.1) to explicitly specify whether a moving 
load is present or past. For simplicity, they are here dropped from Eq. (2.3.1) since the load 
position described in terms of delta function has already contained this information, i.e., the j-th 
load is not present to the i-th beam if )(, tx
f
ij >Li or <0.  
When a single load travels along a beam, the dynamic response can be treated as having 
two parts: the forced vibration caused by the load directly acting on the beam, and the residual 
free vibration caused by the load that has passed the beam. As a consequence, phenomena of 
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resonance and cancellation may occur when a bridge is under the action of multiple loads. 
Therefore, the loading conditions (e.g., the number of loads and their traveling speeds) are of 
critical importance to a bridge design. From mathematical point of view, however, Eq. (2.3.1) 
simply represents a linear system whose response to multiple loads can be actually considered as 
the superposition of its responses to each individual load. Thus, only one moving force will be 
explicitly considered in this study since our primary objective is to examine if and how the 
coupling conditions between spans can affect the bridge vibration. The load profile is defined by 
== atx f )( const., atvvtx f +== 0)(  and 2/)(
2
0 attvtx f += , where )(tx f  is the load position 
measured from the left end of the first beam, a  is the acceleration of the moving load, )(tvv =  is 
its velocity, and 0v  is the initial velocity at time 0=t  when the load is just about to enter the 
first beam.  
The boundary and coupling conditions for the i-th beam can be expressed as 
at x = 0, 
   ),('''),(~)),(),(( 011, txwDtxwktxwtxwk iiiiiiii −=+− −−                 (2.3.2) 
  ),(''),('~)),('),('( 011, txwDtxwKtxwtxwK iiiiiiii =+− −−              (2.3.3) 
at x = Li, 
   ),('''),(~)),(),(( 111, txwDtxwktxwtxwk iiiiiiii =+− ++                  (2.3.4) 
  ),(''),('~)),('),('( 111, txwDtxwKtxwtxwK iiiiiiii −=+− ++          (2.3.5) 
at the left end (of the first beam), 
    ),(''),('~       ),,('''),(
~
1111011110 txwDtxwKtxwDtxwk =−=          (2.3.6-7) 
at the right end(of the N-th beam), 
  ),(''),('~       ),,('''),(
~
11 txwDtxwKtxwDtxwk NNNNNNNN −==            (2.3.8-9) 
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where, refer to Fig. 2.1, jiji Kk ,,  and  denote the stiffnesses of the linear and rotational springs at 
the junction of beams i and j, respectively; 1,i0,i k
~k~  ,  are the stiffnesses of linear springs, and 
1,i0,i K
~K~  ,  the stiffnesses of the rotational springs at the left and right ends of beam i, 
respectively. 
As mentioned in section 2.2, all the conventional homogeneous beam boundary 
conditions can be considered as the special cases of Eqs. (2.3.6-9). For each beam, the 
displacement will be sought in the form of 
ii
m
mimii LxtxpxtAtxw ≤≤+= ∑
∞
=
0     ,  ),( cos)(),(
0
,, λ , )( ,
i
mi L
mπλ = ,  (2.3.10) 
where Li is the length of i-th beam. 
In Eq. (2.3.10), an auxiliary function pi(x, t) was introduced to improve the accuracy and 
convergence of the series expansion at the end points, x =0 and Li. It is specifically required to 
satisfy the following conditions:  
 0),0('''),0(''' iii twtp α== and   ),('''),(''' 1iiiii tLwtLp α==  (2.3.11-12) 
 ),0('),0(' 0iii twtp β== and  ),('),(' 1iiiii tLwtLp β==   (2.3.13-14) 
The expression of such an auxiliary function was given by Eqs. (2.2.15-2.2.17). 
Substituting Eqs. (2.3.10-14) and Eqs. (2.2.15-17) into (2.3.2-9) leads to 
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In matrix form, the above equations reduce to  
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The definition of matrices 1,,1, ,, +− iiiiii HHH  and vectors 
m
ii
m
ii
m
ii 1,,1, ,, +− QQQ  are given in 
Eqs. (2.2.23-28). Following the procedure described in section 2.2, one can obtain total of 4N 
equations as  
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Making use of Eqs. (2.2.15) and (2.3.20), Eq. (2.3.10) can be expressed as  
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Substituting Eq. (2.3.21) into (2.3.1) and following the standard Galerkin procedure, one is able 
to obtain (Xu & Li, 2008) 
  [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }                FAMAK pqpqqpq =+     )..., ,3 ,2 ,1 ,( Nqp =        (2.3.22) 
where ',mmpqK  and ',mmpqM  are defined by Eqs. (2.2.57-58), and 
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  ( )   QH∫ −+= p
L
fip
m
pp
T
ppmpmp dxtxxfxxLf 0, ))((
~)(cos2 ζλ   (2.3.23) 
for ... ,3 ,2 ,1 ,0', =mm  and ...., ,3 ,2 ,1 , Nqp =  Eq. (2.3.22) represents a set of coupled second-
order differential equations with respect to time which can be solved by the direct numerical 
integration. The Newmark- β  algorithm is used to perform the numerical integration. 
2.3.2 Results and discussions 
In order to validate the current model and analysis code, we will first consider a multi-
span beam problem that was previously studied by Henchi and Fafard (1997). As illustrated in 
Fig. 2.3, this example involves a three-span stepped beam subjected to a single concentrated 
moving load. The relevant beam and material parameters are listed in Table 2.6. 
Table 2.6 Beam and material properties 
L (m)  ρ (Kg/m3)   ρA (Kg/m) E (N/m2) EI (Nm2) F (N) 
20 7800 1000      1048.10
10×   1096.1
9×   1048.9
3×  
 
Under the current framework, this stepped continuous beam can be viewed as a collection 
of three separate beams that are rigidly coupled together. The continuous beam is assumed to be 
simply supported at its ends and the two joint locations. The simply supported condition can be 
readily modeled by simply setting the stiffnesses of the (linear and rotational) coupling springs 
equal to infinity and zero, respectively. 
Table 2.7 Comparison of natural frequencies 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6.204a 7.579 11.795 24.095 26.365 37.561 
6.204b 7.581 11.974 24.207 26.439 37.282 
        a Current method,   
        b [Henchi & Fafard, 1997] 
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The calculated natural frequencies for the first six modes are compared in Table 2.7 with 
those given by Henchi and Fafard (1997). Now, assume the beam is subjected to a point load, 
31048.9 ×=F N, moving at a constant speeds v =35.57m/s. Plotted in Fig. 2.5 are the 
corresponding deflections at the midpoint locations of all three spans. The results obtained by 
Henchi and Fafard (1997) are also shown there for comparison. An excellent agreement is 
observed between these two sets of solutions. This problem was also studied by Dugush and 
Eisenberger for different beam parameters and load profiles. It is here sufficient to say that the 
current results also match closely with those given by Dugush and Eisenberger (2002). 
 
Figure 2.5 Flexural deflection at the midpoint of each span for v =35.57m/s: span 1: —, 
current, ○, [Henchi & Fafard, 1997]; span 2: - - -, current, □, [Henchi & Fafard, 
1997]; and span 3: -·-, current, Δ, [Henchi & Fafard, 1997] 
Before proceeding to examination of the elastic couplings between spans, we will first 
consider a modified version of the above problem which involves a single uniform beam 
elastically supported at its ends. This kind of problems was previously investigated by Yang et 
al., (2004). For convenience, all the related parameters will remain the same except that the 
bending stiffness for the mid-span is reduced to EI, same as the other spans to achieve the 
uniformity required for a single-span beam. It should be mentioned that the two intermediate 
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supports are also removed. Thus, we now deal with a uniform beam of length 3L elastically 
supported, at each end, by a linear spring of stiffness, say, 1010=k N/m. The deflections at the 
center of the beam are plotted in Fig. 2.6 for two different load speeds. The results obtained 
using the solution given by Yang et al., (2004) are also presented there. A good comparison is 
observed between these two sets of results. 
In a traditional multi-span beam problem, the beam displacement and its first derivative 
are both required to be continuous over the entire beam length. In many real-world applications, 
regardless of whether purposely or not, the joints between different spans may not always be 
modeled as being infinitely rigid. Thus, joint stiffnesses, or coupling conditions between spans, 
will actually constitute an additional set of model parameters, and may meaningfully affect the 
bridge vibration. While the roles of beam parameters and/or loading conditions have been 
extensively studied, the effect of the between-span coupling conditions on the dynamic behavior 
of a bridge was barely attempted before. Thus, the subsequent discussions will be primarily 
focused on the effect of the coupling conditions. 
 
Figure 2.6 Flexural deflection at the midpoint of a continuous elastically supported beam 
under a load with two different velocities: v =35.57m/s m/s: —, current method, *, 
[Yang et al., 2004]; and v =71.25m/s: - - -, current method, Δ, [Yang et al., 2004]. 
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             (I)                                 (II)          (III) 
Figure 2.7 Peak-peak deflection at the midpoint of each span for a few load profiles defined 
by a constant acceleration a = 2m/s2 and different initial velocities: (I) 1st span; (II) 
2nd span; (III) 3rd span. (a) elastic-elastic; (b) elastic-rigid; and (c) rigid-elastic. —, 
v =5m/s; ·····, v =17.87m/s; -·-, v =35.57m/s; ---, v =71.25 m/s 
As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, there are up to eight independent springs associated with each 
span in a general support/coupling configuration. Theoretically, each of these springs can be 
considered as an independent design variable, which makes it a formidable task to study a 
general case involving an arbitrary combination of these variables. For simplicity, we will again 
consider the three-span beam problem with only one modification: the continuity requirement for 
the first derivative is relaxed at junctions of the spans. That is, two rotational springs,  2,1K and 
(a) (a) (a) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(c) (c) (c) 
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3,2K , of equal stiffness are now placed between the spans while the displacement is still 
assumed to be continuous over the entire length.  
   
   
   
             (I)                                 (II)          (III) 
Figure 2.8 Peak-peak deflection at the midpoint of each span for a constant acceleration a = 2 
m/s2 and different initial velocities: (I) 1st span; (II) 2nd span; (III) 3rd span. (a) v
=17.87 m/s; (b) v =35.57 m/s; (c) v =71.25 m/s. —, elastic-elastic; -·-, rigid-elastic; 
---, elastic-rigid 
Three different arrangements are considered: (1) spans 1 and 2 are elastically connected 
via a rotational spring while spans 2 and 3 are rigidly coupled together (ER); (2) spans 2 and 3 
are elastically connected while spans 1 and 2 are rigidly coupled together (RE); and (3) all three 
spans are elastically coupled together (EE). In all these cases, the rotational stiffness will vary 
(a) (a) (a) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(c) (c) (c) 
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from 610  and 1010  Nm/rad. The peak– peak value (the algebraic difference between the 
extremes of the deflection) at the midpoint of each span is utilized to evaluate the dynamic 
behavior of the beam system. Fig. 2.7 shows the peak–peak values vs. the stiffness of the 
coupling springs for a few different load profiles. It is seen that as the stiffness increases, the 
deflection at the midpoint of each span typically decreases until 810≅K  (or 1≅EIKL ). The 
dynamic responses tend to exhibit a strong dependence on the coupling stiffness near this 
“critical” value. The peak–peak values typically increases with the traveling speed of the load 
for a given coupling stiffness and configuration. 
To better understand the effect of coupling conditions, the results in Fig. 2.7 are re-
plotted in Fig. 2.8 based on the coupling configurations. It is observed that the deflections on 
span 1 are almost the same for the EE and ER configurations. A possible explanation is that the 
peak deflections occur when the load is still located on the first span. Since the time elapsed to 
reach this stage is relatively short, the wave front may not yet have arrived at or bounced back 
from the junction (between spans 2 and 3) which differentiates the EE and ER configurations. As 
a consequence, the initial response of span 1 is primarily dictated by the local end conditions 
which are essentially the same in both configurations. A similar comparison can be made 
between the EE and RE configurations regarding the deflections on span 3 for 710≤K . As the 
spring stiffness becomes sufficiently large, all the three configurations will essentially degenerate 
into a continuous multi-span beam, and the responses tend to become the same as repeatedly 
shown in Fig. 2.8. 
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                   (a)                          (b)             (c) 
Figure 2.9 Variation ratio for the peak-peak deflection at the midpoint of each span for a 
constant acceleration a = 2 m/s2: (a) span 1; (b) span 2; (c) span 3. —Δ, elastic-
elastic; ---○, rigid-elastic; -·-*, elastic-rigid 
The above results have consistently indicated that the dynamic behavior of a multi-span 
bridge may become strongly dependent upon the coupling conditions between spans. Since in 
practice the stiffness values can vary easily by several orders of magnitude, their impact on the 
dynamic behavior will be better assessed in terms of the variance ratio, as plotted in Fig. 2.9. 
The variance ratio is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum peak-
peak deflections (normalized by the maximum) for all the given stiffness values. A larger 
variance ratio indicates a more significant influence of the coupling conditions on the dynamic 
behavior of the bridge. It is evident from Fig. 2.9 that the deflections or the dynamic behavior of 
a bridge can be substantially influenced by the coupling conditions. 
    
                   (a)                          (b)             (c) 
Figure 2.10 The rotational coupling stiffness that corresponds to the smallest peak-peak 
deflection at the midpoint of each span for a constant acceleration a = 2 m/s2: (a) 
span 1; (b) span 2; (c) span 3. —Δ elastic-elastic; ---○ rigid-elastic; -·-* elastic-
rigid 
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In terms of bridge design, a large variance ratio implies certain room for improving 
bridge performance through varying or optimizing the coupling conditions between spans. For 
example, a set of preferred joint stiffnesses (corresponding to the minimum peak-peak deflection) 
are shown in Fig. 2.10 for the specified load speeds. It is clear that the rigid coupling does not 
always result in the smallest deflection, as one may intuitively believe. 
It should be pointed out that these optimal stiffness values were actually determined 
based on the local vibration data and vary from span to span. In practice, one may have to first 
define a global objective or cost function so that a unique set of optimal joint parameters can be 
found accordingly. Since the coupling conditions, unlike many other structural parameters, can 
be modified in a more drastic and cost-effective manner, they have potential to become an 
important design option for a significant improvement of bridge performance. 
2.4 Conclusions 
An exact series solution has been presented for determining the dynamic characteristics 
of a multi-span beam system with arbitrary boundary conditions. The coupling between any two 
neighboring beams is generically described by two (linear and rotational) springs, which allows a 
more realistic account of many rigid and non-rigid joints encountered in practical applications. 
Since each beam is elastically restrained independently (in addition to the elastic couplings), the 
current method can be readily and universally applied to any boundary conditions with no need 
of modifying the basis functions or adapting solution procedures as often required in other 
methods. 
It has been shown through numerical examples that the modal properties can be 
accurately calculated for a multi-beam system under general boundary and coupling conditions. 
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Unlike in most multi-span beam models, the displacement and its derivatives are here not 
required to be continuous at a junction, which is of interest to certain engineering applications 
such as vehicle-bridge interaction.  
As a typical application of the proposed model in practice, the vibration of a multi-span 
bridge subjected to a moving load has been investigated in a generic manner. It has been 
demonstrated through numerical examples that the coupling conditions will generally have a 
direct and meaningful impact on the vibration on each span. In particular, the peak–peak 
deflection on a span is strongly dependent upon the coupling conditions local to that span, and 
less sensitive to the coupling conditions at distant junctions. For a given coupling arrangement, 
the peak–peak deflection on each span typically increases with the traveling speed of a load. In 
comparison with many other design variables, a coupling stiffness can be practically varied 
easily by several orders of magnitude. It is found, however, that the dynamic behavior becomes 
particularly sensitive to the coupling conditions near the critical stiffness value defined by 
1≅EIKL . Thus, the large design space may be practically compressed into a much smaller 
one. Finally, a large variance ratio for the deflection on each span shall be understood as a good 
potential for improving bridge design through optimizing the coupling conditions between spans. 
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CHAPTER III 
VIBRATION AND POWER FLOW ANALYSES OF FRAME STRUCTURES 
3.1 Introduction 
Although the SEM, DSM, and receptance methods provide an analytical solution for 
beam frameworks, they are only restricted to the beams that have to present certain degree of 
uniformity regarding the material and geometrical properties; otherwise, beam functions are not 
generally available. In dealing with a beam structure, the system solution is often expressed in 
terms of the modal properties for each individual beam by assuming the coupling end(s) is free. 
The modal properties thus obtained may also be alternatively used to determine the transfer 
functions, Green functions or receptance functions between the responses and the reaction forces 
(including moments) at the junctions in the actual system environment. While this solution 
procedure may be reasonably good for calculating the modal properties or the vibrational 
response of the composite structure to an external load, the basic fact still cannot be changed; 
that is, the modal properties for each beam are actually determined by freeing the “coupling” 
end(s). As a consequence, the displacement functions constructed using these component modes 
will not be able to accurately represent the reaction forces/moments (which depend upon the 
second and third derivatives of the displacement functions) at the coupling ends. This problem is 
expected to become more remarked in a power flow analysis because the reaction forces and 
moments will have to be calculated explicitly at the junctions. Although for an elastic joint the 
coupling forces and moments can be respectively calculated from the relative translational and 
rotational displacements, the calculations will understandably break down when the coupling 
stiffnesses become very high. As a matter of fact, the use of free-free beam functions was found 
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particularly difficult for the intermediate coupling strength (Keane, 1992). 
In this chapter, a closed-form series solution is proposed for vibrations of 2-D and 3-D 
Euler-Bernoulli beams. This solution is subsequently generalized into a modeling method which 
can be broadly applied to the built-up (2-D and 3-D) frame structures. In this general modeling 
method, the interactions between the beams are described in a weak form of the Rayleigh-Ritz 
principle, which allows the current method to fully take advantages of the powerful FEA 
formulations and flexible implementation schemes. 
3.2 Analytical solution for vibrations of built-up frame structures 
3.2.1 Description of the analytical solution 
Fig. 3.1 shows two built-up 2-D and 3-D frame structures. They simply represent a 
collection of beams. In order to be able to account for the varieties of the possible coupling 
configurations, a junction is considered as a combination of a number of joints with each of them 
being uniquely used to connect a pair of beams. For example, if three beams meet at a junction, 
then three independent joints will be specified there (between beam 1 and 2, beam 1 and 3, and 
beam 2 and 3). In structural analysis, each joint will be represented by three springs 
corresponding respectively to the axial, flexural and rotational displacements. When the beams 
are rigidly connected together, one needs to simply set the spring constants to be infinitely large. 
The use of the coupling springs will allow accounting for the flexibility of the joints, which may 
be more important at higher frequencies. 
For generality, we will discuss vibrations in 3-D space of a built-up frame. That is, the 
vibrations on each beam are fully described by displacements in the longitudinal, torsional and 
two transverse directions based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Obviously, the transverse, 
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torsional and longitudinal displacements are directly coupled together at a joint. The analytical 
procedure for the 2-D frame is essentially identical to the 3-D case but the beam displacements 
are described in the in-plane transverse and longitudinal directions.  
  (a)                                                                                (b) 
Figure 3.1 Exemplary built-up frames: (a) a 2-D frame; (b) a 3-D frame 
In the current solution, the harmonic displacements of the free vibration of each beam, 
e.g. the i-th beam, can be expressed as  
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where ω  denotes the radian natural frequency of vibration and t is time, 1−=j .  
The amplitudes of the displacements will be sought in a closed form as 
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where im Lm /πλ = , iL  is the length of the i-th beam, the subscript r (= z or y) denote the 
bending displacement about z or y axis; qiA  and 
q
iB  (q = w, u or θ ) are the expansion 
coefficients to be determined. 
In Eq. (3.4) the cosine series is supplemented by four sine terms. The inclusion of these 
additional terms actually plays a vitally important role in taking care of the possible 
discontinuities (or jumps), at the end points, with the first and third derivatives of the 
displacement function when it is periodically extended (with a period 2Li) onto the entire x-axis. 
Specifically, these auxiliary terms are chosen in such a way that they will, regardless of 
boundary/coupling conditions, be equal to the values of the first and third derivatives of the 
displacement function at both end points. Mathematically, this requirement can be readily 
satisfied by any four properly scaled closed-form functions which are linearly independent and 
sufficiently smooth over [0, Li]. In the previous studies (Li, 2000; Xu & Li, 2008; Li & Xu, 
2009), the auxiliary functions are simply selected as polynomials. The reason for using sine 
functions here is because they exhibit some desired characteristics such as being orthogonal to 
many of the cosine functions. Because for the longitudinal and torsional displacements only the 
first derivative are of concern at the end points, only two auxiliary terms are needed in Eqs. (3.4-
5). 
The elastic deformations ( )iiri vuw ,,,  of each beam are defined with respect to a local 
coordinate system ( )iii zyx ,,  which leads to various coupling scenarios between each adjoining 
pair of beams. Similarly, the coupling between beams is treated as an elasticity described by a set 
of six simple linear and rotational springs. Each elasticity has its own principal axes indicated 
by (p, q, r). In order to ease the computation, a global coordinate system ( )zyx ,,  is used for 
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defining the whole frame and coupling/restraint springs, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
 
(a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 3.2 The coordinate transformation scheme: (a) for a beam; (b) for the spring 
The coordinate transformation (between local and global) of displacements of the i-th 
beam on the coupling joint is realized by a matrix  
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The displacement of the i-th beam on the coupling joint has the form 
iii URU =        (3.9) 
where iU  is the displacement vector defined in the local coordinates, written as 
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Analogously, the coupling between beams and the boundary restraints of each beam are 
specified in the global coordinate in terms of the stiffness transformation matrix sR  
[ ] Tsrqprqpss KKKkkkdiag RRK =      (3.11) 
where (.)diag  denotes the diagonal matrix formed from the listed elements, jk  and jK ( ,, yxj =
or z ), are, respectively, the linear stiffness in and the rotational stiffness about the j-direction, 
and  
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being the transformation matrix whose elements are simply the direction cosines of the axes of 
the springs. 
Previously, the Fourier coefficients are solved by directly using the boundary conditions 
and the governing equations (Xu & Li, 2008). Following this process, the coefficients for the 
sine terms will be considered as some intermediate variables, and first solved from the 
boundary/coupling conditions in terms of the Fourier coefficients for the cosine functions. 
Subsequently, all the coefficients for the cosine terms will become fully independent and can be 
determined directly from the governing equations by following the standard Fourier solution 
procedures. Although this solution scheme may represent the most natural choice 
mathematically, it will lead to fully-populated coefficient matrices for the final system equations. 
As an alternative solution process which may actually be preferred in practice, all the expansion 
coefficients (for the sine and cosine terms) are now treated as independent variables, and are 
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solved, in an approximate manner, by using the powerful Rayleigh-Ritz method. In this way, 
only the neighboring beams will be directly coupled together in final system equations, as 
manifested in the highly sparse stiffness and mass matrices. However, the most important 
outcome is that this solution process will allow us to develop a new class of numerical methods 
for complex structures by taking advantages of the progresses in the finite element methods. Two 
important distinctions will have to be drawn between the current and FE methods: first, the 
elements here represent a more meaningful structural component; and second, the element 
unknowns are now the Fourier expansion coefficients instead of the nodal variables. The 
corresponding pros and cons are case-dependent, and will become obvious in many applications. 
The expressions for the total potential and kinetic energies of the frame, respectively, are 
given in a global sense 
( ) ( )∑∑∑
= =
−++=
b bb N
i
N
ij
c
ijij
N
i
CB
ii
1
. 1 VVVV δ      (3.14) 
∑=
bN
i
iTT       (3.15) 
where bN  is the total number of beam elements; iV  represents the strain energies due to the 
elastic deformations of the i-th beam; CBi
.V  designates the potential energies stored in the 
boundary springs of the i-th beam; cijV  accounts for the potential energies associated with 
coupling springs between the i-th and the j-th beams; and iT is the kinetic energies 
corresponding to the vibrations of the i-th beam. 
Specifically, the potential and kinetic energies of the individual beam in terms of the 
assumed displacements can be written as 
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where yiI , , ziI ,  iE , iJ , iG , iρ , and iS , are respectively the moment inertia about y and z axes, 
Young’s modulus, torsional rigidity, shear modulus, mass density, and the cross-sectional area of 
the i-th beam.  
The definitions for the boundary spring stiffness matrices 0B.CK  and i
L
B.CK  follow the 
transformation form given in Eqs. (3.11-13). The potential energy stored in the coupling springs 
with respect to global coordinates can be written as 
( ) ( )jisTjicij UUKUUV −−=        (3.19) 
By substituting Eqs. (3.9 and 3.11) into Eq. (3.19), one obtain 
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The new terms introduced in Eq. (3.20) are defined as follows 
[ ] iTsrqprqpsTii KKKkkkdiag RRRRH =    (3.21)  
[ ] jTsrqprqpsTjj KKKkkkdiag RRRRH =    (3.22) 
[ ] jTsrqprqpsTiij KKKkkkdiag RRRRH =    (3.23) 
The classical Hamilton’s principle is now applied 
( )∫ =−
2
1
0
t
t
dtTV δ      (3.24) 
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Substituting Eqs. (3.14-23) into Eq. (3.24) and minimizing the Rayleigh quotient with 
respect to the Fourier coefficients un
u
m
w
m BAA ,,,  , and 
θ
nB  yields the free vibration eigenproblem. 
{ } 0ΦMK =− 2ω       (3.25) 
here K  is the system stiffness matrix, and has the form 
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where iiK  and jjK  stand for the total stiffness matrix of the i-th and the j-th beams respectively; 
and ijK  represents the cross coupling stiffness matrix between the i-th and the j-th beams; 
particularly, iiK  can be written as a summation 
c
iiiiii KKK +=
0       (3.27) 
where 0iiK  and 
c
iiK  denote contributions due to the beam itself and the coupling between beams 
respectively.  
The system mass matrix M  is written in the form  
[ ] idiag MMM 1=     (3.28) 
where iM  is the mass matrix of the i-th beam. 
The coefficient vector Φ  in Eq. (3.25) is defined as 
{ } θθ iwziwyiuiwzwyu ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ ,,1,1,11=    (3.29) 
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where subscripts yiw , , ziw , , iu  and iθ  indicate a quantity related to the displacement type of the 
i-th beam, respectively. The component vectors in Eq. (3.29) are given by  
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Although the expressions of the stiffness and mass matrices are very lengthy, they can be 
easily derived by following the standard Rayleigh-Ritz procedures, and are given in Appendix A. 
Once the stiffness and mass matrices are calculated, the modal properties can be readily obtained 
from Eq. (3.25) by solving a simple matrix eigenvalue problem. The modal frequencies for the 
structure are directly related to the eigenvalues. The actual modes, however, will have to be 
determined by substituting the eigenvectors into Eqs. (3.4-6) because each of the eigenvectors 
contains all the Fourier coefficients for the corresponding mode. 
3.2.2 Results and discussions 
Let’s first look at a planer frame shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Based on its physical 
compositions, it will be respectively divided into 9 beams, as labeled in the figure. For 
simplicity, it is assumed that all these beams are made of steel: Young’s modulus 
 111007.2 ×=E N/m2, Poisson ratio  29.0=µ , mass density  7800=ρ kg/m3; and have the same 
length L = 1m, cross-sectional area 510−=S m2, and moment inertia 1010−=I m4. The two legs of 
the structure are rigidly fixed to the ground, and all the joints are assumed to be infinitely rigid.   
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The first 15 calculated natural frequencies are given in Table 3.1. The FEM results 
obtained from an ANSYS model are also presented as comparison. The series expansions are 
truncated to M = 7 in the calculation. An excellent agreement is observed between these two sets 
of solutions, which indicates that the current solution converges adequately fast with a small 
truncation number. The mode shapes for the first 4 modes are plotted in Fig. 3.3. 
Table 3.1 Calculated natural frequencies for a planar frame 
Mode Current (Hz)      FEA (Hz)  Error (%) 
1 3.1950 3.1961 0.034 
2 9.4588 9.4586 -0.002 
3 11.397 11.396 -0.009 
4 27.145 27.144 -0.004 
5 34.107 34.105 -0.006 
6 37.887 37.885 -0.005 
7 46.280 46.275 -0.011 
8 50.898 50.893 -0.010 
9 57.967 57.962 -0.009 
10 57.994 57.989 -0.009 
11 62.724 62.729 0.008 
12 63.034 63.041 0.011 
13 107.42 107.43 0.009 
14 122.70 122.73 0.024 
15 126.20 126.23 0.024 
 
 
(a)                               (b)                                    (c)                                  (d) 
Figure 3.3 Mode shapes of a planar frame: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; (d) 4th 
mode 
The next example is about a 3-D frame shown in Fig. 3.1(b). It is divided into 8 beams 
rigidly coupling together at 4 joints, as labeled in the figure. While the material and physical 
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properties in this case are identical to those of the planar frame, the length for beams 1, 2, 5 and 
7 is 2m, and for 3, 4, 6, and 8 is 1m. Other related model parameters such as cross section area S
, moment inertias yI  and zI  are all identical to those in the 2-D case. The four legs of the 
structure are rigidly attached to the ground. The truncation number M = 7 is still used in this case 
for the series expansions. 
Table 3.2 Calculated natural frequencies for a 3-D frame 
Mode Current (Hz)      FEA (Hz)  Error (%) 
   1 4.338 4.335 0.0692 
2 4.338 4.335 0.0692 
3 5.647 5.642 0.088 
4 6.257 6.255 0.0312 
5 7.488 7.487 0.0134 
6 10.686 10.678 0.0745 
7 10.688 10.679 0.0841 
8 11.131 11.123 0.0719 
9 11.131 11.123 0.0719 
10 13.231 13.224 0.0529 
11 13.231 13.224 0.0529 
12 14.513 14.500 0.0896 
13 28.668 28.665 0.0104 
14 29.905 29.885 0.0669 
15 29.905 29.885 0.0669 
 
The first 15 calculated modal frequencies are listed in Table 3.2 for the 3-D frame 
structure. The results obtained using FEA models (ANSYS) are also presented there for 
comparison. An excellent agreement is seen between these two solution methods. To better 
understand the modal characteristics, the first six modes are plotted in Fig. 3.4. 
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(a)                        (b)  
   
(c)                       (d)  
     
 (e)                        (f)  
Figure 3.4 Mode shapes of a 3-D frame: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; (d) 4th 
mode; (e) 5th mode; (d) 6th mode 
3.3 Experimental study 
In order to testify the proposed method, in this section, we will conduct a series of 
experiments on three types of coupled beam structures: a planar frame, a 3-D frame and a combo 
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beam assembly, as shown in Figs. 3.5(a), 3.6(a) and 3.7(a) respectively. These test structures 
consist of a bunch of square cross-sectional steel beams with common properties listed in Table 
3.3. For the ladder and table shaped frames, beams are connected together through 2-D or 3-D 
welding spots as illustrated by Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.6(b) respectively. These welding spots 
essentially represent the rigid coupling conditions among beams. For the combo frame shown in  
Fig. 3.7(a), it is obtained by simply assembling the ladder and table frames via screws depicted 
in Fig. 3.7(b). 
  
(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Figure 3.5 A ladder shaped frame for testing: (a) the whole shape; (b) a typical 2-D joint 
                                   
 
 (a)                                                         (b) 
Figure 3.6 A table shaped 3-D frame for testing: (a) the whole shape; (b) a typical 3-D joint 
 
 
(a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 3.7 A combo beam assembly for testing: (a) the whole shape; (b) a screw joint 
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Table 3.3 Material and physical properties of beam frames for testing 
    Description                Symbol         Unit           Value 
Young’s modulus E N/m2   1005.2 11×  
Shear modulus G  N/m2   11108.0 ×  
Mass density ρ  Kg/m3 7800 
Poisson ratio µ  ----- 0.29 
Structural damping η  ----- 0.002 
The experiment arrangement is to simulate a free boundary condition by hanging the 
structures through a soft rubber band from the ceiling. The frames were transversely excited by 
an impact hammer (PCB086C01) and the response was measured by a uni-axial accelerometer 
(B&K4508). The Data Acquisition (DAQ) hardware used in the experiment is NI USB-9234, 
and the software for analyzing the vibration signals is Toolbox “Sound and Vibration 6.0” of 
LabView 2009. 
3.3.1 Modal testing of a 2D frame 
 
Figure 3.8 A ladder frame dimensions, and excitation and response locations 
The test planer frame composed of 8 beams is made of steel (AISI A1018 cold drawn), 
and has the parameters as following: Young’s modulus E = 205 GPa, mass density ρ =7870 
kg/m3, Poisson ratio =µ 29.0 , cross-sectional area S = 3.61×10-4 m2, moment inertias == zy II
0.11×10-7 m4 , and tosional rigidity J = 0.22×10-7m4 . The overall dimensions of the structure as 
well as the excitation and response locations are presented in Fig. 3.8. 
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As illustrated in the figure, a force is executed on beam 1 along the y direction, and the 
response points are located, respectively, on beam 1 along y axis, beam 2 along x axis, beam 3 
along y axis, and beam 7 along y axis. The measured and predicted frequency response functions 
(FRF) are plotted in Figs. 3.9-12 respectively for the four response locations. An overall good 
agreement can be seen between the theoretical predications and experimental results in all cases. 
Nevertheless, a frequency shift exists between 200Hz and 1000Hz, and becomes larger with 
increasing the frequency in these figures. 
 
Figure 3.9 FRF of a ladder frame at point 1 in y- axis: — prediction; --- test 
 
 
Figure 3.10 FRF of a ladder frame at point 2 in x- axis: — prediction; --- test 
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Figure 3.11 FRF of a ladder frame at point 3 in the y- axis: — prediction; --- test 
 
Figure 3.12 FRF of a ladder frame at point 7 in the y- axis: — prediction; --- test 
Moreover, Fig. 3.11 indicates a slight difference of curve shapes between the theoretical 
and experimental predictions. The possible explanations for the discrepancies between the 
theoretical predictions and experimental estimations lie in: 1) the theoretical model does not 
account for the uncertainties of the actual coupling configurations at the joints; 2) the cross-
coupling between the in-plane and out-plane modes may be induced by the out-plane component 
of the exciting force. At approximately 100Hz, 230Hz, 450Hz and 920Hz in Fig. 3.10, small 
peaks exist in the experimental estimations which do not appear in the theoretical predictions. 
This is because the response point (accelerometer) was not exactly located at the center of beam 
2, so it breaks the symmetric response characters of the structure, thus introduce the extra 
resonances as a result. 
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3.3.2 Modal testing of a 3D frame 
The next experiment is to validate the proposed solution for the 3-D frame. The 
considered structure shown in Fig. 3.6(a) consists of 8 identical beams, and is made of the same 
material as the one used for the 2-D frame in Section 3.3.1. The geometrical parameters of the 
constituent beams are: cross-sectional area S = 2.25×10-4 m2, tosional rigidity J = 0.84×10-8m4,  
and moment inertias Iz = Iz = 0.42×10-8 m4. Two positions for the exciting force were considered  
in this case as presented in Fig. 3.13 along with response locations. 
 
Figure 3.13 A table frame dimensions, and excitation and response locations 
 
Figure 3.14 FRF of a table frame at the driving point 1 in x-axis: — prediction; --- test 
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Figure 3.15 FRF of a table frame at point 8 in x- axis with respect to the force at point 1 in x- 
axis: — prediction; --- test 
 
Figure 3.16 FRF of a table frame at point 3 in y-axis with respect to the force at point 1 in x- 
axis: — prediction; --- test 
 
Figure 3.17 FRF of a table frame at point 6 in x- axis with respect to the force at point 2 in z-
axis: — prediction; --- test 
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Figure 3.18 FRF of a table frame at point 4 in x- axis with respect to the force at point 2 in z-
axis: — prediction; --- test 
 
Figure 3.19 FRF of a table frame at the driving point 2 in z-axis: — prediction; --- test 
Figs. 3.14-19 compare the FRFs obtained by the proposed solution and experiments. It 
can be seen that the agreement between the two sets of results is quite good except that a small 
frequency shift occurs at the range above 700Hz for Figs. 3.14-16, and above 400Hz for Figs. 
3.17-19, respectively. The root causes for the frequency-shift could also be attributed to those 
inferred in the planar frame case. 
3.3.3 Modal testing of a combo frame 
A combo beam frame, shown in Fig. 3.7(a), is considered as the test structure. The 
excitation and response locations on this frame are illustrated in Fig. 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20 The excitation and response locations on a combo beam assembly 
 
 
Figure 3.21 FRF of a combo frame at the driving point 10 in y-axis: — prediction; --- test 
 
Figure 3.22 FRF of a combo frame at the driving point 1 in z- axis: — prediction; --- test 
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Figure 3.23 FRF of a combo frame at point 2 in y- axis with respect to the force at point 1 in z- 
axis: — prediction; --- test 
Comparisons between the measured and predicted FRFs are illustrated in Figs. 3.21-25 
for five response locations. Two sets of results match fairly good overall in all cases, and the 
general characters of the spectra are correctly predicted. It can be noted that the frequency shift 
appears to occur in a lower frequency range compared to the 2-D and 3-D frames. In particular, 
the frequency shift is more noticeable in Fig. 3.25 where both the exciting and response points 
are located at point 6. 
 
Figure 3.24 FRF of a combo frame at point 9 in z-axis with respect to the force at point 1 in z- 
axis: — prediction; --- test 
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Figure 3.25 FRF of a combo frame at the driving point 6 in x- axis: — prediction; --- test 
One possible cause for the large frequency shift in Fig. 3.25 is resulted from the 
restraining imperfections presented in a joint connecting the two frames. As shown in Fig. 3.7b, 
a screw only linearly restrains the movements in x-, y- and z- directions without rotation 
restrictions in the x-y plane, which indicates that the joint is not as perfect rigid as assumed in the 
theoretical models. Therefore, when the response/driving point is close to the joint and the 
considered FRF is located in the x-y plane, the restraining imperfections of the joint tends to 
exert more impacts on the measured FRF consequently. 
3.4 Power flow analysis 
When a load applies to the structure, a force vector will appear on the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (3.25). For instance, if a concentrated harmonic force rwif is applied to the i-th beam at 
position ifwxx = , the elements of the force vector are written as  
 Mmx
L
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r
rr
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i
w
i
w
mi ,...,1,0,cos ,, ==                        
π       (3.4.1) 
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w
i
w
ni                        
π        (3.4.2) 
where the subscript r (= z or y) denote the bending displacement about z or y axis. 
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Once the Fourier coefficients, and hence the displacements, are determined over beam i; 
power flows through its ends can be readily calculated from  
       θζζζζ i
u
i
w
ii PPPP r ,,,, ++= ,    iL,0=ζ       (3.4.3) 
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with rwiP ,ζ , 
u
iP ,ζ , and 
θ
ζ iP ,  being the powers transmitted through the flexural, axial, and rotational 
displacements, respectively. 
               
(a)        (b) 
 
            
(c)            (d) 
Figure 3.26 Strain energy for a planar beam: (a) 4Hz; (b) 20Hz; (c) 40Hz; and (d) 100Hz 
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For the planar frame shown in Fig. 3.1(a), a unit force is applied on beam 9 in the 
transverse direction at a distance of 0.1 9L  away from joint 4. A uniform structural damping of 
1% is assumed for the whole structure. No extra damping is applied to the joints although the 
damping coefficients can be separately specified for each joint. The contour plots of the strain 
energy density are given in Fig. 3.26 for three different frequencies. 
Instead of the frequency response functions, the strain energy densities are given simply 
to illustrate the easiness of post-processing the results here. Actually, in the mid- to high-
frequency range, the strain energy (density) may be a more meaningful variable than the 
displacement in assessing the severity of a vibration problem or the effectiveness of vibration 
control measure. 
While the strain energy density can also be obtained from other numerical models 
through post-processing the discretized displacement data, some quantities (such as, the power 
flows though a junction) may not be so easily calculated because it is often difficult to ensure the 
accuracy of differential operations performed numerically. In this method, however, most 
variables of interest can be easily derived through appropriate mathematical manipulations 
including differentiations. 
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Figure 3.27 Power flows in a planar frame at 100Hz 
The power flows in the frame at 100 Hz is shown in Fig. 3.27. In the plot, the arrows are 
used to indicate the flow directions of the net powers at the beam ends, and the lengths indicate 
the amounts of associated power flows. The net power transferred from one beam to another is 
the sum of power flows separately associated with the flexural, rational and axial displacements. 
For non-dissipative joints, the total powers flowing into a junction will have to be equal to zero. 
This power balance condition is evident in the plot. 
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Figure 3.28 Power flows in a 3-D frame at 700Hz 
In comparison with vibration or strain energy levels, power flows usually provide more 
reliable information on where the vibration sources are located. 
3.3 Conclusions 
A closed-form solution for vibrations of 2-D and 3-D Euler-Bernoulli beams is proposed in 
this chapter. The displacements over each beam are expressed as a modified Fourier series where 
the auxiliary functions are simply selected as 4-term sine functions for flexural deflections, and 
2-term sine functions for longitudinal and torsional displacements. Regardless of 
boundary/coupling conditions, the auxiliary functions are equal to the values of the first and third 
derivatives of the displacement function at both end points. With the help of the auxiliary 
functions, the displacement functions and their derivatives (up to 3rd) are guaranteed to be 
continuous on the boundaries when the displacement function is periodically extended (with a 
period 2L) onto the entire x-axis. 
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Based on this solution, a general method for modeling vibrations of and power flows in 
built-up (2-D and 3-D) frame structures is subsequently developed. In this general solution, the 
frame is divided into a number of beam elements and the displacements of each beam are defined 
in its local coordinate. The powerful Rayleigh-Ritz procedure is used to determine the expansion 
coefficients in an approximate manner. As a result, only the neighboring beams will be directly 
coupled together in the final system, which significantly simplifies the calculations.  
The proposed method is also validated numerically and experimentally. The calculated 
modal properties have shown an excellent agreement with those obtained from FEA models. An 
overall good agreement is found between the theoretical predictions and the experimental results. 
However, a frequency shift exists between the predicted and measured natural frequencies, 
which may result from the uncertainties of the actual coupling configurations at the joints and the 
cross-coupling between the in-plane and out-plane modes. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A GENERAL SOLUTION FOR VIBRATIONS OF BUILT-UP PLATE ASSEMBLIES 
4.1 Introduction 
The plate assemblies consisting of a number of thin rectangular plates joined at edges are 
extensively used in various engineering structures, such as car bodies, ship hulls, aerospace 
structures and building structures. Determining the vibration of such structures is of interest to 
both researchers and engineers. In addition to the well-known numerical methods such as 
statistical energy analysis (Langley & Contoni, 2004) and the finite element method (Popplewell, 
1971 & 1975), several analytical approaches have been developed to study the vibration of and 
power flow in coupled plate structures. In solving for plate assembly problems, the displacement 
field is usually written in terms of admissible functions that satisfy the geometrical boundary 
conditions for each plate and compatibility conditions on the interfaces between adjoining plates. 
Dickinson and Warburton (1967) investigated the flexural vibrations of a box-like structure using 
a sine series where the beam functions are used as the shape functions. The solution to the free 
vibrations of the plate is divided into two parts, each corresponding to a plate having at least two 
parallel edges simply supported. The box vibration modes are classified into symmetrical or anti-
symmetrical modes by assuming all the common edges to be simply supported. This treatment 
yields a simplified relationship of bending moments on the joints and deflections on the free 
edges. Finally, they derived an analytical solution from a series of equations simultaneously 
satisfying the boundary conditions and the coupling relationships. Instead of the beam functions, 
the orthogonal polynomials are employed as admissible functions by Kim and Dickinson (1987) 
and Yuan and Dickinson (1992 & 1993) to analyze the line supported plate system and coupled 
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plates, respectively. However, one can encounter a numerical difficulty when using a higher 
order polynomial due to its numerical instability resulting from computer round-off errors. The 
wave propagation method is also widely used by researchers (Langley, 1991; Rebillard & 
Guyader, 1995; Park & Hong, 2001; Fulford & Peterson, 2000) for dynamic analysis of plate 
structures. Langley (1991) studied both periodic and non-periodic stiffened panels using wave 
transmission and reflection coefficients at the structural discontinuities. Rebillard and Guyader 
(1995) developed an analytical formulation to study the vibration behavior of plates connected at 
any angle. In their study, the equations of bending and in-plane motions are expressed in terms of 
a wave formulation and then solved by using a semi-modal decomposition. However, in a 
particular part of the excited plate where both wave solutions are summed, overflow problems 
may occur due to the difference between two large and similar values in the exponential 
functions. Park and Hong (2001) applied energy equations to examine the propagation of 
longitudinal waves and in-plane shear waves in two-plate structure coupled at a certain angle. 
The wave formulation was also exploited by Fulford and Peterson (2000) to study the vibration 
energy flow in the built-up plate systems with a point-like connection between adjacent 
elements. The dynamic stiffness matrix method developed by Langley (1989) was applied to 
study the integrated aircraft panels, aerospace box-type structures (Khumbah & Langley, 1998) 
and built-up plate assemblies (Bercin & Langley, 1996; Bercin, 1997) by involving the in-plane 
vibrations. The receptance technique originally proposed by Azimi et al. (1984) has also 
received more attention recently for investigating the power flows in plate systems. Beshara and 
Keane (1998) adopted the receptance approach to study the power flows across the compliant 
and dissipative couplings where the response of each structure is described in terms of Green 
functions. Kim et al. (1994) extended the method to the interactions of any number of plates at a 
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common junction. Cuschieri (1990) proposed a mobility approach to study the energy transfer 
through an L-shaped junction. Grice and Pinnington (2000 & 2002) performed analyses on both 
flexural and in-plane vibrations of a thin-plate box using a “hybrid” method that combines finite 
element analysis and analytical impedances. 
All of the preceding analytical methods are based on a common assumption that plates 
are simply supported along, at least, a pair of opposite edges perpendicular to the coupling edges. 
There is no investigation available in the literature that can deal with the vibration of a general 
plate assembly with arbitrary boundary conditions and coupling configurations. The objective of 
this chapter is to develop a general solution for elastically bounded plate assemblies composed of  
any number of rectangular plates coupled at arbitrary angles. In the following analytical 
procedure, the plate assembly is divided into a number of constituent plates naturally according 
to its physical composition as in an SEA model, and its dynamic characteristics and responses 
are actually determined in a way similar to that of FEA methods. The final system equations are 
established by using the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, and the unknown Fourier expansion 
coefficients are determined from the standard eigen-solutions. The present solution is 
demonstrated to work well by comparing the simulation results with those obtained from other 
techniques including finite element and experimental testing. 
4.2 Theoretical formulations 
4.2.1 Description of the general built-up plate assembly 
The general plate assembly considered in this study consists of any number of arbitrarily 
oriented rectangular plates of various material and physical properties, as shown in Fig. 4.1. All 
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the plates are assumed to have general boundary conditions and are elastically connected via a 
set of springs. 
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic of a plate assembly with arbitrarily oriented components 
Consider an individual plate of length a, width b and thickness h and take coordinate x in 
the length direction and y in the width direction, the displacements of out-of-plane and in-plane 
vibrations can be expressed as 
tj
ii eyxwtyxW
ω),(),,( =         (4.1)  
tj
ii eyxutyxU
ω),(),,( =         (4.2) 
tj
ii eyxvtyxV
ω),(),,( =         (4.3) 
where ω  denotes the radian natural frequency of vibration and t is time, 1−=j . 
As previously done for a single plate, the amplitudes of the transverse displacement (Li & 
Zhang, 2009) will be expressed as  
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and the in-plane displacements (Du & Li, 2007) as  
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where iam am /πλ = , ibn bn /πλ = , and 
l
m
v
mn
u
mn
w
mn eAAA ,,,,  , and 
l
nf  represent the Fourier 
coefficients of Fourier series expansions. The supplementary functions, )(ylbζ , )(x
l
aζ , )(y
l
bξ  
and )(xlaξ , are defined in Appendix B. These supplementary functions are used to deal with the 
possible discontinuities (at the edges) potentially exhibited by a displacement function and its 
derivatives when they are periodically extended onto the entire x-y plane as directly implied by a 
Fourier expansion. 
 
Figure 4.2 The co-ordinate transformation scheme of two coupled plates 
The elastic deformations ( )iii vuw ,,  of each plate are defined with respect to a local 
coordinate system ( )iii zyx ,, , which leads to various coupling scenarios between each adjoining 
pair of plates. In order to ease the computation, a second local coordinate system ( )iii zyx ,,  is 
actually used for every plate, as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is a simple matter to transform the 
displacement vector from one coordinate system to another. 
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Figure 4.3 The coordinate of springs 
Assume that the local coordinate system ( )iii zyx ,,  can be obtained by rotating the 
( )iii zyx ,,  system about iz  axis by an angle α , about iy  axis by an angle β , and about ix  axis 
by an angle iγ , respectively. The coordinate transformation between the two sets of local 
systems is accomplished by a matrix 
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For the displacements on the junction line of a plate, one may write 
iii YPY =                              (4.9) 
where iY  is the displacement vector defined in the local coordinates, written as 
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where ir  (= ix or iy ) denotes the axis of the plate local coordinate. 
It should be noted that the rotation displacements (
i
i
r
u
∂
∂  and 
i
i
r
v
∂
∂ ) on the edges caused by 
in-plane deformations are not considered when modeling the boundary restraints and coupling 
conditions (Du & Li, 2007). Therefore, 
i
i
r
u
∂
∂  and 
i
i
r
v
∂
∂  will be simply set to zero in the following 
calculations. Similarly, the coupling between plates is treated as an elastic line connection 
described by a set of six simple linear and rotational springs. Assuming that x, y and z are the 
principal axes of these springs locally defined on the junction line between the i-th and the j-th 
plates, then its stiffness matrix in global coordinates can be expressed as  
T
ijsijs QKQK =                (4.11) 
with    [ ]zyxzyxs KKKkkkdiag=K                  (4.12) 
where (.)diag  denotes the diagonal matrix formed from the listed elements, jk  and jK ( ,, yxj =
or z ), are, respectively, the linear stiffness in and the rotational stiffness about the j-direction. 
4.2.2 Solution for the coupled plate structure 
The expressions for the total potential and kinetic energies of the plate assembly, 
respectively, are given by 
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where pN  is the total number of plate components; iV  represents the strain energies due to the 
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bending and in-plane motions of the i-th plate; CBi
.V  designates the potential energies stored in 
the boundary springs of the i-th plate; cijV  accounts for the potential energies associated with 
coupling springs between the i-th and the j-th plate; and iT is the kinetic energies corresponding 
to the vibrations of the i-th plate.  
Specifically, the potential and kinetic energies of the individual plate in terms of the 
assumed displacements can be written as 
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and  
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where )1(12/ 23 iiii hED µ−=  is the flexible rigidity of the i-th plate; iE , iG , iµ , iρ  and ih  are 
Young’s modulus, the extensional rigidity, Poisson’s ratio, the mass density and thickness of the 
i-th plate, respectively. The definitions for the boundary spring matrices ,0,xB.CK  ,
,ax
B.CK  
0,y
B.CK  and 
by
B.C
,K  follow the rules of orthogonal transformation of the stiffness matrix given by Eqs. (4.11) 
and (4.12). 
The potential energy stored in the coupling springs with respect to global coordinates can 
be written as 
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( ) ( )[ ]jisTjicij YYKYYV −−= 2
1       (4.18) 
By substituting Eqs. (4.9) and (4.11) into Eq. (4.18), one obtains 
[ ]iTijTjjijTijjTjiiTicij YHYYHYYHYYHY  V −−+= 2
1
   (4.19) 
The new terms introduced in Eq. (4.19) are defined as follows 
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The classical Hamilton’s principle is now used 
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Substituting Eqs. (4.13-22) into Eq. (4.23) and minimizing the Hamilton’s function with 
respect to the Fourier coefficients lm
v
mn
u
mn
w
mn eAAA ,,,,  , and 
l
nf  yield the characteristic equations   
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where K  is the system stiffness matrix having the form 
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where iiK  and jjK  stand for the stiffness matrix of the i-th and the j-th plates, respectively; and 
ijK  represents the cross coupling stiffness matrix between the i-th and the j-th plates. In 
particular, iiK  can be written as a summation 
c
iiiiii KKK +=
0                  (4.26) 
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where 0iiK  and 
c
iiK  denote contributions from the plate itself and the coupling between plates, 
respectively.  
The system mass matrix M  is written in the form  
[ ] idiag MMM 1=            (4.27) 
where iM  is the mass matrix of the i-th plate. 
The stiffness and mass matrices 0iiK  and iM  of the individual plate can be found in paper 
(Du et al., 2010). Therefore, a detailed description is not presented here. The expressions for 
other matrices are given in Appendix C. 
The coefficient vector Φ  in Eq. (4.24) is defined as  
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111
=                (4.28) 
where subscripts iw , iu  and iv  indicate a quantity related to the displacement types of the i-th 
plate, respectively. The component vectors in Eq. (4.28) are defined as  
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The solution of the characteristic Eq. (4.24) will yield the natural frequencies and the 
eigenvectors. For a given natural frequency, the corresponding eigenvector actually contains all 
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the Fourier coefficients that can be subsequently used to construct the mode shape according to 
Eqs. (4.4-6). Although this study is only focused on the free vibration of a built-up plate 
structure, the response of the system to an applied load can be easily considered by simply 
including the work done by this load in the Lagrangian, which eventually leads to a force term on 
the right side of Eq. (4.23). Once the displacements are determined for each plate, other 
quantities of interest can be calculated directly through the appropriate mathematical operations 
on the analytical form of solutions. 
4.3. Results and discussions 
4.3.1. Numerical calculation 
The free vibration of open and closed boxes, which were previously studied by Dickinson 
and Warburton (1967), will be used as examples here. The physical and material properties of 
the box-type structure adopted in the numerical simulations are taken from Dickinson’s paper. 
The overall dimensions of the box are 4.140.126.9 ×× in. The open box is essentially the same 
as the closed one but with the 6.94.14 × in face removed. All the plates constituting the box have 
the same thickness 125.0=h in and are made of the same material: 61030×=E lbf/in2, ρ =
284.0 lbf/in3, and 3.0=µ .  
The box-type structure is divided into individual plates, and each plate has its own local 
coordinate, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In the numerical simulations, all coupling joints between 
plates are assumed to be rigid by setting the stiffness for coupling springs to a very large number. 
Several different boundary conditions will be considered by adjusting the values of the boundary 
spring stiffness accordingly. While the stiffness matrix of each constituent plate is calculated 
under its local coordinate, cross coupling terms between each set of plates are calculated in a 
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global coordinate. Finally, the system stiffness matrix is achieved by assembling these stiffness 
matrices in a way analogous to that of the FEA. After the convergence and accuracy of the 
solution are verified numerically, the series expansions will be simply truncated to M=N=7 in all 
the subsequent calculations. 
 
Figure 4.4 Schematic of a box-type structure 
4.3.2 Experimental testing 
In order to verify the proposed solution, a 5-plate open box was built with the same specs 
as that used in the numerical simulations, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Due to the unavailability of the 
original material used in Dickinson’s paper, a similar flat mild steel plate (AISI 1018 cold rolled) 
of 0.125in thickness was chosen for the test structure. This type of material has Young’s 
modulus 6107.29 ×=E  lbf/in2, mass density ρ = 284.0 lbf/in3 and Poisson ratio 29.0=µ , which 
are slightly different from those specified used by Dickinson (1967). The plates were seamlessly 
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welded together. The box was transversely excited by an impact hammer (PCB086C01), and the 
flexural vibration was measured using a uni-axial accelerometer (B&K4508). The excitation 
location was slightly moved away from the center of plate 5, and the accelerometer was placed at 
various locations on the box surfaces. The natural frequencies were identified as the distinct 
sharp peaks of the frequency response functions (FRF). Mode shape measurements were carried 
out by manually roving the accelerometer over uniformly spaced grids of over uniformly-spaced 
grids of 1111×  on plates 2 and 5, and 117 ×  on plates 1, 3 and 4, for a total 473 points. A free 
boundary condition was used in the testing by suspending the box with soft rubber bands. 
 
Figure 4.5 Experimental setup for the modal testing of a box-type structure 
4.3.3 A 5-plate open box structure 
In order to examine the accuracy of the present solution, we will first consider an open 
box with all common edges simply supported along the flexural direction, for which an 
analytical solution is available (Dickinson & Warburton, 1967). Table 4.1 shows the first 17 
natural frequencies, and it can be seen that the present results agree very well with those 
predicted by Dickinson (1967). A close agreement (a maximum relative error within 5%) was  
also observed between the theoretical and experimental results given by Dickinson (1967). 
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The first eight modes are shown in Fig. 4.6. 
Table 4.1 Natural frequencies (Hz) of an open box with common edges simply supported 
   Mode         Natural frequencies (Hz)                Difference (%) 
1 94.15 a   
 
     94 b      99c -0.16 f 4.90 g  
2 113.39  113 115 -0.35  1.40  
3 190.04  190 194 -0.02  2.04  
4 219.19  219 222 -0.09  1.27  
5 235.69  234 239 -0.72  1.38  
6 246.55  246 246 -0.22  -0.22  
7 286.72  287 285 0.10  -0.60  
8 297.82  298 289 0.06  -3.05  
9 341.83  341 337 -0.24  -1.43  
10 349.29  348 346 -0.37  -0.95  
11 371.42  370 372 -0.38  0.16  
12 432.98  433 434 0.00  0.24  
13 451.39  451 454 -0.09  0.57  
14 505.85  504 497 -0.37  -1.78  
15 521.71  522 527 0.06  1.00  
16 536.13  537 560 0.16  4.26  
17 551.79  ---- ---- ---- ---- 
a Results from present approach, 
b Results from theoretical predictions of Ref. [Dickinson,1967], 
c Results from experiment in Ref. [Dickinson,1967], 
d Results from current experiment, 
e Results from ANSYS, 
f Results between present approach and the theoretical prediction in Ref. [Dickinson,1967], 
g Results between present approach and experiment in Ref. [Dickinson,1967], 
h Results between present approach and experiment, 
i Results between present approach and ANSYS, 
The percentage difference in the table is defined as: 
Difference = (reference value – present value) / reference value %100×  
 
               
                   (a)             (b)                                 (c)        (d) 
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                   (e)            (f)                               (g)          (h) 
Figure 4.6 Mode shapes for an open box with common edges simply supported: (a) 1st mode; 
(b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; (d) 4th mode; (e) 5th mode; (f) 6th mode; (g) 7th mode; 
(h) 8th mode 
The second example concerns a free open box. Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the 
results obtained from various means. The FEA results are calculated using an ANSYS model 
with 40×40 SHELL63 elements for each plate. This type of element has four nodes each having 
six degrees of freedom. 
Table 4.2 Natural frequencies (Hz) of a free open box 
Mode             Natural frequencies (Hz)                          Difference (%) 
1 55.46a 59c 66d 55.51e 6.00 g  15.97 h  0.09i  
2 93.840 99 95 94.09 5.21  1.22  0.27  
3 140.23 146 147 140.64 3.95  4.61  0.29  
4 207.51 217 203 208.19 4.37  -2.22  0.33  
5 221.68 228 210 222.03 2.77  -5.56  0.16  
6 234.61 240 235 235.52 2.25  0.17  0.39  
7 258.16 261 249 258.52 1.09  -3.68  0.14  
8 295.50 306 273 295.91 3.43  -8.24  0.14  
9 326.11 337 330 327.52 3.23  1.18  0.43  
10 346.49 352 344 348.18 1.57  -0.72  0.49  
11 358.38 360 353 360.05 0.45  -1.52  0.46  
12 369.50 375 400 371.10 1.47  7.63  0.43  
13 437.58 448 448 438.85 2.33  2.33  0.29  
14 452.07 459 ---- 453.73 1.51  ---- 0.37  
15 504.43 504 485 506.05 -0.09  -4.01  0.32  
16 529.00 545 527 529.35 2.94  -0.38  0.07  
17 544.80 565 545 547.41 3.58  0.04  0.48  
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(a)                                                                           (b) 
   
(c)                                                                           (d) 
               
(e)                                                                           (f) 
                    
(g)                                                                           (h) 
Figure 4.7 Mode shapes for a free open box: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; (d) 4th 
mode; (e) 5th mode; (f) 6th mode; (g) 7th mode; (h) 8th mode 
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The results given in Table 4.2 show a good comparison (a maximum relative difference 
within 0.5%) between the present and FEA models. A decent agreement is also observed 
between the current analytical and experimental results. 
Table 4.3 Natural frequencies (Hz) of an open box with different boundary conditions 
                                Natural frequencies (Hz)                   Difference (%) 
Mode CCCC CSFF CCCC CSFF 
1 199.46a 199.23e 111.50a 110.44 e -0.12i  -0.96i  
2 218.25 218.68 204.22 203.27 0.20  -0.47  
3 271.01 271.04 221.50 218.89 0.01  -1.19  
4 293.52 293.98 239.17 237.73 0.16  -0.61  
5 332.16 332.24 265.93 264.83 0.02  -0.42  
6 391.19 391.56 300.64 298.40 0.09  -0.75  
7 406.63 406.98 328.50 327.34 0.09  -0.35  
8 469.31 469.65 364.39 360.64 0.07  -1.04  
9 494.74 497.99 400.03 400.06 0.65  0.01  
10 529.23 528.52 432.87 436.56 -0.13  0.85  
11 600.17 601.89 473.16 478.86 0.29  1.19  
12 601.50 602.77 482.89 484.62 0.21  0.36  
13 622.80 626.02 531.38 529.86 0.51  -0.29  
14 679.03 678.37 543.13 553.11 -0.10  1.80  
15 704.94 705.59 558.53 562.23 0.09  0.66  
16 715.63 717.64 601.92 603.32 0.28  0.23  
17 721.04 720.06 629.27 639.58 -0.14  1.61  
 
It is evident from Table 4.2 that Dickinson’s experiment tends to give a higher estimate 
of the natural frequencies. This is probably caused by some subtle differences in the boundary 
conditions and material properties of the test structure. In Dickinson’s experiment, he placed the 
box on foam plastic pads to simulate an effectively “free” boundary condition. Nowadays, a free 
boundary condition was typically simulated by suspending the box with soft rubber bands. As 
mentioned earlier, both Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio of the material used in the 
present experiment are slightly smaller than those of the material used by Dickinson. The first 
eight flexible natural modes are plotted in Fig. 4.7 and their experimental counterparts are also  
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                   (a)           (b) 
           
(c)           (d) 
  
                   (e)             (f) 
            
                   (g)             (h) 
Figure 4.8 The mode shapes for a CSFF open box: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; 
(d) 4th mode; (e) 5th mode; (f) 6th mode; (g) 7th mode; (h) 8th mode 
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(a)              (b) 
   
(c)             (d) 
                
(e)             (f) 
             
(g)              (h) 
Figure 4.9 The mode shapes for a CCCC open box: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; 
(d) 4th mode; (e) 5th mode; (f) 6th mode; (g) 7th mode; (h) 8th mode 
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shown there as a comparison. There is a good match between the theoretical and experimental 
plots. 
In the next example, we study the effect of restraining the free edges of the open box. The 
boundary conditions for the free edges are defined with respect to the local coordinates and 
described by four capital letters; for instance, CSFF represents the box clamped at ,05 =x simply 
supported at ,03 =y  free at 02 =x  and at 44 by =  (refer to Fig. 4.4). The simply supported 
boundary condition is only applied on the flexural vibration rather than the in-plane vibration. 
Nevertheless, the clamped boundary condition refers to a configuration in which the clamped 
condition is applied to the flexural vibration and simply supported condition the in-plane 
vibrations (Du et al., 2007). The calculated results are listed in Table 4.3 for two boundary 
conditions, CCCC and CSFF. Since these configurations were never studied before, only FEA 
results are included there for comparison. An excellent agreement is observed between these two 
sets of results. It should be pointed out that unlike the other analytical techniques the current 
method does not involve any modifications to the solution procedures or formulations in dealing 
with different boundary conditions; modifying boundary conditions is as simple as changing the 
material or geometrical parameters. The mode shapes corresponding to two boundary conditions 
are depicted in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. 
4.3.4 A 6-plate closed box structure 
The first scenario of the boundary conditions of a closed box is identical to those 
specified by Dickinson (1967), for which it is assumed that the base is effectively simply 
supported and the remaining edges of the box are free to rotate but not move in translation. This 
type of boundary conditions was simulated by using socket head screws to fix the box at each 
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corner in Dickinson’s study (1967). The natural frequencies calculated using the current method 
are presented in Table 4.4 together with those theoretically and experimentally obtained by 
Dickinson. These three sets of results match satisfactorily with each other. 
Table 4.4 Natural frequencies (Hz) of a closed box with common edges simply supported 
Mode         Natural frequencies (Hz)             Difference (%) 
1 179.03 a  179 b 177 c -0.02 f  -1.15 g  
2 202.51  203 194 0.24  -4.39  
3 257.09  258 247 0.35  -4.09  
4 271.74  272 269 0.09  -1.02  
5 282.88  283 ---- 0.04  ---- 
6 332.42  333 329 0.17  -1.04  
7 383.03  384 ---- 0.25  ---- 
8 396.16  397 390 0.21  -1.58  
9 435.76  437 425 0.28  -2.53  
10 453.56  455 476 0.32  4.71  
11 485.08  486 488 0.19  0.60  
12 497.55  499 499 0.29  0.29  
13 568.77  570 563 0.22  -1.02  
14 575.20  577 580 0.31  0.83  
15 622.53  624 ---- 0.24  ---- 
16 646.92  648 643 0.17  -0.61  
17 672.34  ---- ---- ---- ---- 
 
The last example concerns a free closed box. Table 4.5 shows the results obtained from 
the current method, Dickinson’s measurement and a FEA model. Again, a good comparison is 
seen among the three sets of data. The first eight mode shapes are plotted in Fig. 4.10. Although 
the mode shapes for the first scenario are not shown here to save space, it suffices to say that a 
similar level of agreement was also achieved. 
By comparing Tables 4.4 and 4.5, one may find that the natural frequencies of a free 
closed box tend to be higher than those of a closed box for the boundary conditions defined by 
Dickinson (1967). This phenomenon indicates that for a closed box, imposing additional 
constraints on its edges does not necessarily produce higher natural frequencies. When the box is 
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simply supported along each edge of the constituent plates, the in-plane motion of the plate is 
effectively eliminated leading to a “decoupling” between the transverse and in-plane 
displacements. 
Table 4.5 Natural frequencies (Hz) of a free closed box 
Mode           Natural frequencies (Hz)            Difference (%) 
1 178.74a 178c 178.59e -0.42 g  -0.08i  
2 230.60 228 230.32 -1.14  -0.12  
3 269.50 264 270.92 -2.08  0.52  
4 281.07 282 281.98 0.33  0.32  
5 302.78 297 302.29 -1.95  -0.16  
6 330.97 328 331.58 -0.91  0.18  
7 398.67 395 398.25 -0.93  -0.11  
8 400.34 399 399.58 -0.34  -0.19  
9 452.26 451 450.95 -0.28  -0.29  
10 475.54 479 473.97 0.72  -0.33  
11 485.59 495 486.08 1.90  0.10  
12 499.18 497 499.04 -0.44  -0.03  
13 567.78 571 566.46 0.56  -0.23  
14 577.72 580 576.83 0.39  -0.15  
15 625.82 634 625.86 1.29  0.01  
16 645.30 643 642.44 -0.36  -0.45  
17 659.75 ---- 672.21 ---- 1.85  
 
On the other hand, the out- and in-plane motions become fully coupled via the common 
edge between each pair of adjacent plates for a free box, which induces higher order in-plane 
modes interacting with lower flexural modes. As a result, the corresponding natural frequencies 
are raised slightly for a free box. 
        
            (a)              (b) 
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            (c)              (d) 
 
         
            (e)              (f) 
         
            (g)              (h) 
Figure 4.10 The mode shapes for a free closed box: (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3rd mode; 
(d) 4th mode; (e) 5th mode; (f) 6th mode; (g) 7th mode; (h) 8th mode 
4.4 Energy distributions of a closed box structure 
The strain energy of any area on the i-th plate can be obtained by rewriting Eq. (4.15)  
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                         (a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 4.11 The strain energy distribution for a free closed box subjected to a unit force on the 
top surface at (0.5a, 0.5b): (a) 15Hz; (b) 300Hz 
 
       
(a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 4.12 The strain energy distribution for a free closed box subjected to a unit force on the 
top surface at (0.25a, 0.25b): (a) 15Hz; (b) 300Hz 
As an example, consider a box with dimensions 1.4×1.2×1.0 m. It is made of steel with 
material properties: E = 207GPa, ρ = 7800kg/m3 and 29.0=µ . The thickness for all constituent 
plates is h = 0.008m. Suppose a unit force is applied on the top side of the box at two different 
locations (0.5a, 0.5b) and (0.25a, 0.25b), Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 plot the strain energy distributions 
x 
z 
y 
x 
z 
y 
x 
z 
y 
x 
z 
y 
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for the two exciting locations, respectively. The strain energy distribution is shown to be strongly 
dependent on the frequency among other factors.  
4.5 Conclusions  
A general solution using FSEM is developed for vibrations of the built-up plate 
assemblies. In this solution, a plate assembly is divided into a number of individual plates. The 
Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to derive the final system stiffness matrix and solve for the 
responses of the plate system. Particularly, the boundary conditions and compatibility conditions 
are all faithfully enforced as in the actual system environment, rather than somehow 
approximated or assumed like in many, if not all, other techniques. 
Numerical examples involving open and closed box structures are presented for several 
different boundary conditions. Excellent agreements are repeatedly shown between the current 
solution and other techniques including FEA and experimental testing. By removing the 
restriction that at least two opposite edges are simply-supported for each plate in a plate 
structure, the current method can be effectively applied to many real-world structures under 
various boundary and coupling conditions. 
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CHAPTER V 
VIBRATION AND POWER FLOW ANALYSIS OF BEAM–PLATE SYSTEMS  
5.1 Free vibration of stiffened plates 
5.1.1 Introduction 
Plates reinforced by beams or ribs represent a class of structural components which are 
widely used in many applications such as hull decks, bridges, land and space vehicles, and 
buildings. Reinforcement schemes are often of direct interest in structural designs. The vibrations 
of stiffened plates have been extensively studied using various analytical and numerical 
techniques, as comprehensively reviewed in refs. (Mukherjee & Mukhopadhyay, 1986; 
Mukhopadhyay & Mukherjee, 1989; Liew et al., 1995). 
Orthotropic plate and grillage approximations are two common models used in the early 
literature (Mukhopadhyay & Mukherjee, 1989). While the former treats the stiffened plate as an 
equivalent orthotropic plate by smearing the stiffeners into the plate, the latter approximates the 
stiffeners as a grid attached to the plate. Other approaches, such as, wave propagation approaches 
(Cremer & Heckl, 1972; Heckl, 1961; Maidanik, 1962; Langley & Heron; Zalizniak et al., 1991), 
transfer matrix methods (McDaniel & Henderson, 1974), Rayleigh-Ritz methods (Liew, et al., 
1994), and the finite difference methods (Asku & Ali, 1976; Cox & Bernfield, 1959), have also 
been developed to investigate various aspects of vibrations of stiffened plates.  
Although the FEM is capable of predicting the vibrations of complex structures with 
fairly good accuracy, its deficiencies also become evident which include, for example, a 
requirement of the perfect match between the 2-D mesh for a plate and a number of 1-D meshes 
for beams. These problems have prompted researchers to seek alternative approaches for the 
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vibration analysis of stiffened plates. Dozio and Ricciardi (2009) proposed a combined 
analytical-numerical method to predict the eigenpairs of rib-stiffened plates. In their study, the 
assumed modes method is used to derive the equations of motions of the plate and the rib 
separately, leading to the sparse stiffness and mass matrices. The differential quadrature method 
was utilized by Zeng and Bert (2001) for studying the free vibration of eccentrically stiffened 
plates. In order to avoid the FEM difficulties encountered in the meshing process, Peng et al. 
(2006) employed a mesh-free Galerkin method for the free vibration and stability analysis of 
stiffened plates. Because there is no mesh used in this method, the stiffeners can be placed 
anywhere on the plate. A hybrid formulation from combing the conventional FEA with Energy 
FEA (EFEA) was presented by Hong et al. (2006) in studying flexible vibrations of plates with 
spot-welded stiffening beams. The flexible plate and stiffening beams are modeled by the EFEA 
and conventional FEA, respectively.  
In recent studies, a plate and its stiffeners are often treated as separate elements, and the 
interaction forces in the governing equations are determined from the compatibility conditions on 
the interfaces. The connections between the plate and stiffeners are typically viewed as rigid 
coupling to easily satisfy the continuity conditions (Liew, et al., 1994; Chiba & Yoshida, 1996; 
Cox & Bernfield, 1959; Dozio & Ricciardi, 2009; Zeng & Bert, 2001; Peng et al., 2006). 
However, this simple treatment is not always appropriate in real-world applications. In practice, 
the stiffeners are often spot-welded or fixed to a plate through screws, rivets, and so on. 
Therefore, the coupling conditions between the plate and stiffeners are not known exactly. This 
uncertainty may be one of the causes for scattering of vibrational responses. To better model the 
coupling conditions, Zalizniak et al. (1991) and Arruda et al. (2007) treated the plate-beam 
connections as elastic joints in their studies of the wave transmissions between plate and beams.  
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Various aspects of the reinforcing arrangements have been studied by many researchers 
(Nair & Rao, 1984; Xu et al., 2005; Ouisse & Guyader, 2003; Shastry & Venkateswara, 1977) in 
terms of their impacts on the dynamic characteristics of the resulting plate-beam systems. For 
example, Liew et al. (1994), and Wu and Liu (1988) investigated how the natural frequencies of 
the combined structure will be affected by the aspect ratio of the plate and the properties of the 
stiffeners. The torsional vibrations of the stiffeners were taken into account in ref. (Liew et al., 
1994). Bhat (1982) studied the effects of non-uniform stiffener spacing. Using FEM models, 
Nair and Rao (1984) examined the impact on the natural frequencies of the length of a stiffener. 
Although reinforcing beams are typically placed evenly in a parallel or orthogonal pattern in 
most cases, the orientations of stiffeners are found to play an important role in affecting the 
response of and power flows in the composite system (Xu et al., 2005). Ouisse and Guyader 
(2003) investigated the influence of beam placement angle on the dynamic behavior of the 
coupled systems. Using the finite element method, Shastry and Venkateswara (1977) examined 
the fundamental frequencies of rectangular plates for several different orientation arrangements 
of stiffeners. Other approaches were also used to investigate the structural characteristics of 
stiffened plates (Sheikh & Mukhopadhyay, 1993; Barik & Mukhopadhyay, 1999; Marcelin, 
2006; Ojeda et al., 2005). 
Although the vibrations of stiffened plates have been extensively studied for decades, 
most of the reported investigations are based on the condition that plates are simply supported 
along, at least, a pair of opposite edges. In comparison, there is little attention paid to the 
vibrations of stiffened plates under other boundary conditions and/or non-rigid coupling 
conditions between a plate and beams. The investigation in this chapter aims at filling these 
analytical gaps and understanding the effects on the modal properties of various (plate and beam) 
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support conditions, general coupling conditions, and reinforcing arrangements with respect to the 
number, orientations, and lengths of attached beams. 
5.1.2 Theoretical formulations 
Fig. 5.1 shows a rectangular plate reinforced by a number of stiffeners (or beams) with 
arbitrary placement angles (only one stiffener is shown in Fig. 5.1 for clarity). The vibrations of 
both the plate and stiffeners are generally considered as three-dimensional: the plate has three 
independent (one transverse and two in-plane) displacements, and each of the stiffeners has four 
independent (one axial, one rotational and two transverse) displacements. The plate with length 
a, width b and thickness h is assumed to lie in the x-y plane. The boundary conditions for the 
plate are generally specified, along each edge, as elastic restraints which are described in terms 
of 4 sets of uniformly distributed springs of arbitrary stiffnesses (refer to Fig. 5.1).  
Suppose a beam with length Lb, width w and thickness t is attached to the plate with an 
arbitrary angle ϕ . For convenience, vibrations of the beam are described in a local coordinate 
system ( zyx ′′′ ,, ), as shown in Fig. 5.1. Unlike in many studies the beam, which starts from (Lxb, 
Lyb) and ends at (Lxe, Lye), is not necessarily placed flush with the edges of the plate. The plate-
beam connection is here treated as a line joint described by a set of six springs. At this junction, 
the beam bending about z′  axis (or torsion about x′  axis) is directly coupled with the in-plane 
(or transverse) vibrations of the plate. In many cases, it is possible to divide the plate and beam 
displacements into two independent groups and solve them separately based on the premise that 
the in-plane and longitudinal modes tend to have much higher natural frequencies. However 
since this assertion is not readily verified a priori, and the in- and out-of-plane vibrations are no 
longer decoupled for two plates connected at an angle, all the displacements for the plate and 
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beams will be here considered as being coupled together, and determined simultaneously from 
solving the final combined system. 
      
Figure 5.1 An elastically restrained rectangular plate reinforced by arbitrarily orientated 
beams 
In order to be able to account for the general coupling conditions between the plate and 
beams, a set of six types of distributed elastic springs is specified along the line junction. The 
orientations of the springs are individually defined with reference to the local coordinate system 
attached to each beam. The familiar rigid coupling condition in a direction can be easily created 
by setting the stiffness for the corresponding spring to be equal to infinity. For simplicity, it is 
assumed here that the coupling and restraining springs have a uniform stiffness distribution along 
a line. 
The series representations of the displacement functions for the plate and the beam in 3-D 
space are given, respectively, by Eqs. (3.1-6) in chapter 3 and Eqs. (4.1-6) in chapter 4. The 
Rayleigh-Ritz method is still employed to determine the unknown series coefficients.  
The Lagrangian L for the beam-plate coupling system can be generally expressed as 
                              L V T= −                               (5.1) 
where V and T respectively denote the total potential and kinetic energies which are defined as  
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where N is the total number of stiffeners; Vp_out and Vp_in represent the strain energies due to the 
bending and in-plane motions, respectively; pCBV .  designates the potential energy stored in the 
boundary springs of the plate; ibV ,  denotes the strain energy of the i-th beam; i
pb
coupV  accounts for 
the potential energies associated with coupling springs between the i-th beam and the plate; and 
Tb,i and Tp are the kinetic energies corresponding to the vibrations of the i-th beam and the plate, 
respectively.  
Specifically, the potential and kinetic energies of the plate can be written as  
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where )1(12/ 23 µ−= hED pp  is the flexible rigidity of the plate; pE , pG , µ , pρ  and h are 
Young’s modulus, the extensional rigidity, Poisson’s ratio, mass density and the thickness of the 
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plate, respectively. 
The potential and kinetic energies of the i-th beam can be expressed as  
[ ] xdJGuSExdwDxdwDV iL iibxbiibxxybizbxxzbiybib ′++′+′= ∫ ′′′′′′′′′  0 2,2,,2 ,,2 ,,, 2
1 θ              (5.8) 
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where iybD ,′ , izbD ,′ , iJ , ibE , , ibG , , ib,ρ , iS , and iL  are respectively the bending rigidities in the 
zx ′−′  and yx ′−′  planes, torsional rigidity, Young’s modulus, shear modulus, mass density, the 
cross-sectional area, and the length of the i-th beam. 
The coupling between the plate and a stiffener is treated as an elastic line connection 
along the beam which is described by a set of six distributed springs. The potential energies 
stored in the coupling springs can be written as 
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where ipbyK ′ , ipbzK ′ , i
pb
xK ′ , i
pb
zk ′ , i
pb
yk ′ , and ipbxk ′  respectively denote the stiffnesses of the coupling 
springs, and ϕ  is the orientation angle of the beam with respect to the plate. In Eq. (5.10), the 
potential energy associated with the beam-plate couplings is expressed in terms of the local 
(beam) co-ordinates ( )zyx ′′′ ,,  which are such defined that the x′ -axis always lies on the beam 
and zz =′ , as shown in Fig. 5.2. The derivatives with respect to the local co-ordinates can be 
determined from 
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where ϕsin=xl  and ϕcos=yl  are the direction cosines of the beam axis.  
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic of an arbitrarily placed beam and its local coordinate system 
By substituting Eqs. (5.2-10) into (5.1) and minimizing Lagrangian against all the 
unknown Fourier coefficients, one will obtain a system of linear equations in a matrix form as 
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where pK , bK , and pbK  are the stiffness matrices respectively corresponding to the plate, the 
beams and the coupling between them; pM  and bM  denote the mass matrices for the plate and 
the beams, respectively. The detailed expressions for these matrices are given in Appendix E. 
The coefficient vector A in Eq. (5.13) is defined as 
           [ ]⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅Θ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= ′′ ibibi ybi zbppp UWWVUWA ,,                      (5.14) 
where subscripts p and b respectively indicate an quantity related to the plate and beam, and 
superscript i to the i-th beam. Component vectors in Eq. (5.14) are given by  
{ ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2,20,1,1 0,''100100 MiiMiipMNp nmpmpmppp aaaaAAAAAA =W  
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{ ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2,20,1,1 0,''100100 MiiMiipMNp nmpmpmppp ggggCCCCCC =V  
}2,20,1,10, ,,,, MiiMii hhhh     (5.17) 
{ }Tbizbizbizbizb Mizbizi zb BBBBAA 4,'3,'2,'1,','0,'', ,=W     (5.18) 
{ }Tbiybiybiybiyb Miybiyi yb BBBBAA 4,'3,'2,'1,','0,'', ,=W    (5.19) 
{ }Tbiubiub Miubiuib BBAA 2,1,,0, ,=U      (5.20) 
{ }Tbibib Mibiib BBAA 2,1,,0, , θθθθ =Θ      (5.21) 
It is clear from Eq. (5.13) that the natural frequencies and eigenvectors for the stiffened 
plate can now be directly obtained by solving a standard matrix eigenvalue problem. The 
response of the system to an applied load can be readily considered by simply including the work 
done by this load in the Lagrangian, which will eventually lead to a force term on the right side 
of Eq. (5.13). Once the displacements are determined for the plate and beams, other quantities of 
interest such as reaction forces and power flows can be calculated directly from the appropriate 
mathematical operations on the analytical form of the displacement solutions, which can only be 
done when the solutions are constructed as sufficiently smooth as required in the strong 
formulations, and the series expansions are uniformly convergent to the highest involved derives, 
the third derivatives in shear force expressions. 
5.1.3 Results and discussions 
A number of numerical examples will be given in this section. Fig. 5.3 shows a 
rectangular plate orthogonally stiffened by a number of beams. In the following calculations, it is 
assumed that the plate and its stiffeners are made of the same material: =pE 207GPa, =pρ
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7800kg/m3, 3.0=µ , )1(2/ µ+= pb EG  for the stiffeners, and )1/(
2µ−= hEG pp  for the plate. 
The geometric properties of the stiffeners with a rectangular cross-section are taken as those 
previously used in ref. (Liew, 1994) for the purpose of comparison. The boundary conditions of 
the plate are described by four capital letters; for instance, SCFC means that the plate is simply 
supported at x = 0, clamped at y = b, free at x = a, and clamped at y = 0. 
Table 5.1 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a CCCC square plate with one 
x-wise stiffening beam placed at b/2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a Results from Ref. (Dozio & Ricciardi, 2009) 
b Results from Ref. (Liew et al., 1994) 
c Results from ANSYS with 200×200 elements 
 
To check the correctness and accuracy of the present solution, we will first consider a 
configuration previously studied in refs. (Liew et al., 1994; Dozio & Ricciardi, 2009). A plate 
has only one stiffener lying parallel to x-axis at y=b/2 with following parameters: the aspect ratio 
a/b=1, the ratio of thickness to width h/b=0.01, the width ratio w/b=0.01, and the height ratio 
t/h=1. The calculated first six frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , are shown in Table 
5.1 together with three sets of reference data for a CCCC plate with the stiffener rigidly attached 
to it. A clamped edge is a special case of the elastic supports when the stiffnesses for the 
 ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
M=N 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 3.7802 7.4433 7.8140 10.9811 13.2505 14.3334 
9 3.7781 7.4430 7.8088 10.9803 13.2486 14.3327 
12 3.7732 7.4428 7.8073 10.9801 13.2481 14.3310 
13 3.7721 7.4428 7.8060 10.9800 13.2478 14.3298 
14 3.7720 7.4428 7.8060 10.9790 13.2473 14.3298 
 3.8136 a 7.4276 8.0853 11.0444 13.3380 14.6492 
 3.7947 b 7.4771 7.9970 10.9490 13.2376 14.4261 
 3.7859 c 7.4426 7.8193 10.9663 13.2496 14.3384 
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restraining springs all become infinitely large (which is represented by a very large number, 1.0
1110× , in the actual calculations). The rigid coupling between the beam and plate is treated in the 
same way. A good comparison is observed between the current and other reference results. The 
results in Table 5.1 also show a great convergence characteristic when different truncation 
numbers are used in the series expansions. Since the solution converges adequately fast, the 
series expansions will be simply truncated to M=N=9 in all the subsequent calculations. 
Table 5.2 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a rectangular plate stiffened by 
one x-wise stiffening beam at b/2 with different boundary conditions and stiffener 
height ratios 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a Results from Ref. (Dozio & Ricciardi, 2009) 
b Results from ANSYS with 200×200 elements 
 
In the next example, by changing the aspect ratio to a/b = 2, the frequency parameters are 
calculated for two different height ratios, t/h=1 and 1.5. The results are shown in Table 5.2 for 
three different boundary conditions: SSSS, SCSC, and FFFF. To understand the impact of the 
stiffener height ratio, the frequency parameters corresponding to the first mode in the FFFF case 
B.C. t/h ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 
SSSS 1 1.2401 2.0373 3.3898 4.2500 5.0124 5.3027 
 1.2435a 2.0379 3.3941 4.2512 5.0045 5.3040 
 1.2411b 2.0146 3.3768 4.2517 5.0072 5.2766 
 1.5 1.2447 2.1089 3.5984 4.2553 5.0251 5.6653 
 1.2457a 2.1066 3.6067 4.2524 5.0093 5.7115 
 1.2456b 2.1060 3.6040 4.2555 5.0228 5.7029 
SCSC 1 2.3869 2.9465 4.0854 5.8468 6.4378 7.0273 
 2.3873 a 2.9513 4.1096 5.9104 6.4386 7.0320 
 2.3722b 2.9281 4.0643 5.8265 6.4370 7.0301 
 1.5 2.3777 2.9949 4.2800 6.2276 6.4392 7.0332 
 2.3781a 3.0022 4.3262 6.3773 6.4396 7.0373 
 2.3776b 2.9954 4.2960 6.2969 6.4400 7.0471 
FFFF 1 0.5726 0.6707 1.4822 1.5962 2.2270 2.5734 
 0.5737b 0.6750 1.4853 1.5852 2.2204 2.5771 
 1.5 0.6152 0.6748 1.4892 1.6840 2.2193 2.5787 
 0.6153b 0.6786 1.4929 1.6851 2.2183 2.5877 
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are highlighted in Table 5.3. The current results match well with those obtained using other 
techniques in all these cases. However, it should be pointed out that unlike the other techniques 
the current method does not require any modification to the formulations or solution procedures 
in dealing with different boundary conditions; modifying a boundary condition is as simple as 
changing a material or geometrical parameter such as Young’s modulus or mass density. 
Table 5.3 The first frequency parameter, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a FFFF rectangular plate 
with significantly different stiffener height ratios 
t/h=1 t/h=2 t/h=4 t/h=6 t/h=8 t/h=10 
0.5726 0.6744 0.7148 0.7851 0.8550 0.9067 
0.5737a 0.6774 0.7206 0.7926 0.8635 0.9179 
  a Results from ANSYS with 200×200 elements 
Table 5.4 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for an SSSS square plate with one 
central x- wise beam and one central y-wise beam 
 
 
 
 
        a Results from Ref. (Dozio & Ricciardi, 2009) 
        b Results from Ref. (Liew et al., 1994) 
        c Results from ANSYS with 200×200 elements 
   
    
Figure 5.3 An illustration of plate and beam positions and reinforcement plans 
( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2.2093 5.6924 5.7006 8.0514 11.1823 11.5398 
2.2027a 5.7195 5.7195 8.0469 11.2071 11.6966 
2.2017b 5.7167 5.7167 8.0552 11.1909 11.6785 
2.1996 c 5.6933 5.6933 8.0511 11.1824 11.6492 
a 
b 
x 
y 
t 
w 
h 
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Table 5.5 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a rectangular plate stiffened by 
two x-wise and two y-wise evenly distributed beams with different boundary 
conditions and stiffener height ratios 
B.C. t/h ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 
SSSS 1 1.2874 2.0784 3.4670 4.4583 5.0993 5.4345 
 1.2992a 2.0845 3.4689 4.4657 5.1837 5.4341 
 1.2990b 2.0840 3.4677 4.4627 5.1801 5.4291 
 1.5 1.3808 2.2000 3.7674 4.7877 5.3029 5.9622 
 1.3852a 2.2291 3.7852 4.7950 5.4760 6.0493 
 1.3855b 2.2296 3.7863 4.7935 5.4764 6.0444 
SCSC 1 2.5213 2.9772 4.1325 5.9331 6.6582 7.1526 
 2.5411a 3.0777 4.1455 6.0176 6.7364 7.2821 
 2.5387b 3.0713 4.1283 5.9881 6.7250 7.2693 
 1.5 2.7298 3.2712 4.3987 6.6347 7.0756 7.6353 
 2.7426a 3.3015 4.4135 6.6563 7.1881 7.6484 
 2.7404b 3.2969 4.4024 6.6374 7.1780 7.6403 
CCCC 1 2.6155 3.4339 4.8172 6.7269 6.9395 7.5273 
 2.6347a 3.4660 4.8544 6.8068 7.0342 7.6675 
 2.6315b 3.4474 4.8306 6.7908 7.0014 7.5801 
 1.5 2.8309 3.7683 5.2257 7.1831 7.7656 8.0681 
 2.8522a 3.8090 5.2872 7.2543 7.8368 8.2815 
 2.8528b 3.7893 5.2683 7.2651 7.8194 8.1636 
a Results from Ref. (Dozio & Ricciardi, 2009) 
b Results from Ref. (Liew et al., 1994) 
 
Other reinforcement configurations involving more stiffeners are also considered here. 
Table 5.4 shows the frequency parameters for an SSSS square plate with a pair of perpendicular 
stiffeners symmetrically placed with respect to the plate center. Given in Table 5.5 are the results 
for a plate stiffened by two evenly distributed beams in the x-direction, and two in the y-direction 
(as illustrated by the dash lines in Fig. 5.3). Next example involves a non-symmetric 
reinforcement configuration in which two beams are placed along two edges at y = 0 and x = 0. 
The related model parameters are chosen as follows: a=0.6m, b=0.4m, h = 0.008m, w/b = 0.01, 
and t/h = 1. Listed in Table 5.6 are the frequency parameters for the plate with six different 
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boundary conditions: FCSF, FFCF, FSSF, FCCF, SFFC, and SFFS. Since these cases were not 
studied previously, the current results are only compared with the FEM data. Even though the 
conventional Rayleigh-Ritz solutions based on the “corresponding” beam functions are not 
presented, it can be speculated that they are most likely to become less accurate for this kind of 
problems because the stiffeners located along one or more plate edges tends to have some 
meaningful effects on the actual boundary conditions for the plate. 
Table 5.6 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a rectangular plate stiffened by 
one x-wise beam at y=0 and one y-wise beam at x=0 with various boundary 
conditions 
B.C. ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FCSF 0.4575 1.1730 2.4084 2.8168 3.3847 5.1699 
0.4599a 1.1776 2.4154 2.8182 3.3822 5.1625 
FFCF 0.1607 0.5297 1.0016 1.8239 2.5373 2.8387 
0.1613a 0.5303 1.0046 1.8299 2.5387 2.8432 
FSSF 0.2300 1.0353 1.7754 2.7122 2.8521 4.7314 
0.2269a 1.0303 1.7722 2.7046 2.8280 4.6932 
FCCF 0.5186 1.4243 2.4457 3.2962 3.5552 5.5365 
0.5255a 1.4371 2.4561 3.3119 3.5673 5.5482 
SFFC 0.4511 1.1131 2.3258 2.6060 3.3046 4.9401 
 0.4501a 1.1109 2.3245 2.6006 3.2946 4.9181 
SFFS 0.2320 0.9830 1.7014 2.5096 2.7780 4.5401 
 0.2302a 0.9765 1.6970 2.5006 2.7544 4.4983 
 
All the boundary conditions thus far considered still fall into the category of the 
“classical” ones for which the beam functions have been well established. In many real 
applications, one may have to consider a more complicated class (or, the mixed type) of 
boundary conditions which are specified in terms of elastic restraints at an edge. As an example, 
we consider a plate having one x-direction stiffener at y=2b/3. Each of its four edges is now 
elastically restrained by the transverse and rotational springs with stiffness 510 N/m and 410
N.m/rad, respectively. In addition, a pair of in-plane springs with the same stiffness, 910  N/m, is  
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applied to edge y=0.  
Table 5.7 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a rectangular elastically 
restrained plate stiffened by one x-wise beam at y=2b/3 
( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0.1484 0.2558 0.3741 0.9861 1.1383 2.1625 2.4032 2.8245 
0.1498 a 0.2587 0.3776 0.9892 1.1424 2.1667 2.4073 2.828 
a Results from ANSYS with 200×200 elements 
        
(a)                                                                                   (b) 
 
         
(c)                                                                                    (d) 
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(e)                                                                                    (f) 
Figure 5.4 The first six frequency parameters versus orientation angle of the stiffening beam: 
(a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3th mode; (d) 4th mode; (e) 5th mode; (f) 6th mode. △ 
FFFS; □ SFFS; ○ SSFS; * SSSS 
All other parameters are kept the same as in the previous example. The calculated 
frequency parameters are given in Table 5.7 together with the FEM results. While the unifying 
nature of the current method has been adequately demonstrated through varying the boundary 
conditions, its capability cannot be fully recognized without examining some nonconventional 
reinforcement configurations. In most investigations, the coupling between the plate and its 
stiffeners are simply considered as completely rigid, which is typically enforced in terms of the 
compatibility conditions between the displacements for the plate and stiffeners. In many modern 
structures, stiffeners are often glued, bolted or spot-welded to plates, thus allowing separations 
between plates and stiffeners at the interfaces. In other cases, even though the coupling is 
substantially strong between some degrees of freedom (e.g., between flexural displacements), the 
bonding may actually be quite weak between others (e.g., between rotational displacements). 
Thus, it is of practical interest to understand the effects of the coupling conditions on the modal 
characteristics of a stiffened plate. Take a FSSS plate with one y-direction beam at x=0 for 
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example. The geometric parameters are specified as: a/b=1, h/b=0.02, w/b=0.02, and t/h=1. The 
calculated frequency parameters are listed in Table 5.8 for a wide range of coupling stiffnesses 
from kx=ky=kz =103 N/m to 109 N/m. For simplicity, the couplings through rotational springs are 
ignored here, that is, Kx=Ky=Kz=0. The results clearly show that the coupling conditions can 
significantly affect the dynamic characteristics of the combined system. 
Table 5.8 Frequency parameters, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a FSSS square plate stiffened 
by one  y-wise beam at x=0 with various coupling spring stiffness 
kx,ky,kz ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
103 0.2326 0.2327 0.2327 0.2331 0.2372 1.1874 2.1750 2.8258 
 0.2305 a 0.2307 0.2327 0.2346 0.2347 1.1846 2.1745 2.8126 
104 0.7297 0.7359 0.7359 0.7360 0.7370 1.1965 2.2843 2.8292 
 0.7253 a 0.7295 0.7359 0.7392 0.7423 1.1937 2.2839 2.8161 
105 1.1797 2.2893 2.3113 2.3271 2.3272 2.3272 2.9120 3.1768 
 1.1768 a   2.2760 2.3061 2.3197 2.3271 2.3464 2.9011 3.1776 
106 1.2340 2.8102 4.1895 5.9011 6.0351 7.3583 7.3589 7.3591 
 1.2310 a 2.7962 4.1846 5.8756 6.0165 7.2673 7.3584 7.3982 
107 1.2831 2.8427 4.4088 6.1903 6.1964 9.4004 9.6477 11.2829 
 1.2799 a 2.8283 4.4035 6.1639 6.1766 9.3917 9.5995 11.2412 
108 1.2948 2.8499 4.5311 6.2040 6.3591 9.6736 9.7737 11.5443 
 1.2916 a 2.8355 4.5256 6.1839 6.3330 9.6645 9.7249 11.5201 
109 1.2968 2.8517 4.5551 6.2060 6.3974 9.7377 9.8015 11.5502 
 1.2938 a 2.8369 4.5501 6.1848 6.3738 9.7286 9.7543 11.5201 
a Results from ANSYS with 200×200 elements 
Table 5.9 Frequency parameters for the first mode, ( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω , of a square plate 
with a stiffener placed in different angles 
( ) pp Dhb // 22 ρπω=Ω  
B.C. 0o 15o 30o 45o 60o 75o 90o 
FFFS 0.7582 0.9212 1.0502 1.0081 0.8877 0.7709 0.6711 
SFFS 0.4078 0.4816 0.5912 0.6596 0.5912 0.4816 0.4078 
SSFS 1.2684 1.3455 1.3461 1.3614 1.4079 1.3414 1.2110 
SSSS 2.0941 2.5562 2.8022 2.6768 2.8022 2.6130 2.0941 
 
As mentioned earlier, it is required in a FEA model that a 2-D mesh for the plate has to 
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match seamlessly with 1-D meshes for beams. The cumbersome of this requirement will become 
more evident from this final example which is used to examine the effects of the orientation of a 
stiffening beam.  
                       
(a)               (b) 
                       
(c)                                                                                               (d) 
Figure 5.5 The first mode shape for an SSSS plate stiffened by one beam with various 
orientations: (a) φ=0o; (b) φ=15o; (c) φ=30o; (d) φ=45o 
Assume a square plate with the following geometric parameters: h/b=0.01, w/b=0.01 and 
t/h=10. Only a single beam of length b is rigidly attached to it for a number of configurations: 
while one end is fixed to (0,0), the other end is placed at various angles from 0 to 90  , as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Four different boundary conditions are considered for the plate: FFFS, 
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SFFS, SSFS, and SSSS. Table 5.9 shows the calculated frequency parameters of the first mode 
versus the orientation angle of the stiffening beam. The first six frequency parameters are plotted 
in Fig. 5.4 as the functions of the orientation angle of the stiffening beam. It can be seen that the 
frequency parameters vary significantly with the orientation angle, and the shapes of these curves 
strongly depend upon the boundary conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 5.4, the curves are 
symmetric about 45  for the two symmetric boundary conditions, SFFS and SSSS. In 
comparison, the curves exhibit an “irregular” shape toward the other two boundary conditions, 
FFFS and SSFS. The first mode for the SSSS plate is shown in Fig. 5.5 for four different 
stiffener orientation angles. When the stiffener lies in the x-axis ( o0=ϕ ), its presence is only 
manifested in the restraining effect against the rotation along edge y=0. The first frequency 
parameter, 2.09, is thus slight higher than that, 2.0, for a simply supported plate, and lower than 
2.18 when a uniform rotational restraint of Ka/D=1 is added to each edge of the simply 
supported plate (Li & Zhang, 2009). The increase of the frequency parameter for other 
orientation angles, which peaks near 28o (see Fig. 5.4(a)), can be understood as the outcome of 
reducing the effective sizes of the plate due to the reinforcement. These results clearly show that 
the dynamic behaviors of a stiffened plate can be meaningfully manipulated through modifying 
reinforcement configurations. 
The frequency parameters can be quite sensitive to the minor change of the beam 
placement angle. High sensitivity zones are dependent upon the frequency parameters and the 
boundary conditions. Take the simply supported case for example. The high sensitivity zones are 
approximately located at 0o-20o, 20o-30o, 25o-35o, 40o-45o, 30o-45o, and 25o-35o for these six 
frequencies, respectively. While these characterizations are specifically related to the selected set 
of model parameters and boundary conditions, similar behaviors are expected to be also 
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observable on other systems. Such information can be of practical importance to structural 
design and noise and vibration control; in the high sensitivity zones, even a slight deviation of 
the stiffener orientation can result in significant modifications to the modal characteristics of a 
system. 
5.2 Experimental validation 
         
(a)                                                            (b) 
Figure 5.6 A test beam-plate structure: (a) the whole shape; (b) a typical plate-beam junction 
The test structure shown in Fig. 5.6(a) consists of a thin rectangular plate and a table 
frame discussed in chapter 3.3.2. The plate is made of steel (ASTM A 1008 CS Type B): E = 200 
GPa, ρ =7872 kg/m3, 29.0=µ , and thickness 0019.0=h m. As shown in Fig. 5.6(b), all edges 
of the plate are screwed to the frame to approximate a rigid line connection between the plate 
and beams. 
    
Figure 5.7 The excitation and response locations for a test beam-plate structure 
y 
z 
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An impact force is applied on the plate at point 1, and the responses are measured at point 
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.7. A structural damping 0.002 was assumed in the 
model. The boundary condition for the structure is set as being free in the testing, which is 
simulated by hanging it with rubber bands. The mode shapes were measured by manually roving 
the accelerometer over a uniformly-spaced grid of 611×  on the plate, and 6 points on each 
vertical beam. 
Several flexural modes are plotted in Fig. 5.8. In the experiment, accelerometers were 
used for measuring the responses in the x- and y- directions. It is noted that there are some 
distortions in the experimental beam shapes, which may be caused by the slight “displacements” 
of the accelerometers. 
      
  58.92Hz          61.2Hz        74.04Hz             76.8Hz 
      (a)                  (b) 
 
         
 117.15Hz          115.5Hz       137.15Hz             158.5Hz 
 (c)                                                                            (d) 
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 179.15Hz          180.8Hz       213.1Hz             216.8Hz 
(e)                                                                            (f)  
 
          
 225.13Hz          226.1Hz       258.64Hz          255.5Hz 
 (g)                                                                            (h)  
Figure 5.8 Mode shapes for a beam-plate structure: (a) 8th mode; (b) 10th mode; (c) 11th mode; 
(d) 12th mode; (e) 14th mode; (f) 16th mode; (g) 17th mode; (h) 19th mode 
 
 
Figure 5.9 FRF of a beam-plate structure at the driving point (point 1) in z- axis: — 
Prediction; ---- FEA; -·-·- Test 
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Figure 5.10 FRF of a beam-plate structure at point 2 in z- axis with respect to the force at point 
1 in z- axis: — Prediction; ---- FEA; -·-·- Test 
The predicted FRF’s (by using a FEA and the current models) are compared with the 
measured in Figs. 5.9-5.13 for a few selected locations. Although the two prediction models have 
produced the same results, the agreement between the analytical and experimental results is not 
as good as that for the beam structures (refer to chapter 3). This is believed to be caused by the 
complications (regarding the coupling conditions) present in the actual structure tested. This 
shall not diminish the significance of the present method since its results are adequately validated 
by the FEA model. 
 
Figure 5.11 FRF of a beam-plate structure at point 3 in z- axis with respect to the force at point 
1 in z- axis: — Prediction; ---- FEA; -·-·- Test 
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Figure 5.12 FRF of a beam-plate structure at point 4 in x- axis with respect to the force at point 
1 in x- axis: — Prediction; ---- FEA; -·-·- Test 
 
Figure 5.13 FRF of a beam-plate structure at point 4 in y-axis with respect to the force at point 
1 in y- axis: — Prediction; ---- FEA; -·-·- Test 
5.3 Power flow in a stiffened plate 
5.3.1 Introduction 
The determination of energy distributions of and power flows through stiffened plates is 
of significant importance in the study of vibration transmission and structure-borne sound 
propagation in built-up structures. Many researchers have studied the vibration power flows in 
structures using various analytical and numerical methods.  
The wave propagation approach has been developed primarily to study power flows 
through connections of semi-infinite or infinite plates and beams. Goyder and White (1980) 
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examined the near and far field power flow of an infinite plate with a single line stiffener under a 
force or moment excitation. When torsional waves are excited in the beam, it was found that the 
beam plays a dominant role at high frequencies and the plate becomes more important at low 
frequencies regarding the vibration power transmission. Combining the Bloch theorem 
associated with the wave propagation approach, Mead (1986) used phased array receptance 
functions to obtain an analytical solution for a plate stiffened by an infinite number of beams. He 
also studied the relationship between the wave propagation constants and the “pass/stop bands” 
of an infinite periodic ribbed plate. Mead’s work has been extended by many researchers to 
address the vibrations and power flows of periodic structures from various aspects (Roy & 
Plunkett, 1986; Hodges & Woodhouse, 1983; Langley, 1994; Mead, 1996). 
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) has been used to predict power flows between coupled 
beams and plates at high frequencies or for high modal density (Lyon & Dejong, 1995; Tso & 
Hansen, 1998). Limited by its basic assumptions (Hodges & Woodhouse, 1986) which include, 
for example, weak coupling, reverberant wave fields, and the “rain on the roof” excitations, SEA  
can only provide global space- and frequency- averaged information of field variables at high 
can only provide global space- and frequency- averaged information of field variables at high 
frequencies without indicating local distributions of the variables (Carcaterra & Sestieri, 1995).  
Power flow paths are often identified with the help of structural intensity that indicates 
both the magnitude and the direction of energy flows at any point on a structure. Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) has been extensively adopted to investigate power flows and structural 
intensities of connected systems (Hambric, 1990; Xu et al., 2004 & 2005; Grice & Pinnington, 
2000; Gavric & Pavic, 1993). Hambric (1990) considered a dissipative cantilever plate with 
stiffeners. The intensity field was calculated at the nodes as a product of forces and velocities. It 
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was found that power flows are discontinuous across the element boundaries. Xu et al. (2004 & 
2005) investigated the power transmission paths in stiffened plates and the relationships between 
the structural intensity and structural mode shapes as well. They found that the total amount of 
injected or transmitted power flows were dependent upon natural frequencies of the whole 
structure and the relative percentage of the power flows through the cross section of the plate or 
stiffeners depended on the ratio of their relative flexural rigidity. FEA is capable of identifying 
spatial variations of the power flow field in substructures with fair accuracy only in low 
frequencies. This is because at higher frequencies, wavelengths become shorter, so finer meshes 
are required leading to an increased difficulty with modeling and analysis. 
Although a combined use of the FEA and SEA can satisfactorily cover the low and high 
ends of the frequency range of practical interest, the existence of the gap in between has 
prompted researchers to seek different approaches to predict power flows in the mid-frequency 
range. Nefske and Sung (1989) proposed a differential equation, analogous to the heat 
conduction equation, to describe the spatial dependence of the spectral-averaged energy density. 
The power flow field can be solved using a standard finite element code by modifying the model 
input parameters accordingly. Wohlever and Bernhard (1992) used the time- and space-averaged 
energy density to derive an analogous thermal energy density equation. Based on the steady state 
heat flow model, a power flow analysis (PFA) was developed by Seo and Hong (2003) to study 
the power flow of reinforced beam-plate coupled structures. In that method, the primary response 
variable is the vibration energy density of the structure, and the secondary response variable is 
the vibration intensity vector which is proportional to the gradient of the energy density. 
Although some satisfactory results were obtained using the heat conduction model-based 
methods as described in refs. (Nefske and Sung, 1989; Wohlever & Bernhard, 1992; Seo and 
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Hong, 2003; Han et al.1997), Carcaterra and Sestieri (1995) noted that thermal analogy is 
usually not valid in describing time-averaged energy density, especially for complex structures 
due to the inadequacy of the energy to represent the mechanical power balance.  
Many other analytical methods have been developed for predicting vibratory power flows 
between some basic structural members with various coupling fashions. Among them, the 
structural mobility approach is often used to calculate the power flow in beams, plates, and 
beam-plate coupled systems (Cuschieri, 1990 & 1998; Rook & Singh, 1998). The power flows 
into the source substructure and across the substructures are expressed in terms of the input and 
transfer structural mobility functions, respectively. When the structural mobility functions are 
used to represent the coupling between the substructures, the power flow analysis does not 
require frequency or spatial averaging.  
The modal expansion method is another analytical technique for the vibration and power 
flow analysis of coupled or stiffened plate systems (Guyader et al., 1982; Wang et al., 2002; 
Rook & Singh, 1996; Lin, 2008). Wang et al. (2002) examined the power flow characteristics of 
L-shaped plates by complementing normal dynamic equations with geometric compatibility 
equations. In their technique, both out- and in-plane displacements are expressed as the 
superposition of principle mode shapes. As a result, a power flow density vector is derived to 
illustrate the power flows in the plate by combining the force balance and geometric 
compatibility conditions at the coupling edge. Rook and Singh (1996) discussed the modal 
truncation issues in synthesis procedures for the vibratory power flow and dissipation. They 
pointed out that the truncation of the component modes in synthesis techniques may cause 
significant errors in the calculations of localized harmonic vibration responses and power flows. 
As a remedy, they used different linearly independent basis functions such as eigenvectors and 
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Lanczos vectors to describe motions in different components with constrained boundary 
conditions at their interfaces. Accordingly, the completeness and convergence of the modal 
superposition have been greatly improved. A simple analytical solution was developed by Lin 
(2008) to predict the vibration response of finite periodic irregular ribbed plates by employing 
the modal expansion technique. While closed form solutions are obtained in terms of the input 
mobility and kinetic energies of a ribbed plate, contributions of the modal coupling force and 
moment at each rib location to the ribbed plate response are explicitly considered in the solution. 
He identified two groups of wave propagation zones according to the two coupling mechanisms 
at the beam/plate interfaces: shear force couplings and moment couplings.  
Analytical methods based on the use of receptance theory have been developed by Keane 
(1992) for coupled beams and by Farag and Pan (1998) for coupled rectangular plates. Other 
techniques, such as the transfer matrix method (Xie, 1998) and the Rayleigh-Ritz method (Bhat, 
1982; Langley, 1989), have also been adopted to investigate the vibration and power flows in 
stiffened plate systems. 
Various aspects of stiffened plate vibrations have been explored by many researchers. 
Goyder and White (1980) studied impacts of the force and torque (moment) excitations on the 
power flows in beam-stiffened plates. Using a numerical integration for structural intensities, Xu 
et al. (2004 & 2005) investigated the effects on power flow paths of the stiffeners with different 
geometrical parameters and reinforced directions. The influence of irregular spacing or 
misplaced stiffeners on vibratory response and energy transmissions of a periodic stiffened plate 
was studied by Hodges and Woodhouse (1983), Lin (2008), Xie (1998), and Bhat (1982).  
Although vibrations of stiffened plates have been extensively studied for decades, most 
of the reported investigations are based on the condition that plates are simply supported along at 
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least a pair of opposite edges. There is a lack of studies on whether the vibration of a stiffened 
plate will behave meaningfully different under other boundary conditions or how it can be 
affected by the non-rigid coupling conditions between a plate and the reinforcing beams. This 
section is to extend the work of section 5.1 to the power flow analysis of periodically reinforced 
plates. The power flows and kinetic energy distributions are studied against certain factors such 
as boundary conditions for beams/plate, beam-plate coupling configurations. When a plate has 
multiple periodically placed beam stiffeners, it typically displays the “pass” and “stop” bands 
over which the wave propagations can and cannot occur, respectively (Langley, 1994). However, 
if dislocation exists due to a slight misplacement of a stiffener or deviations of its property from 
the standard value, it can blur the “propagation” and “non-propagation” zones leading to 
vibration localizations. The effect of the misplacement of stiffeners on the “pass” and “stop” 
bands will also be discussed in this section. 
5.3.2 Calculating power flows and kinetic energies of the beam-plate system 
Once vibrations are known for the plate and beams in section 5.1.2, other variables of 
interest such as the power flows through the junction or in the plate can be calculated easily, 
especially in view of the current analytical form of solutions. 
The time-averaged power input into the stiffened plate can be calculated from 
    { }*
2
1 fvPin ℜ=                (5.22) 
where f  is the complex amplitude of the excitation force, the asterisk denotes the complex 
conjugate, and v  is the velocity at the driving location. 
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The expression for the structural intensity along the x-axis, which corresponds to the 
power flow per unit width of the plate including both flexural and in-plane components, is given 
by 
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where xQ , xxM , xyM , xxN , and xyN  respectively denote shear force, bending moment, torsional 
moment, in-plane normal and shear forces, and defined by 
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The expression of the structural intensity along the y-axis can be derived similarly and 
will not be given here for conciseness. The power flow across any cross section of the plate can 
be obtained by integrating the structural intensity over its entire length. For instance, the time 
averaged total power flow across the line 0xx =  is thus expressed as 
    ( )dyyxIP b xxx ∫== 0 0 ,0     (5.29) 
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Since the kinetic energy is directly associated with the velocity response of a structure, it 
is a convenient and useful quantity to describe structural dynamic behaviors (Carcaterra & 
Sestieri, 1995; Lin, 2008). The time averaged and steady state kinetic energy of any given area 
on the plate can be obtained by rewriting Eq. (5.7) 
    [ ]dSvuwhT
S PPPpS ∫ ++=
222
2
1 ρ              (5.30) 
The time averaged and steady state kinetic energy of a beam including flexural, axial, and 
torsional vibrations can be similarly calculated from Eq. (5.9). 
5.3.3 Results and discussions 
A rectangular plate with four beam stiffeners evenly distributed in the x-axis direction 
will be employed as an exemplary structure throughout the chapter, as shown in Fig. 5.14. The 
plate has a uniform thickness 01.0=h m, length 2=a m, and width 1=b m. Each of the beam 
stiffeners has a rectangular cross section 01.01.0 ×=S m2. The material properties for the plate 
and beams are given as: =pE 207GPa, =pρ 7800kg/m
3, 3.0=µ , and [ ])1(2/ µ+= bb EG  for 
beams and [ ])1(/ 2µ−= hEG pp  for the plate, respectively. A structural damping 01.0=η  is 
assumed for both the plate and stiffening beams. The boundary conditions of the plate are 
described by four capital letters; for instance, SCFF indicates that the plate is simply supported at 
x = 0, clamped at y = b, free at x = a and y = 0. 
  
Figure 5.14 Schematic of a periodically stiffened plate 
• • • • • •    
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Table 5.10 lists the first six non-dimensional frequency ( ) ppb DhL // 22 ρπω=Ω  for the 
stiffened plate simply supported along each edge. FEA results obtained using an ANSYS model 
are also given there for comparison. In the FEA model, the plate and beam elements are selected 
as SHELL63 and BEAM4, respectively. A good agreement is observed between these two sets of 
results. The first four mode shapes are plotted in Fig. 5.15. 
Table 5.10 Non-dimensional frequency, ( ) ppb DhL // 22 ρπω=Ω , for a SSSS rectangular plate 
stiffened by four equally spaced y-wise beams 
a Results of current method 
b Results from ANSYS with 100×50 elements 
 
The existing vibration analysis of periodically reinforced plate have been mostly 
restricted to the cases in which a plate is simply supported at least along two edges perpendicular 
to the reinforcements. In comparison, the current method is able to handle any boundary 
conditions, as illustrated in the following examples. 
           
(a)                                                       (b) 
( ) ppb DhL // 22 ρπω=Ω  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
11.6716a 11.6781 11.9630 12.2888 12.3135 17.1861 
11.7051b 11.7062 11.9772 12.3931 12.4013 17.3042 
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(c)                                                            (d) 
Figure 5.15 Mode shapes for a SSSS rectangular plate stiffened by four evenly distributed y-
wise beam. (a) 1st mode; (b) 2nd mode; (c) 3 rd mode; (d) 4th mode 
The stiffened plate concerned here is simply supported at a pair of edges along the y-axis, 
and elastically restrained at the other pair of edges along the x-axis. While the stiffnesses for the 
bending and in-plane springs are set to zero and infinity ( 63 10/ =pDka ), respectively, the 
flexural restraining spring stiffness is considered as a series of different levels with pDka /
3  
varying from 0 to 610 . A normal harmonic unit force is applied at a position (0.2m, 0.7m) on the 
plate. The power flow in the stiffened plate is studied by the ratio of the power transmitted 
through the center line of each section to the input power. 
Plotted in Fig. 5.16 is the power transmitted through the center line of the third section 
normalized by the input power for a range of restraining stiffnesses. The power transfer ratios of 
other bays were also calculated but not shown here because of the similarity found in results. It is 
seen that for weaker restraint 4000/3 <pDka , the (input) power travels almost freely downward 
in the x-direction in the frequency range below 40=Ω . As the spring stiffness increases, some 
pass and stop bands start to develop although their widths vary considerably. It should be noted 
that the pass/stop bands in this case are not as remarked as they are for an infinite or semi-infinite 
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ribbed plate. This is because when the plate has finite dimensions, the waves reflected from the 
boundaries tend to blur the pass/stop bands, indicating the incapability of the classical periodic 
theory in predicting the rich vibration characteristics of finite periodically stiffened plates (Wu & 
White, 1995; Lin, 2008). The power transfer ratios for other sections were also calculated, and 
they exhibited the similar characteristics. 
 
Figure 5.16 The ratio of the power transmitted through the 3rd bay to the input power against 
the stiffness of elastic springs along the edges y = 0 and y = b 
Kinetic energy distribution can be used as a measure of energy dissipation, and hence 
another means of illustrating the structural power flows. For the stiffened plate considered in this 
case, the vibration energy of each stiffening beam contributes to only a small fraction of the total 
vibration energy of the stiffened plate. Thus, beam kinetic energies are not included in the kinetic 
energy distribution calculations in the subsequent analysis (Lin, 2008). 
Fig. 5.17 shows the ratios of the kinetic energy for each section to the total kinetic energy 
for four different elastic stiffness values: ka3/Dp=0, 103, 105, 106. Consider the weak elastic 
restraints as in Figs. 5.17a and 5.17b. The kinetic energies in each bay are basically comparable 
in the frequency range up to Ω=40. In other words, kinetic energies are evenly distributed and  
input power uniformly dissipated in each bay. The corresponding frequency range is often 
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                                    (a)                                                                                (b) 
  
(c)                                                                                (d) 
Figure 5.17 The ratio of the kinetic energy of each bay to the total kinetic energy of the plate 
for different stiffnesses for the elastic restraints at y = 0 and y = b, + : 1st bay, — : 
2nd bay, --- : 3rd bay, −∙− : 4th bay, ···· : 5th bay, (a) SFSF; (b) ka3/Dp = 1000; (c) 
ka3/Dp = 105 ; (d) ka3/Dp = 106 
referred to as a pass band in which the vibration energy can be transmitted easily from one 
section to another. On the other hand, as evident from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the source bay can 
completely dominate the total kinetic energy in a frequency range, for example, from Ω=0 to 10. 
In such a frequency range, the so-called stop band, the input power is basically trapped locally 
without traveling out to the rest of the structure. 
As the spring stiffness increases, as shown in Figs. 5.17c and 5.17d, the stop/pass bands 
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tend to occur more frequently and become narrower. It is interesting to note that the first stop 
band covers the lowest frequencies, and its width increases with the spring stiffness. This 
phenomenon may be explained as follows. When the restraining stiffness is small, the stiffened 
plate behaves like a one-piece structure. As a result, a load applied to one location is easily felt at 
another point via the global motion of the plate, and the reinforcing beams manifest themselves 
primarily in “slightly” modifying the plate response in the form of added structural features. 
However, when the restraining stiffness become sufficiently large, the (simply supported–like) 
boundary conditions for the plate are also directly applicable the beams. Thus, each of the 
sections divided by beams essentially represents an isolated structure until the beams become 
actively involved at adequately high frequencies. The extreme scenario is that when the beams 
and the elastic restraints are infinitely rigid, the five sections of the plate will then become totally 
uncoupled with each having the clamped boundary condition along the beam(s). This should 
explain the appearance of the first stop bands in Figs. 5.17(b-d) and the increase of their widths 
with the restraining stiffness. 
A careful comparison of Figs. 5.16 and 5.17 will confirm the close correlation between 
the power flow and kinetic energy distributions. The Impact of plate boundary conditions on the 
structural power flows in a stiffened plate can also be effectively understood by studying the 
structural intensity filed. The structural intensity at any point is readily calculated using Eq. 
(5.23) since the related derivatives can be analytically obtained by directly differentiating Eqs. 
(4.4-4.6). Plot of structural intensity allows a direct visualization of vibrational power flows. 
Take the previous problem for example. Figures 5.18a and 5.18b show typical structural intensity 
fields for a frequency, e.g., 13=Ω , in a pass band. When the elastic restraint becomes stronger, 
frequency 13=Ω  moves into the stop bands. The corresponding structural intensity fields are  
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
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(d) 
Figure 5.18 The structural intensity of a four-beam stiffened plate with elastic restrained 
stiffness along y = 0 and y = b with an excitation at (0.2m, 0.7m), (a) SFSF; (b) 
ka3/Dp=1000; (c) ka3/Dp=105 ; (d) ka3/Dp=106 
plotted in Figs. 5.18(c) and 5.18(d). 
In addition to being elastically coupled to the plate, any and all reinforcing beams can be 
independently supported at ends in the current model to account for some practical 
complications. Next example is to examine the impact on the structural power flow of the 
boundary conditions imposed upon the beams. Specifically, the plate is assumed to be simply 
supported along each edge and the beams subjected to two kinds of boundary conditions: free 
and clamped.  
The power transmission (normalized by the input power) through the center line of the 3rd 
bay is plotted in Figs. 5.19a and 5.19b for two different excitation locations at (0.2 m, 0.5 m) and 
(0.2 m, 0.7 m). It is seen that the beam boundary conditions can significantly affect the power 
transmission characteristics of the periodically reinforced plate. For example, as shown in Fig. 
5.19(a), the modification of beam boundary condition from free to clamped can turn a stop band, 
13<Ω<19, (pass band, 21<Ω<25) into a pass (stop) band. On the other hand, it is also possible 
that the “extra” restraints imposed on the beams may virtually have no effect on some pass  
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(a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 5.19 The ratio of the power transferred through the 3rd bay to the input power of an 
SSSS plate with stiffeners having clamped and free boundary conditions at ends, 
— : clamped, ---: free, (a) excitation at (0.2m, 0.5m); (b) excitation at (0.2m, 0.7m) 
bands, e.g., 50<Ω<56. In comparison, the beam boundary conditions have a relatively smaller 
influence on the power transmission for the off-set excitation location (refer to Fig. 5.19(b)). 
Another important observation is that the power transmission is strongly dependent upon the 
location of an applied load. For instance, while the first pass band (for the plate with unrestrained 
beams) is located in 21<Ω<32 for the excitation at (0.2m, 0.5m), it expands over 17<Ω<32 for 
the excitation at (0.2m, 0.7m). Thus, stop/pass bands shall not be considered the inherent 
properties of a periodically reinforced plate; they are also affected by loading conditions. 
The influence of beam restraints on the structural intensity is demonstrated in Fig. 5.20 
for the excitation position (0.2 m, 0.7 m). It is seen that due to the removal of the restraints from 
the beams, the power flow pattern is noticeably modified, for example, at frequency 43.46=Ω
which corresponds to the small peak at the end of the 2nd pass band on the solid curve. 
In order to further understand the impact of the beam restraints, power flow ratio curves 
for the excitation at (0.2 m, 0.5 m) are plotted in Fig. 5.21 as a function of the stiffness of beam 
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restraining springs. The stiffness values of restraining springs, byK ′ , bzK ′ , bxK ′ , bzk ′ ,
b
yk ′ , and bxk ′ , are 
simultaneously increased from 0 to 53 10/ =pDka  (or 510/ =pDKa ). It is evident that the power 
flows are almost unaffected by the beam restraints in the frequency bands 3325 <Ω<  and 
6450 <Ω< . The emergence of a pass band, 1913 <Ω< , is clearly shown as the beam 
restraints become increasingly strong. 
  
(a) 
 
  
(b)  
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Figure 5.20 The structural intensity on an SSSS stiffened plate with an excitation at (0.2m, 
0.7m), (a) Ω = 46.43, beams clamped at ends; (b) Ω = 46.43, beams being free at 
ends 
 
Figure 5.21 The ratio of the power transferred through the 3rd bay to the input power of an 
SSSS plate with elastically restrained stiffeners at both ends; the excitation at 
(0.2m, 0.5m) 
In the current study, the plate-beam couplings are generally considered as being flexible. 
This treatment may be of practical importance when beams are glued or similarly bonded onto 
the plate. The effect of coupling strength will be examined in the following example where the 
plate is simply supported along each edge, and the reinforcing beams are all fixed to the ground 
at the ends. The ratio of beam bending to plate bending rigidities is chosen as piyb DD ,′ = 42.2, 
and beam torsional to plate bending rigidities piib DJG , = 3.53. To simplify the discussions, only 
the flexural coupling spring pbzk ′  is considered flexible here and all the other springs are assumed 
to be infinitely rigid.  
In Fig. 5.22, the ratio to the input power of the power transferred through the 3rd bay of 
the simply supported plate is plotted as a function of the stiffness of the coupling spring pbzk ′ . The 
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unit force is applied at (0.2 m, 0.5 m), and each of beam stiffeners are clamped at both ends. For 
pDka /
3 ≤100, the beams have a negligible effect on the power flows. In other words, the input 
power can virtually flow freely down through the 3rd bay over the entire frequency range 
considered. 
 
Figure 5.22 The ratio of the power transferred through the 3rd bay to the input power for an 
SSSS plate with elastic couplings at the beam-plate interface; the excitation is at 
(0.2 m, 0.5 m) and all stiffeners are clamped at both ends 
It should be noted that the power flow ratio dips near 50=Ω  indicating the power 
transmission is slightly “blocked” at this frequency. This is probably because the stiffeners 
elastically sitting on the plate behave like dynamic absorbers. As a consequence, the first two 
beams on the left of the 3rd bay will effectively consume certain portion of energies carried by 
the waves traveling to the right. As the coupling stiffness increases, near 20=Ω  a stop band 
starts to form at pDka /
3 = 400, and then evolves into a pass band at pDka /
3 = 2000. A similar 
trend is also observed near 30=Ω . Another interesting phenomenon is that the widths of the 
pass bands near 20=Ω  and 30=Ω  can increase with the coupling stiffness. These phenomena 
are of practical significance to the design of the periodically reinforced plate structures. Besides 
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the traditional means of selecting appropriate structural parameters, engineers can also 
effectively design dynamic behavior, including the power transmission characteristic, of a 
stiffened plate structure through controlling the boundary conditions for the plate and beams, and 
the coupling conditions between them. 
 
Figure 5.23 The ratio of the power transferred through the 3rd bay to input power for an SSSS 
plate with the first stiffener being slightly dislocated; the excitation is at (0.2m, 
0.5m) and stiffeners are clamped at both ends: — : evenly spaced stiffeners, −∙− : 
the first stiffener locates at x = 0.36m, --- : the first stiffener locates at x = 0.44m 
The last example is used to demonstrate the influence of beam dislocations on the power 
flow of the structure. The simply supported plate with stiffeners fully restrained at ends is still 
used as an example here. While the dislocations may broadly represent any possible deviations 
of any variables from their ideal values, the current study is simply focused on the spatial 
dislocation due to the slight drifts of the 1st beam from its supposed position x = 0.4 m to x = 
0.36 and 0.44 m to simulate installation errors or manufacturing imperfections in practice. The 
power transmission ratios are plotted in Fig. 5.23 for the regular and disordered positions. A 
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common characteristic for the two disordered cases is that the moderate fluctuations occur in the 
pass bands. For the disordered location x = 0.36 m, the pass band, 4540 <Ω< , noticeably shifts 
toward the lower frequency. In comparison, when the first beam is dislocated to x = 0.44 m, 
 the third pass band has virtually disappeared, and the fourth is severely distorted to be 
recognizable.  
 
(a)                                                                   (b) 
 
 (c)  
Figure 5.24 The ratios of the kinetic energies on each bay to the total energy for an SSSS plate 
with the first stiffener being slightly dislocated; the excitation is at (0.2m, 0.5m) 
and stiffeners are fully clamped at both ends:  + : 1st  bay, — : 2nd bay, --- : 3rd bay, 
−∙− : 4th bay, ···· : 5th bay, (a) Evenly distributed stiffeners (b) The first stiffener 
locates at x = 0.36m (c) The first stiffener locates at x = 0.44m 
By examining the kinetic energy distributions on each section of the plate, one can also 
understand the effect of the stiffener dislocation on the vibrational power transmissions in both 
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perfectly periodic and disordered cases. The above observations drawn from the power 
transmission ratios can be directly confirmed from the kinetic energy distributions presented in 
Fig. 5.24. In these plots, pass bands are identified as the frequency ranges in which the kinetic 
energies in each bay are of the same level. In contrast, in a stop band the kinetic energies on/near 
the source bay are substantially higher than those on the other bays. 
5.4 Conclusions 
A general analytical solution has been developed for the vibration analysis of a plate 
arbitrarily reinforced by beams of any lengths. All the flexural and in-plane (or axial and 
torsional) displacements are included in the plate and beam models to accurately take into 
account of the possible cross-couplings at the plate-beam interfaces. The boundary conditions for 
the plate and beams, and the coupling configurations between them are all generally specified in 
terms of elastic springs, thus allowing the creation of a unified solution method. Since each 
displacement component is invariably expressed as a modified Fourier series, the current method 
has effectively avoided many of the problems and difficulties resulting from the use of 
“appropriate” beam functions as typically required in other techniques. All the unknown 
expansion coefficients are treated equally as the generalized coordinates and determined from the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method. Since the constructed displacement functions are sufficiently smooth 
throughout the entire solution domains, secondary variables such as bending moments and shear 
forces (involving the second and third derivatives) can be directly calculated from the 
corresponding mathematical operations of the displacement functions. The accuracy and 
reliability of the proposed solution have been repeatedly demonstrated through numerical 
examples which involve various boundary conditions, coupling conditions, and reinforcement 
configurations.  
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This analytical model is also utilized to study the power flow of periodically stiffened 
plates. The power transmission ratio, kinetic energy distribution and structural intensity are used 
to study the power flow characteristics of the stiffened plates. While these three quantities are 
closely correlated in identifying pass/stop bands, it is preferred to use them collaboratively for a 
solid understanding of the local and global characteristics of the power flows in the stiffened 
plates. 
This chapter has been specifically focused on several important, yet rarely attempted, 
design features which include plate boundary conditions, beam boundary conditions, excitation 
locations, coupling strength between the plate and beams, and the (spatial) dislocations of the 
reinforcements. It is demonstrated through numerical examples that each of these factors can 
have a direct impact on power transmission characteristics described in the forms of pass/stop 
bands, kinetic energies, and structural intensity fields. In particular, it is found that the increasing 
of the beam restraints can lead to a creation of new pass bands. Also, a stop band may be turned 
into a pass band as the coupling between the plate and beams becomes stronger. In the case of 
very weak couplings, beam stiffeners tend to have a negligible effect on the response of and 
power flows in the plate. However, they can behave like dynamic absorbers at a particular 
frequency. The effects of dislocation resulting from the misplacements of a reinforcing beam are 
also investigated based on numerical simulations. Not only can the dislocations cause moderate 
fluctuations in some pass bands, they may also severely distort and even virtually destroy a pass 
band. It appears that dislocations have a more remarked effect on the power transmissions than 
other design parameters such as beam and plate boundary restraints, coupling conditions between 
the plate and beams, etc. The observed phenomena are of practical significance to the design of 
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the periodically reinforced plate structures, and provide additional means for controlling and 
designing the power transmission characteristics of stiffened plate structures. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DYNAMIC RESPONSES OF BUILT-UP STRUCTURES WITH MODEL UNCERTAIN- 
TIES 
6.1 Introduction 
Traditional structural analyses are based on the assumption that the geometrical and 
material properties of a structure are deterministic and accurately specified. However, uncertain 
factors inevitably exist, to some degree, in any computational model in view of possible 
engineering and manufacturing errors, variance of material properties, fluctuating operating 
conditions, etc. Since the dynamic behavior of a system tends to becomes increasingly sensitive 
to model parameters as frequency increases, the uncertainties will have to be considered in 
predicting the  mid- to high-frequency responses. Thus, it is necessary to take a statistic or 
stochastic approach in predicting the behavior and response of a dynamic system in the mid- and 
high-frequency regions.   
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is a dominant technique for the high-frequency 
analysis of complex structures. In SEA, the response of a dynamic system is described in terms 
of the frequency- and space-averaged energy levels for each subsystem, and it is assumed that 
the energy flow between two coupled subsystems is directly proportional to the difference in 
their modal energy levels (Scharton & Lyon, 1968). Central to the SEA method is the 
determination of coupling loss factors (CLF) which regulate energy flows between subsystems or 
modal (or wave) groups. The energy flow between any two subsystems is calculated as the 
product of the difference of their energy levels times the coupling loss factor. To a certain extent, 
the development of a SEA model is essentially equal to finding all the coupling loss factors 
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between various subsystems. The coupling loss factors can be determined using one of the three 
major approaches: a) modal approach, b) wave approach, and c) impedance/mobility approach. 
In the modal approach, the coupling between two subsystems is expressed in terms of those 
between the individual modes of the uncoupled systems. To account for the statistical 
uncertainty, the effects of the modal interactions are typically processed through some averaging 
process against, for instance, frequency, spatial correlation, and loading condition (rain-on-the-
roof). The ensemble averaging can also be accomplished through small perturbation of some 
model variables. For example, Newland (1968) demonstrated that the basic SEA relationship can 
be derived by considering the average shift of the modal natural frequency for each of the two 
subsystems. As a result, the SEA is considered to predict the ensemble averaged energy of the 
system responses. Usually, the system response is characterized as ergodic so that the ensemble-
average can be realized by averaging over a frequency bandwidth. Since the modal approach is 
based on the modal characteristics of the uncoupled subsystems, the weak coupling condition is 
often assumed in advance. In the wave approach, the coupling loss factors are derived in terms of 
wave transmission coefficients (Mace, 1992). The wave approach is based on the observation 
that the impedance of a finite system behaves like that of the corresponding infinite systems 
when averaged over a sufficiently wide frequency range. Thus, by specifying a traveling wave 
impinging on a junction, the reflected and transmitted powers between the different wave 
components can be evaluated for various simple or complex dynamic systems. In the impedance 
or mobility approach, the dynamic properties of a system are determined from the transfer 
functions or the steady-state responses to an applied harmonic force. One or more (spatial, 
frequency, and/or, loading condition) averaging processes are then applied to the results to derive 
the quantities of statistical significance. In the wave and impedance approaches, the weak 
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coupling condition is not necessary in deriving the coupling loss factors. In practice, coupling 
loss factors can be determined using, for example, the power injection method (Shankar & 
Keane, 1997; Bies & Hamid, 1980; Manik, 1998; Fahy, 1998), the energy level difference 
method (Craik, 1980), the mobility method (Cacciolati & Guyader, 1997), and the structural 
intensity technique (Ming, 1998). While the final system equation in the SEA is based on the 
powerful energy conservation principle, in the process the coupling loss factors are assumed to 
be unaffected by the configuration changes. In other words, it is assumed in the SEA process that 
the coupling loss factors calculated in isolation remain the same under the actual system 
environment. However, the validity of this assumption has been simply ignored in the previous 
literature, so it needs to be carefully studied because there is a belief that the SEA method can be 
readily extended to lower frequencies as long as the coupling loss factors can be somehow 
satisfactorily determined. 
As the most popular method for investigating structural uncertainties, the Stochastic 
Finite Element Method (SFEM) is an extension of the classical (FEA) approach to stochastic 
problems by treating the model variables (mechanical, geometric and/or loading properties) and 
responses in a statistical manner. However, SFEM is difficult to apply to the mid- and high- 
frequency analyses of dynamic systems because the mesh has to be fine enough to spatially 
capture the essential details of the fluctuation of the random fields, which is not only computing 
intensive but also tends to yield a singular correlation matrix for highly correlated random 
variables. Since the quality of discretizing the stochastic fields can significantly affect the 
accuracy of the solution and the response statistics, the mesh size problems have received 
considerable attention in the SFEM research, and various schemes such as, the mid-point 
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method, the nodal point method, the local average method, the interpolation method, and the 
weighted integral method have been proposed.  
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), which was initially introduced to the structural dynamics 
by Shinozuka (1972), is widely used for determining the system response statistics through a 
deterministic mode. It is a quite versatile and simple tool capable of handling all types of 
stochastic dynamic problems. However, it is extremely expensive, or even prohibitive, when the 
dimension of vector random variables becomes very large. Fortunately, the efficiency of MCS 
can be substantially improved by the FSEM because of its extraordinary capability of reducing 
the size of the final system and the dimension of random variables.  
In this chapter, the validity of the assumption in SEA that the coupling loss factors 
calculated in isolation remain the same under the actual system environment is first testified. 
Second, the FSEM combined with the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is used for estimating the 
dynamic behaviors of built-up structures with uncertain model properties. 
6.2 A revisit of coupling loss factors in determining power flows in structures 
6.2.1 A closed form solution using the wave propagation approach 
Horner and White (1991) as well as Doyle and Kamle (1987) expressed the relationship 
between bending and in-plane movements in terms of transmitted and reflected powers. The 
equations they developed are used here to find the wave transmission between different wave 
types. 
The total power in the transversely vibrating beam can be separated into two parts 
associated with the shear force 33 / xWEI ∂∂  and the bending moment 22 / xWEI ∂∂ , respectively. 
The instantaneous flexural power per unit length is defined as 
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The far-field component of energy and power is dominant at high frequencies (Goyder & 
White, 1980). Therefore, by neglecting the near-field terms, the time-averaged far-field total 
flexural power is represented by 
{ }xkfrxkftff ff eAeAkEIP 22223 −−= ω      (6.2) 
In the case of longitudinal vibration in a beam, the instantaneous and time-averaged 
longitudinal power flow can be respectively expressed as 
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The instantaneous and time averaged far-field total flexural energy densities are, respectively,  
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The instantaneous and time averaged total longitudinal energy densities are, respectively,  
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where       fk  is the flexural wave number, 
4/1





=
EI
Sk f
ρω         (6.9) 
lk  is the longitudinal wave number, E
kl
ρω=                       (6.10) 
ftA , frA , ltA  and lrA denote the amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming flexural and 
longitudinal waves, respectively. 
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First, let us consider a structure consisting of two semi-infinite beams coupled at an angle 
θ , as shown in Fig. 6.1. The materials are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, and 
Bernoulli’s formulation is used to describe the vibrating behavior of the structure. A parametric 
study (Horner & White, 1991; Doyle & Kamle, 1987) showed that the structural response was 
relatively insensitive to the joint parameters below 10 kHz whether the joint has mass or not. For 
simplicity, the joint is considered massless in this study. 
 
Figure 6.1 Wave motion in two coupled semi-infinite beams 
Bending and longitudinal movements are respectively represented by a flexural wave 
),( txW  and a longitudinal wave ),( txU , which can be written as  
{ } tixikfinxikfrxke eeAeAeAtxW fff ω−−++= 111),(1                        (6.11) 
{ } tixiklinxiklr eeAeAtxU ll ω−−+= 11),(1                       (6.12) 
{ } tiyikfyke eeBeBtyW ff ω−−− += 22),(2                (6.13) 
{ } tiyikl eeBtyU l ω−−= 2),(2                  (6.14) 
where finA and fB  denote the amplitudes of the flexural wave; linA  and lB  indicate the amplitudes 
of the longitudinal wave; Ae and Be are near field flexural waves; Afin and Alin represent the 
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flexural and longitudinal waves which may independently impinge on the joint. 
By considering the conditions of continuity and equilibrium at the joint, the following 
equations are obtained 
θθ sincos 221 WUU −= ,  θθ cossin 221 WUW +=   (6.15-16) 
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By substituting Eqs. (6.11-14) into Eqs. (6.15-20), six equations can be derived against an 
equal number of unknown amplitudes. The coefficient matrix is given in Appendix F.  
 
Figure 6.2 Wave motion in three coupled semi-infinite beams 
For a branched joint shown in Fig. 6.2, the wave motions in each arm are given as 
{ } tixikfinxikfrxke eeAeAeAtxW fff ω−−++= 111),(1                   (6.21) 
{ } tixiklinxiklr eeAeAtxU ll ω−−+= 11),(1                            (6.22) 
{ } tiyikfyke eeBeBtyW ff ω−−− += 22),(2                    (6.23) 
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{ } tiyikl eeBtyU l ω−−= 2),(2                             (6.24) 
{ } tizikfzke eeCeCtzW ff ω−−− += 33),(3                       (6.25) 
{ } tizikl eeCtzU l ω−−= 3),(3                        (6.26) 
In Fig. 6.2, the coupling angles between beams 1 and 2, and between beams 1 and 3 are 
denoted as θ  and α , respectively. By considering the conditions of the continuity and 
equilibrium at the joint, the following equations are obtained 
θθ sincos 221 WUU −= , αα sincos 331 WUU −=    (6.27-28) 
θθ cossin 221 WUW += , αα cossin 331 WUW +=     (6.29-30) 
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Substituting Eqs. (21-26) into Eqs. (27-35), a set of nine simultaneous equations is 
obtained. The nine unknown wave amplitudes can be found directly from these equations. The 
matrix of the equations is given in Appendix F. Once the amplitudes of the transmitted waves are 
found, the wave transmission coefficients can be computed. The wave transmission coefficient 
ijτ  between any two wave components i and j is defined as the ratio of the power transmitted 
away from the junction by wave type j to the power carried towards the junction by an incident 
wave type i (Langley & Shorter, 2003). Combining Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4), the wave transmission 
coefficients can be written as 
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By applying Eq. (6.36) to all possible beam pairs, a full set of junction transmission 
coefficients can be found. It should be noted that the transmission coefficient is reciprocal with 
jiij ττ =  (Cremer et al., 1988).  Analytically, CLF is defined as  
i
ijgi
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c
ω
τ
η
2
=        (6.37) 
where gic  is the group velocity of the wave in beam i, iL  is the length of beam i,  and ijτ  is the 
transmission coefficient across the joint relating the incident waves in subsystem i to the 
transmitted waves in subsystem j.  
In SEA, the net power flow between two coupled subsystems i and j is written as 
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where ω  is the central angular frequency of the chosen constant percentage band (usually an 
octave or 1/3 octave),  rE  is the time-averaged total energy stored in subsystem r (r = i, j),  rn  is 
the modal density of subsystem r, and ijη  is CLF between  subsystems i and j. 
A T-junction involving three beams which was previously studied by Langley and 
Shorter (2003) is used to validate the current derivations. The T-junction is easily constructured 
by setting both  θ  and α  as 090  (refer to Fig. 6.2). Beam properties are as follows: 72=E GPa,  
2710=ρ kg/m2, 4104 −×=S m2, and 81048.3 −×=I m4. Beam 1 is excited by an incident 
wave (flexural and longitudinal). 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 6.3 Wave transmission coefficients for: (a) incident flexural wave; (b) incident 
longitudinal wave 
Plotted in Fig. 6.3 are the calculated wave transmission coefficients as a function of 
frequency. The results match closely with those shown in Fig. 11 of Langley and Shorter (2003). 
6.2.2 Effects on the wave transmission coefficient of adding an component to a joint 
In Fig. 6.4, beams 1 and 2 are coupled at a right angle; beams 1 and 3 at 0180 ; and beams 
1, 2, and 3 in a T-shape. These three coupling types are represented as “L”, “—”, and “T” shaped 
beam structures. Assuming that a flexural or longitudinal wave with unit amplitude on beam 1 
impinges upon the joint, transmission coefficients are calculated using Eq. (6.36) for L-, —-, and 
T-beams, respectively. The cross-sectional area and the moment of inertia are 10-5 m2 and 10-10 
m4, for all beams, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.4 Beam assembling types for investigating wave transmission coefficients 
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of WTCs between the L-beam and the T-beam 
First, we examine the effects of the addition of beam 3 on the wave transmission 
coefficient between beam 1 and beam 2 by considering the L- and T- shaped beams. Beam 3 in 
the T-beam is viewed as an additional component added to the L-beam. Wave transmission 
coefficients between beam 1 and beam 2 are compared in Fig. 6.5. It can be seen that the 
characteristics of  
21 ff
τ  and  
21Lf
τ  are significantly different. For the L-beam, 
21 ff
τ  starts from 0.5 
and gradually reduces to 0.3. In comparison, 
21Lf
τ is relatively flat as frequency increases. At the 
point where 
21 ff
τ  and 
21Lf
τ  curves intersect, the same amount of the input power will be 
converted into the flexural and longitudinal power for L-shaped beam. Unlike the L-beam, both 
21 ff
τ  and 
21Lf
τ  vary only slightly for the T-beam. In particular, 
21Lf
τ is close to zero over the entire 
frequency range. Similar to L- and T- shaped beams, the effects of adding an additional 
component can also be investigated by considering the —- and T- shaped beams. 
As shown in Fig. 6.4, beams 1 and 3 are coupled at 0180  initially and form a T-beam 
when beam 2 joins in. Wave transmission coefficients between beam 1 and beam 3 are plotted in 
Fig. 6.6 for the —-, and T-shaped beams, respectively. 
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of WTCs between the —- beam and the T-beam 
It can be seen that 
31 ff
τ  equals one, and 
31Lf
τ  equals zero over the entire frequency range 
indicating that all of the impinging flexural power from beam 1 is completely transmitted 
through the joint to beam 3 as flexural power. When beam 2 joins in, 
31 ff
τ drops from 1 to 
approximately 0.2, and 
31Lf
τ  exhibits an increasing trend with frequency. It should be noted that 
in the T-beam, curves 
31 ff
τ  and 
31Lf
τ  intersect near 1000 Hz, which means the participation of 
beam 2 makes the two types of transmitted wave powers equal at this frequency. 
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show the wave transmission coefficients when a impinging longitudinal 
wave is specified on beam 1. In Fig. 6.7, it can be seen that 
21 fL
τ in the L-beam increases much 
faster than that in the T-beam as frequency increases. In contrast, transmission coefficients, 
21LL
τ , 
for both the L- and T-beam are essentially negligible. Fig. 6.8 shows the wave transmission 
coefficients between beam 1 and beam 3 for the —- and T-shaped beams, respectively. The 
behaviors of 
31 fL
τ  and 
31LL
τ indicate that for two beams coupling horizontally, all the longitudinal 
power is completely transmitted through the joint to the longitudinal wave in beam 3, and  
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T-beam, 
31 fL
τ  and 
31LL
τ  almost exhibit no variance with frequency. 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparison of WTCs between the L-beam and the T-beam 
 
Figure 6.8 Comparison of WTCs between the —- beam and the T-beam 
6.2.3 Power flow distributions in L-beam and T-beam 
In this section, we will investigate the coupling loss factors from another perspective by 
considering the power flows. To investigate the power flows between the subsystems, let us 
construct an example of two and three beams assembled in different coupling fashions, as shown 
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in Fig. 6.9. 
 
Figure 6.9 Beam assembling type for investigating power flow distributions 
Table 6.1 Beam parameters and properties 
Properties Beam 1 Beam2 Beam3 
   )( 2mS        410−         510−         610−  
   )( 4mI        1010−         1010−         1010−  
 
Assume that a flexural wave in beam 2 impinges upon the joint. The wave transmission 
coefficients between beams 2 and 1 as well as between beams 2 and 3 are calculated for two 
pairs of L-beams, as shown in Figs. 6.9(a) and 6.9(b). For comparison, the wave transmission 
coefficients are also obtained for the T-beam given in Fig. 9(c). All beams are made of steel: E = 
210GPa and 7800=ρ kg/m2. Other properties for the beams are listed in Table 6.1. 
By comparing the results in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, one can see that for the L-beam 
32Lf
τ is 
much higher than 
12Lf
τ  over the whole frequency range, especially at the high frequency region, 
while 
12 ff
τ  and 
32 ff
τ are almost the same. However, the situations are completely different for the 
T-beam, where 
32Lf
τ drops close to zero, and 
12Lf
τ becomes much higher than 
32Lf
τ . It is also 
noticed that the difference between 
32 ff
τ and 
12 ff
τ  over the entire frequency range becomes much 
larger in the T-beam than for that of the L-beam cases. From those results, it is evident that the 
power flows in a system do not necessarily follow the rules established based on subsystem-level 
predictions. 
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Figure 6.10 Wave transmission coefficients for L-beam 
 
Figure 6.11 Wave transmission coefficients for T-beam 
6.2.4 Discussions on the SEA assembling process of the coupling loss factor matrix 
The aforementioned analysis can be summarized by revisiting the fundamental of SEA. 
The fundamental equation used in SEA is the power balance equation between different coupled 
subsystems. For a subsystem i connected to other subsystems j with  j varying, the power balance 
equation can be written as  
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where iinP  is the power input to the subsystem from an external excitation, idissP  is the power 
dissipated within the subsystem i by the internal damping, and ijcouplP  is the net power transmitted 
from subsystem i to subsystem j through dynamic coupling. The internal dissipated power is 
usually calculated as 
ii
i
diss EP ωη=       (6.40) 
where iη  is the internal loss factor.  
 
Figure 6.12 SEA modal of conservative coupled systems: (a) two coupled systems; (b) three 
coupled systems 
In SEA, a multi-component system is divided into a number of subsystems; the coupling 
loss factors are first individually calculated for each pair of subsystems and then assembled to 
form a global matrix for predicting the system responses. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. 
A system consisting of three coupled components presented in Fig. 6.12(b) can be divided into 
three pairs of subsystems as shown in Fig. 6.12(a). The SEA relationship for the whole system is 
established by using Eqs. (6.38-6.40), and a global matrix is shown in Appendix F. The coupling 
loss factors in the matrix are derived from each individual pair of subsystems. The 
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aforementioned analysis indicates that the coupling loss factors predicted from each pair of 
subsystems are not necessarily equivalent to those estimated under the whole system situations, 
say, ijij ηη ′≠ . As a matter of fact, only the coupling loss factors ijη′  that are calculated under the 
whole system situation can represent the actual energy flow status of the whole system. In other 
words, it is questionable to use coupling loss factors ijη  that are predicted from each pair of 
subsystems to form the SEA matrix.  
6.3 Dynamic analysis of built-up structures in the presence of model uncertainties 
6.3.1 Variability in subsystem properties 
A built-up structure, as shown in Fig. 6.13, can be divided into a number of subsystems 
consisting of beam and plate components. The properties in each subsystem are assumed to vary 
randomly or in other statistical manner specified. Since the subsystems are typically 
manufactured by different processes, it is feasible to assume that the variations in the properties 
of one subsystem are independent of those of the other systems. In addition, all the primary 
variables in each subsystem, such as the physical and geometrical properties, are assumed to be 
mutually independent and uncorrelated. For instance, a mass density defined in Eq. 6.41 can be 
specified to vary spatially according to the Gaussian distribution.  
( )ρερρ += 1        (6.41) 
where ρ  denotes the uncertain mass density, ρ  is the nominal value of the mass density, and  
ρε  represents a random field following a Gaussian distribution 
),0(~ ρρ σε N        (6.42) 
where ρσ  is the standard deviation of ρε . 
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Figure 6.13 A built-up structure is naturally divided into a number of structural parts 
Eventually, the ensemble statistics of the system response can be quantified in a similar 
way to the uncertain properties in terms of the mean values, standard deviations and so on. 
6.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 
In this study, the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is adopted to obtain the ensemble 
statistics of the system response by repetitively solving an eigenvalue problem for each member 
of the samples randomly created. In this method, N random values of X = {x1 , x2 …, xN } 
according to its probability distribution function are generated for a specific uncertain 
parameters. The final equilibrium is solved for each value of X leading to a population of the 
response vector { }Ni ΨΨΨΨΨ  ,,,
~
21= , where iΨ  represents the i-th sample for a 
response vector consisting of displacements, shear force, strain energy etc. Based on this 
population, the response variability of the system is calculated using the basic relationships in 
statistics. For example, the unbiased estimates of the mean value and variance of the sample are 
the following 
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Apparently, the accuracy of the estimation is determined by the sample size, and an 
accurate estimation for the mean value and variance of the response can be obtained given an 
adequately large number of samples. 
6.3.3 Uncertain analysis of a beam-plate structure 
Table 6.2 The calculated natural frequencies for a built-up structure 
Mode     FSEM (Hz)          FEA (Hz)   Error (%) 
       1 38.905 38.930 0.064 
2 43.315 43.305 0.024 
3 43.866 43.907 0.092 
4 44.081 44.109 0.061 
5 44.245 44.250 0.010 
6 44.732 44.734 0.002 
7 50.713 50.726 0.028 
8 57.882 57.884 0.002 
9 71.708 71.740 0.044 
     10 71.816  71.820  0.005 
 
The first example considers a built-up structure shown in Fig. 6.13. This structure is 
essentially obtained by simply assembling a ladder frame together with a table frame, which 
have been fully discussed in chapters 3 and 5, respectively. The first ten calculated natural 
frequencies are given in Table 6.2 together with the FEA results. An excellent agreement is seen 
between the two methods. Fig. 6.14 shows several mode shapes for the structure. 
         
(a)                                                               (b) 
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(c)                                                                        (d) 
Figure 6.14 Mode shapes: (a) 1st mode, 38.9 Hz; (b) 51th mode, 424.9 Hz; (c) 78th mode, 781.8 
Hz; (d) 139th mode, 1551.8 Hz. 
 
Figure 6.15 Responses of a built-up structure calculated using FEA with various mesh 
densities: —: 100 elements, ·····: 225 elements; −∙−: 400 elements; ----: 900 
elements.  
Suppose a load is applied on the plate at point (0.6a, 0.4b) and a response is selected on 
the plate at point (0.8a, 0.2b). Fig. 6.15 plots the response calculated using FEA with various 
mesh densities. One notices that the discrepancies between the responses using different meshing 
densities become larger with increasing frequencies, which indicates that meshing becomes an 
uncertain factor at higher frequencies. In other words, the meshing operation in FEA tends to 
make the modeling process uncertain. Instead of relying on re-meshing to improve predicting 
accuracy in FEA, FSEM only needs to change the truncation number to improve both spatial and 
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spectral resolutions without any model modifications. 
In practice, there are numerous uncertainty types in engineering structures; for simple 
illustration purpose, we just pick several plate parameters as the uncertain variables, such as 
mass density, Young’s modulus, and plate thickness for the built-up structure under 
consideration. All these uncertain parameters are assume to follow the Gaussian random 
distribution, similar to Eqs. (6.41) and (6.42), and the uncertain quantities are defined as, 
respectively,  
( )EEE ε+= 1 ,   ( )hhh ε+= 1      (6.45-46) 
where hEE ,, , and h  represent the uncertain and nominal Young’s modulus and plate thickness 
respectively; Eε  and hε stand for a random field following Gaussian distribution 
),0(~ EE N σε , ),0(~ hh N σε     (6.47-48) 
where Eσ  and hσ  are the standard deviation of Eε  and hε  respectively. 
The first case concerns the mean square velocity response of the plate when the plate 
thickness is taken as the uncertain variable with an uncertain level hσ  = 0.05. Assume a unit 
force is applied on the plate at point (0.4a, 0.6b). Fig. 6.16 illustrates the statistical responses of 
the point on the plate at (0.75a, 0.6b). The several gray curves overlapping each other represent 
the 100 individual responses; the black curve denotes the response of the structure with nominal 
plate thickness; and the green and blue curves stand for the responses when the plate thickness 
has a plus and minus 2% variance, respectively. From a practical point of view, it is difficult to 
identify which curve is a truthful representation of the response of the structure due to the 
inherent uncertainties resulting from manufacturing errors or imperfections. Hence, the ensemble 
mean response denoted by the red curve is more meaningful in evaluating the dynamic behavior 
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of the real structure in practice. When closely examining the ensemble mean response, one 
should notice that the response can be naturally divided into low, mid, and high frequency 
regions.  
 
Figure 6.16 Responses of a built-up structure to a concentrated load, red thick line: mean; 
black line —: nominal thickness; blue line --- : thickness with a -2% tolerance, 
green line −∙−: thickness with a 2% tolerance, grey line: 100 individual responses 
 
Figure 6.17 Responses of a built-up structure to a concentrated load, red line: mean, grey line: 
100 individual responses 
Obviously, in the low frequency range, distinct peaks can be easily differentiated 
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indicating that the response is less sensitive to the model variance. In contrast, in the high 
frequency region, the ensemble mean response is generally flat without distinctive peaks, which 
implies that the system response is very sensitive to the input uncertainties meaning that even a 
tiny variance of the model parameter can significantly alter the system dynamic behavior. 
Between the low and high frequency regions is the mid-frequency range, which has very rich 
vibratory characteristics and strong resonance-like dynamic behavior. A similar trend of the 
ensemble mean response for the point at (0.5a, 0.3b) can be also identified in Fig. 6.17. 
The second case is focused on the spatial averaged plate mean square velocity of a 
structure with uncertain plate thickness of two uncertain levels hσ = 0.005 and hσ = 0.05. It is 
observed in Fig. 6.18(a) that different uncertain levels for the same model parameter have  
different effects on the system responses. If we take a frequency average by applying the 1/3-
octave band on those curves, as shown in Fig. 6.18(b), it is noticed that all the local dynamic 
information in the mid and high frequency ranges disappears after the spatial and frequency 
averages as performed in the SEA process.  
 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 6.18 Spatial averaged mean square velocity for the plate with uncertain thickness at 
different uncertain levels: — σ = 0.005; --- σ = 0.05; (a) broad band; (b) 3rd octave 
band. 
To emphasize on this point, let us consider two close frequency components, 1040 and 
1050 Hz on the red curve. Fig. 6.19 shows the spatial distributions of the mean square velocity at 
these two particular frequencies. It is observed that even the spatial averaged mean square 
velocity values are almost identical at these two immediate neighboring frequencies, the actual 
spatial distributions of the mean square velocity are significantly different. 
        
(a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 6.19 Spatial distribution of mean square velocity at different frequencies for the plate 
with uncertain thickness (σ = 0.05); (a) 1040 Hz; (b) 1050 Hz. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.20 Spatial averaged mean square velocity for the plate with different uncertain 
parameters: — density uncertainty; --- thickness uncertainty; −∙− Young’s modulus 
uncertainty; (a) broad band; (b) 3rd octave band 
In the next case, we will investigate the spatial averaged plate mean square velocity of a 
structure with different uncertain parameters (thickness, Young’s, and mass density) at a same 
uncertain level 05.0=== hE σσσ ρ . Fig. 6.20(a) plots the broad band spatial averaged mean 
square velocity for the plate with different uncertain parameters. It is obvious that the same level 
of uncertainties with different model variables has different effects on the system dynamic 
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behavior, which indicates that we should treat the uncertainties differently. Thus, it is difficult to 
differentiate between the types of uncertainties when the responses are presented in the 1/3-
octave band, as shown in Fig. 6.20(b). 
In FSEM, the secondary field variables such as strain/kinetic energy, can be easily 
derived through appropriate mathematical manipulations including differentiations. Figs. 6.21 
and 6.22 show the mean kinetic energy distribution of the whole structure when a load is applied 
on point 6 (refer to Fig. 3.20) and on point 1 (refer to Fig. 5.8). An uncertain plate thickness with 
05.0=hσ  is assumed in this case. 
                   
(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 6.21 Mean kinetic energy distribution of the whole structure excited by a unit force 
applied on beam 6 along x direction: (a) 54Hz; (b) 694 Hz 
 
                    
(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 6.22 Mean kinetic energy distribution of the whole structure excited by a unit force 
applied on the plate in z direction at (0.4a, 0.6b): (a) 170Hz; (b) 328 Hz. 
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6.3.4 Uncertain analysis of a Body-In-White structure 
6.3.4.1 Description of the Body-In-White structure 
In this section, let us consider a Body-In-White (BIW) structure which plays an important 
role in determining the vehicle dynamic performance. Fig. 6.23(a) depicts a prototype of BIW 
primarily consisting of beams and small panels. For convenience, here we simplify the BIW by 
treating it as a beam structure, as shown in Fig. 6.23(b). 
 
(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 6.23 A typical Body-In-White structure: (a) a BIW prototype; (b) a simplified model 
 
 
Figure 6.24 A simplified model of  Body-In-White, and the excitation and response locations 
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Based on its physical composition, the BIW can be divided into 38 beams, as labeled in 
Fig. 6.24. Assume the structure is made of steel: Young’s modulus  111007.2 ×=E N/m2, shear 
modulus  111006.1 ×=G N/m2, and mass density  7800=ρ kg/m3. The length for beams 6 and 13 
is 0.2m; 4, 7, 11, 16, 34, and 38 is 0.4m; 3, 19, 20, and 22 is 0.46; 1, 18, 24, 26, 28, and 29 is 
0.6m; 32 and 36 is 0.72m; 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 30, 31, 33, and 37 is 0.8m; and for 2, 15, 17, 21, 23, 
25, 27, and 35 is 1.2m. The beam components are classified into 3 groups in terms of model 
parameters as tabulated in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Model properties of a Body-In-White structure 
Properties Group1     Group2       Group3 
   )( 2mS       0.01      0.0064        0.0025 
   )( 4mJ    51067.1 −×   51068.0 −×   51011.0 −×  
   )( 4mI yy    51083.0 −×   51034.0 −×   61052.0 −×  
   )( 4mI zz    51083.0 −×   51034.0 −×   61052.0 −×  
Group1: beams 33, 34, 37, and 38; 
Group2: beams 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 30, and 31; 
Group3: beam 3, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 35, and 36. 
 
6.3.4.2 The modal-acceleration method  
A primary disadvantage of MCS is its excessive computational cost for large-scale 
structures which often require parallel processing involve many computers. Various numerical 
evaluations (Shinozuka, 1987; Stefanou, 2009) of the variability response function have been 
developed to improve the efficiency of MCS. The modal-acceleration method, which was 
originally proposed by Williams in 1945, is adopted in this study to calculate the frequency 
response. While the direct solution requires the dynamic problem to be recalculated for each 
frequency step, the modal-acceleration method only needs to solve the eigenvalue problem once 
to eigenpairs. The modal-acceleration method is essentially a type of modal superposition 
method. However, it converges much faster than the traditional modal superposition method. For 
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completeness, a brief introduction to modal-acceleration is presented as below. 
In the mode-displacement solution, the frequency response vector )(ωA , which is the 
Fourier coefficient vector in this study, is given by  
∑ −+=
M
r rr
T
rr
i 22 )1(
)()(
ωηω
ωω FΦΦA       (6.49) 
where M is the modal truncation number; r…  is the rth eigenvector of the un-damped system; rη  
and rω  denote the rth modal damping and modal frequency, respectively; and )(ωF  represents 
the excitation force vector. 
However, in the modal-acceleration solution the response vector )(ωA  is written as 
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where K  is the system stiffness matrix. 
In Eq. (6.50), it is seen that the presence of 2rω  in the denominator of the last term speeds 
up the convergence of the mode-acceleration method as compared to the mode-displacement 
method. With the assistance of the modal-acceleration method, we only need to inverse the 
system stiffness matrix once throughout the entire response calculation. In addition, the modal-
acceleration method only requires a very small subset of modes for calculating the response with 
sufficient accuracy. 
As an example, Fig. 6.25 shows the frequency responses for the driving point 1 
calculated using the direct solution and modal-acceleration method with different modal 
truncation numbers. The number of total modes included in this case is Nt = 2128. It can be seen 
that the response obtained from the modal-acceleration method gradually converge to the direct 
solution. In particular, a good match between these two methods is observed within 1000 Hz 
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when the mode number truncates to M = Nt /5. This leads to a significant reduction for the 
computational load of MCS without losing accuracy. In the subsequent calculations, the Fourier 
series expansion term for each beam is selected as 15, and the number of modes involved in the 
modal-acceleration solution is M = Nt /5 = 2888 = 577.  
 
Figure 6.25 Comparison of the frequency responses between the direct solution and mode-
acceleration method, red line: direct solution; —: M = Nt /5; ----: M = Nt /8; −∙−: M 
= Nt /10; ·····: M = Nt /12 
6.3.4.3 Probabilistic characteristics of uncertain dynamic behaviors 
The uncertainties for physical properties (Mass density and Young’s modulus) of 
constituent beams are assumed to follow the Gaussian distribution with standard deviations equal 
to 5 percent of the nominal values of physical properties. In the following calculations, the 
structure is assumed to have a free boundary condition and to be excited by a harmonic unit force 
applied at point 1 along z direction, as shown in Fig. 6.24. Four response points 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 
selected at the shot gun (beam 10), chassis (beam 17), roof (beam 24), and A-pillar (beam 36), 
respectively; and the flexural vibration in the x-z is considered.  
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(a)                                                                          (b) 
 
(c)                                                                          (d) 
Figure 6.26 Responses of a Body-In-White with uncertain mass density: (a) at point 2; (b) at 
point 3; (c) at point 4; (d) at point 5, red line: mean; black line: 3rd octave band; 
grey line: 100 individual responses 
Plotted in Figs. 6.26 and 6.27 are the calculated velocity responses for a BIW with 
uncertain mass density and Young’s modulus, respectively. It is seen that the responses exhibit 
quite different characteristics for different types of uncertainties. In comparing Figs. 6.26(a) and 
6.26(c), one may notice that the mid-frequency region varies with different structural 
components. Also it is clear that the fluctuation ranges of system responses differ significantly 
when the structure is subjected to different uncertain inputs. 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 
 
(c)                                                                          (d) 
Figure 6.27 Responses of a Body-In-White with uncertain Young’s modulus: (a) at point 1; (b) 
at point 2; (c) at point 3; (d) at point 4; red line: mean, black line: 3rd octave band, 
grey line: 100 individual responses 
While the responses for the uncertain mass density varies from 10-8 to 10-2, the responses for the 
uncertain Young’s modulus fluctuate from 10-12 to 10-2. 
The mean kinetic energy distribution for the BIW with an uncertain mass density is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.28. It is seen that the mean kinetic energy exhibits a more uniform 
distribution in the high frequency, as shown in Fig. 6.28(d), compared to the one in the low and 
mid frequencies, as shown in Figs. 6.28(a-c). 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 
 
(c)                                                                          (d) 
Figure 6.28 Mean kinetic energy distribution of the BIW to a concentrated load applied along z 
direction at point 1: (a) 236Hz; (b) 396Hz; (c) 524Hz; (d) 924Hz. 
6.5 Conclusions  
In this chapter, the validity of a fundamental SEA assumption that the coupling loss 
factors are unaffected by the configuration changes is reexamined by considering a simple T-
beam structure. Regarding the characteristics of the coupling loss factors in determining power 
flows in structures, some insightful information is obtained. First, it is shown that the power flow 
between any two subsystems is changed when another subsystem joins in. Second, the power 
flows between any two subsystems do not necessarily follow the same relationships after the 
subsystems are assembled into a system, which indicates that the coupling loss factors 
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individually calculated for each pair of subsystems cannot be linearly assembled to form a global 
matrix for predicting the system responses. 
FSEM combining with the Monte-Carlo Simulation can effectively tackle the medium 
frequency uncertain responses where the ensemble means exhibit strong resonance-like behavior. 
In contrast with SEA models, where all local details are neglected, the proposed prediction 
technique provides adequate inform on the statistical characteristics of the mid-frequency 
responses of a dynamic system by eliminating the spatial- and frequency-averaging processes. 
Specifically, some important findings are obtained through this preliminary study: 
1. Different uncertain parameters with a same uncertain level have different effects on the system 
response, such as the dynamic range, the location of the “resonance-like” behavior in terms of 
mean values, which indicates that different uncertainties should be treated differently in practice. 
Unfortunately, in SEA these uncertain types are not differentiated, and their impacts are simply 
eliminated by the averaging process regarding space and frequency.  
2. Different uncertain levels for the same uncertain parameter also exert different effects on the 
system responses. However, the effects of different uncertain levels can be lost in the frequency-
averaging process. 
3. The spatial averaged responses predicted in a narrow band do not always truthfully reflect the 
spatial distributions of system responses in some circumstances. For instance, even if the spatial 
averaged response quantities are almost identical at two immediate neighboring frequencies, a 
significant spatial distribution difference for the considered response quantities may exist 
between the these two frequencies.  
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
7.1 General summary 
Fourier Spectral Element Method (FSEM) was previously proposed for the dynamic 
analyses of simple structural components like beams and plates. In this study, FSEM was 
extended  to the vibration and power flow analyses of complex built-up structures in a broader 
frequency range. In a FSEM model, a complex structure is considered as an assembly of 
interconnected basic structural components such as beams and plates. The key idea of this 
method is to express the displacement on each component as an improved Fourier series 
expansion consisting of a standard Fourier cosine series plus several supplementary 
series/functions used to ensure and accelerate the convergence of the series representation. 
Accordingly, series expansions of the involved displacement functions and their appropriate 
derivatives are guaranteed to uniformly and absolutely converge for any boundary conditions and 
coupling configurations. Additionally, other secondary variables of interest such as moments, 
shear forces, strain/kinetic energies, and power flows between substructures can be readily 
calculated in an analytical form. 
For beam structures, the displacement over each beam element is described as a cosine 
series expansion supplemented by several closed-form functions. In chapter 2, the auxiliary 
functions are simply selected as polynomials in investigating the vibration of multi-span beam 
systems. Since sine functions exhibit some desired invariance with respect to certain 
mathematical operations such as differentiations and integrations, , in chapter 3 they are utilized 
as the supplementary terms to simplify the calculations .  
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The primary unknowns in a FSEM model are Fourier coefficients, which can be solved in 
an exact manner by letting the series simultaneously satisfy both the governing equation and 
boundary conditions (Li, 2000; Xu & Li, 2008; Du et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009). Although this 
exact solution scheme may represent the most natural choice mathematically, it will lead to the 
fully-populated coefficient matrices for final system equations when dealing with complicated 
coupling structures. As an alternative solution process which may actually be preferred in 
practice, all the expansion coefficients for the complementary terms are treated as independent 
variables, and are solved in an approximate manner by using the powerful Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
In this way, only the neighboring beams will be directly coupled together in the final system 
equations, as manifested in the highly sparse stiffness and mass matrices. Even though the 
solution is based on a weak (variational) sense, it is not necessarily less accurate than the exact 
solutions because all the selected series expansions up to the 3rd order derivatives are constructed 
to be continuous. 
FSEM has been developed for the vibrations of multi-span beam systems, 2- and 3-D 
frames, plate assemblies, and beam-plate coupling systems. Its accuracy and reliability have been 
repeatedly demonstrated through numerical examples. 
It is important to point out that FSEM can be generally applied to beams and plates 
structures combinations even when the other analytical methods fail to work due to, such as, the 
nonexistence of the closed-form expressions or the inability of satisfying the boundary or 
coupling conditions under the actual system condition. 
FSEM allows an easy calculation of power flows between interconnected structural 
components in that the coupling moments and forces at the junctions can be calculated explicitly 
from second and third derivatives of the displacement functions. Two alternative power flow 
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indicators were proposed for the power flow analysis: the scaled kinetic energy distribution and 
the structural intensity. These quantities allows a better understanding of the power flows in a 
complex structure.  
Finally, FSEM is combined with the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) to study the 
dynamic responses of built-up structures in the presence of model uncertainties. FSEM is 
demonstrated to be capable of effectively predicting the statistical behavior, especially in the 
critical mid-frequency range where the ensemble means exhibit strong resonance-like 
characteristics. In contrast with the SEA analysis in which the local information is not available, 
the FSEM prediction includes the detailed spatial and spectral data that are of concern in the 
mid-frequency range. 
7.2 Future work 
Based on the work presented in this dissertation, some recommendations for future 
research are outlined as below: 
In this dissertation, FSEM has been successfully applied to the structures consisting of 
beams and plates. In order to be able to deal with more complicated structures, FSEM should be 
also extended, and there seems no any intrinsic problem that will prevent from extending it, to 
other common structural components such as curvature beams, triangular plates, and doubly-
curved shells with non-uniform and non-conforming coupling junctions.  
An important advantage of FSEM over FE methods is that the resulting system in a 
FSEM model is significantly smaller with respect to the total number of degrees of freedom in 
the system. Therefore, it is more effective to use FSEM to find solutions at higher frequencies 
and/or over large regular domains. On the other hand, a discrete model such as FEA is more 
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flexible in representing geometric and material details. Thus, combining the discrete (FEA) and 
FSEM models allows taking advantages of the best of both worlds. 
In the low frequency region, the behavior of a dynamic system can be satisfactorily 
predicted using a deterministic method. However, a probabilistic method will have to be used in 
the mid- to high- frequency regions to account for model uncertainties caused by the engineering 
and/or manufacturing errors. The continuous stochastic fields of model variables are implicitly 
represented by Fourier series expansions in a FSEM model. This treatment gives rise to a more 
efficient and effective probabilistic modeling process because FSEM has an extraordinary 
capability of reducing the size of the final system and the dimension of random variable space. It 
is recommended that additional efforts should be directed to widening the capability of FSEM in 
dealing with probabilistic models for various variables. 
Due to the lack of the analytical or numerical results, the validation of FSEM in 
predicting the dynamic responses in the mid-frequency range will have to heavily rely on 
experimental results. The experimental work can be conducted using the fabricated structures 
that are similar to those tested in this research, but involve other practical model uncertainties 
such as the locations and  strengths of bolt joints and spot-welds. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUB-MATRICES DEFINED IN CHAPTER 3 
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Components of sub-matrices in Eqs. A.1 and A.2 have the common form as following 
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{ }BB ww yjyi ,,K nn ′, = ( ) 66,'' 1 ijqnpnnn H+−λλ , { }BA ww zjyi ,,K mn ′, = ( ) 63,1 ijmqpnn H′+−λ            (A.42,43) 
{ }BB ww yjyi ,,K nn ′, = ( ) 65,'' 1 ijqnpnnn H+−λλ , { }BAw jyi θ,K mn ′, = ( ) 64,1 ijmqpnn H′+−λ            (A.44,45) 
{ }AA uw jzi ,K mm ′, = ( ) 31,1 ijmqpm H′+− ,{ }AA ww yjzi ,,K mm ′, = ( ) 32,1 ijmqpm H′+−             (A.46,47) 
{ }AB ww yjzi ,,K ',nm = ( ) 36,'' 1 ijqnpmn H+−λ , { }AA ww zjzi ,,K mm ′, = ( ) 33,1 ijmqpm H′+−            (A.48,49) 
{ }AB ww zjzi ,,K ',nm = ( ) 35,'' 1 ijqnpmn H+−λ , { }AAw jzi θ,K mm ′, = ( ) 34,1 ijmqpm H′+−            (A.50,51) 
{ }BA uw jzi ,K mn ′, = ( ) 51,1 ijmqpnn H′+−λ ,{ }BA ww yjzi ,,K mn ′, = ( ) 52,1 ijmqpnn H′+−λ            (A.52,53) 
{ }BB ww yjzi ,,K nn ′, = ( ) 56,'' 1 ijqnpnnn H+−λλ , { }BA ww zjzi ,,K mn ′, = ( ) 53,1 ijmqpnn H′+−λ            (A.54,55) 
{ }BB ww zjzi ,,K nn ′, = ( ) 55,'' 1 ijqnpnnn H+−λλ , { }BAw jzi θ,K mn ′, = ( ) 54,1 ijmqpnn H′+−λ            (A.56,57) 
{ }AA
jiθθ
K mm ′, = ( ) 41,1 ijmqpm H
′+− , { }AAw yji ,θK mm ′, = ( ) 42,1 ijmqpm H′+−             (A.58-59) 
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{ }ABw yji ,θK ',nm = ( ) 46,'' 1 ijqnpmn H+−λ      { }AAw zji ,θK mm ′, = ( ) 43,1 ijmqpm H′+−            (A.60-61) 
{ }ABw zji ,θK ',nm = ( ) 45,'' 1 ijqnpmn H+−λ , { }AA jiθθK mm ′, = ( ) 44,1 ijmqpm H′+−             (A.62-63) 
The mass matrices are defined as below 
[ ] idiag MMM 1= , ( ) 





= BBTAB
ABAA
i
2121
2121
σσσσ
σσσσ
MM
MM
M , iiyizi uww θσσ ,,,, ,,21 =          (A.64,65) 
{ }AAσσM mm ′, = ( ) iimmmi SL ρδδ 0' 12 + , { }
BB
σσM ',nn = iinni S
L
ρδ '2
            (A.66,67)
{ }ABσσM ',nm =



≠
=
'
'
nm
nm
 ( ) )'(/1)1('
0
22' nmLnS nmiii −−−
+ πρ
, { }BAσσM ',mn ={ }ABσσM ',nm          (A.68,69) 
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APPENDIX B 
SUPPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS DEFINED IN CHAPTER 4 
Supplementary functions used in Eqs. (4.4-6) for the transverse and in-plane 
displacement expressions of the plate along the x direction are defined as    





−




=
a
xa
a
xaxa 2
3sin
122
sin
4
9)(1 π
π
π
π
ζ            (B.1) 





−




−=
a
xa
a
xaxa 2
3cos
122
cos
4
9)(2 π
π
π
π
ζ           (B.2) 





−




=
a
xa
a
xaxa 2
3sin
32
sin)( 3
3
3
3
3 π
π
π
π
ζ            (B.3) 





−




−=
a
xa
a
xaxa 2
3cos
32
cos)( 3
3
3
3
4 π
π
π
π
ζ           (B.4) 
2
1 1)( 




 −=
a
xxxaξ , 



 −= 1)(
2
2
a
x
a
xxaξ        (B.5-6) 
For displacements along the y direction, the corresponding supplementary functions can 
be obtained by replacing subscript a and variable x with subscript b and variable y, respectively. 
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APPENDIX C 
SUBMATRICES DEFINED IN CHAPTER 4 
Sub-matrices defined in Eq. (4.25) are given as  










=
ii
iiii
iiiiii
vv
vuuu
vwuwww
c
ii
Symm K
KK
KKK
K

             (C.1) 
where sub-matrices 
iiww
K  and 
jjww
K  have the same form  














=
99
2922
191211
ii
iiii
iiiiii
ii
ww
wwww
wwwwww
ww
Symm K
KK
KKK
K




           (C.2) 
Components of 
iiww
K  and 
jjww
K  are defined as below  
{ } ',,11 nntsww ii ∆=K , { } qfnmsqww ii ,1',)1(1 Ξ=++K          (C.3-4) 
{ } ',3
3
4211',
)5(1
3
4
3
7
nn
i
q
i
qqns
q
ww
aa
ii
∆





−−=
+
+
π
δ
π
δδK , { } f qpmmqpww ii ,1',1)1)(1( Γ=++++K    (C.5-6) 
{ } pfniqiqqnmqpww
aa
ii
,
'3
3
4211',1
)5)(1(
3
4
3
7
Ξ





−−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK          (C.7) 
{ } ',3
3
423
3
42111',1
)5)(5(
3
4
3
7
3
4
3
7
nn
i
q
i
q
i
p
i
pqpnn
qp
ww
aaaa
ii
∆











+





++=
++
++
π
δ
π
δ
π
δ
π
δδδK       (C.8) 
{ } ( ) ',',11 1 nnmmtsww jj ∆−= +K , { } qfnmmmsqww jj ,'1',)1(1 )1( Ξ−= +++K               (C.9-10) 
{ } ',3
3
3121',
)5(1
3
4
3
7
)1( nn
j
q
j
qq
m
ns
q
ww
aa
jj
∆







++−=
+
+
π
δ
π
δδK , { } f qpmmmmqpww jj ,'1',1)1)(1( )1( Γ−= +++++K         (C.11,12) 
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{ } pfnjqjqqmnmqpww
aa
jj
,
'3
3
3121',1
)5)(1(
3
4
3
7
)1( Ξ






++−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK       (C.13) 
{ } ',3
3
313
3
31221',1
)5)(5(
3
4
3
7
3
4
3
7
nn
j
q
j
q
j
p
j
pqpnn
qp
ww
aaaa
jj
∆
















+







++=
++
++
π
δ
π
δ
π
δ
π
δδδK     (C.14) 
where 1)1( +++= nNms  and 1)1( +′++′= nNmt  
Sub-matrices 
iiuu
K , 
iivv
K  and 
iivu
K  have the same form  














=
55
2522
151211
ii
iiii
iiiiii
ii
uu
uuuu
uuuuuu
uu
Symm K
KK
KKK
K




         (C.15) 
Components of 
iiuu
K  are expressed as  
{ } ',,11 nntsuu ii ∆=K , { } qinnmsquu ii ,1',)1(1 Ξ=++K , { } inqpmmqpuu ii ,1',1)1)(1( Γ=++++K            (C.16-18) 
[ ]0KKK === +++++ )3)(1()3)(3()3(1 qpuuqpuuquu iiiiii                (C.19-21) 
Components of 
iivv
K  and 
iivu
K  are identical to those of 
jjuu
K . Components of 
jjuu
K  can 
be obtained by multiplying Eq. (C.16-21) by ')1( mm+− . Similarly, components of 
jjvv
K and 
jjvu
K  
are identical to those of 
jjuu
K . The cross coupling stiffness matrix ijK  has the form 










=
jijiji
jijiji
jijiji
vvuvwv
vuuuwu
vwuwww
ij
KKK
KKK
KKK
K           (C.22) 
where sub-matrices 
jiww
K  has the form 
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













=
999291
292221
191211
jijiji
jijiji
jijiji
ji
wwwwww
wwwwww
wwwwww
ww
KKK
KKK
KKK
K




        (C.23) 
{ } ( ) ',',11 1 nnmtsww ji ∆−=K , { } ( ) qfnmmsqww ji ,'1',)1(1 1 Ξ−=++K              (C.24-25) 
{ } ',3
3
3121',
)5(1
3
4
3
7
nn
j
q
j
qqns
q
ww
aa
ji
∆







++=
+
+
π
δ
π
δδK , { } ( ) pfnmtmpww ji ,'',11)1( 1 Ξ−=++K           (C.26-27) 
{ } ( ) f qpmmmqpww ji ,'1',1)1)(1( 1 Γ−=++++K , { } pfnjqjqqnmqpww
aa
ji
,
'3
3
3121',1
)5)(1(
3
4
3
7
Ξ







++=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK          (C.28,29) 
{ } ( ) ',3
3
421
'
,1
1)5(
3
4
3
71 nnipipp
m
tn
p
ww
aa
ji
∆





−−−=
+
+
π
δ
π
δδK        (C.30) 
{ } ( ) qfnipippmmnqpww
aa
ji
,
3
3
421
'
1',1
)1)(5(
3
4
3
71 Ξ





−−−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK       (C.31) 
{ } ',3
3
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3
4211',1
)5)(5(
3
4
3
7
3
4
3
7
nn
j
q
j
qq
i
p
i
ppnn
qp
ww
aaaa
ji
∆







++





+−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδ
π
δ
π
δδK     (C.32) 
Sub-matrices 
iiuw
K  and 
jjuw
K  follow the same form  














=
959591
252221
151211
iiiiii
iiiiii
iiiiii
ii
uwuwuw
uwuwuw
uwuwuw
uw
KKK
KKK
KKK
K

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

         (C.33) 
Components of 
iiuw
K  are given as below 
{ } ',,11 nntsuw ii ∆=K , { } qinnmsquw ii ,1',)1(1 Ξ=++K , { } pfntmpuw ii ,',11)1( Ξ=++K             (C.34-36) 
{ } inf qpmmqpuw ii _,1',1)1)(1( Γ=++++K , { } pfnipipptnpuw
aa
ii
,
'3
3
421,1
1)5(
3
4
3
7
Ξ





−−=
+
+
π
δ
π
δδK           (C.37-38) 
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{ } qinnipippmnqpuw
aa
ii
,
3
3
4211',1
)1)(5(
3
4
3
7
Ξ





−−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK        (C.39) 
[ ]0KKK === +++++ )3)(5()3)(1()3(1 qpuwqpuwquw iiiiii               (C.40-42) 
Components of 
jjuw
K  are given as below 
{ } ',',11 )1( nnmmtsuw jj ∆−= +K , { } qinnmmmsquw jj ,'1',)1(1 )1( Ξ−= +++K ,{ } pfnmmtmpuw jj ,'',11)1( )1( Ξ−= +++K          (C.43-45) 
{ } inf qpmmmmqpuw jj _,'1',1)1)(1( )1( Γ−= +++++K , { } pfnjpjppmtnpuw
aa
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,
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
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
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π
δ
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δδK      (C.46-47) 
{ } qinnjpjppmmnqpuw
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1',1
)1)(5(
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)1( Ξ
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

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


++−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK       (C.48) 
[ ]0KKK === +++++ )3)(5()3)(1()3(1 qpuwqpuwquw jjjjjj          (C.49) 
Components of 
jiuw
K  are given as below 














=
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252221
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KKK
KKK
KKK
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

         (C.50) 
{ } ',',11 )1( nnmtsuw ji ∆−=K , { } qinnmmsquw ji ,'1',)1(1 )1( Ξ−=++K , { } pfnmtmpuw ji ,'',11)1( )1( Ξ−=++K           (C.51-53) 
{ } inf qpmmmqpuw ji _,'1',1)1)(1( )1( Γ−=++++K  , { } pfnipippmtnpuw
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ji
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'
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



−−−=
+
+
π
δ
π
δδK         (C.54,55) 
{ } qinnipippmmnqpuw
aa
ji
,
3
3
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'
1',1
)1)(5(
3
4
3
7)1( Ξ





−−−=
++
++
π
δ
π
δδK       (C.56) 
[ ]0KKK === +++++ )3)(5()3)(1()3(1 qpuwqpuwquw jijiji               (C.57-59) 
Components of 
jiuu
K  are given as below 
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
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         (C.60) 
{ } ( ) ',',11 1 nnmtsuu ji ∆−=K ,{ } ( ) qinnmmsquu ji ,'1',)1(1 1 Ξ−=++K , { } ( ) inqpmmmqpuu ji ,'1',1)1)(1( 1 Γ−=++++K          (C.61-63) 
0)1)(3()3)(3()3)(1()3(1 ==== +++++++ qpuu
qp
uu
qp
uu
q
uu jijijiji
KKKK , { } ( ) pinnmtmpuu ji ,'',11)1( 1 Ξ−=++K           (C.64-68) 
Components of 
jivv
K , 
jivu
K and 
jiuv
K  are identical to those of 
jiuu
K . 
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APPENDIX D 
SUBMATRICES DEFINED IN APPENDIX C 
Definitions of matrices in APPENDIX C are given as  











−




= y
b
y
b
b
2
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2
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
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


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




−




= y
b
y
b
b
2
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2
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ππζ     (D.1-2) 

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∫






=
b
y dy
bbbbbbbdyC
0
765432
0
222222
             (D.18,19) 
where A denotes the constant coefficient 
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APPENDIX E 
SUBMATRICES DEFNED IN CHAPTER 5 
The stiffness matrix pK  in Eq. (5.13) is the summation of 
0
pK  and 
c
pK  reflecting the 
contributions due to the plate itself and the plate-beam coupling. The stiffness matrix cpK  is the 
summation of matrices contributed by the couplings between the plate and the i-th beam, which 
is given by 
( )
∑
=












=
N
i i
vv
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i
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i
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i
ww
c
p
pppp
pppp
pp
KK
KK
K
K
1
0
0
00
           (E.1) 
where components of sub-matrices i ww ppK , 
i
uu pp
K , i vv ppK , and 
i
vu pp
K  are respectively given by
{ }11
ppww
K ts, = {∫ ′′′
L
nbmabnam
pb
z yxyxk0 coscoscoscos λλλλ  
( )( )yxyxyxyxK nbmanbnbmamabnambnbnamampby ′′′′′′′ +++ λλλλλλλλλλλλ sincoscossinsincoscossin
( )( )} xdyxyxyxyxK nbmanbnbmamabnambnbnamampbx ′−−+ ′′′′′′′ λλλλλλλλλλλλ sincoscossinsincoscossin
              (E.2) 
{ }j ww ppK1 1, +′ms = {∫ ′−′L mabnambjpbz xyxyk0 )1( coscoscos)( λλλζ  
( )( )xyxyyxyxK mabjmamabjbnambnbnamampby ′−′′−′ −′+− λζλλζλλλλλλ sin)(cos)(sincoscossin )1()1(
( )( )} xdxyxyyxyxK mabjmamabjbnambnbnamampbx ′+′−+ ′−′′−′ λζλλζλλλλλλ sin)(cos)(sincoscossin )1()1(
               (E.3) 
{ })4(1 +jww ppK 1, +′ns = {∫ ′−′L nbbnamajpbz yyxxk0 )1( coscoscos)( λλλζ  
( )( )yxyxyxyxK nbajnbnbajbnambnbnamampby ′−′′−′ −′+− λζλλζλλλλλλ sin)(cos)(sincoscossin )1()1(
( )( )} xdyxyxyxyxK nbajnbnbajbnambnbnamampbx ′+′−− ′−′′−′ λζλλζλλλλλλ sin)(cos)(sincoscossin )1()1(  
j = 2,3,4,5           (E.4) 
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{ }11
ppuu
K ts, = ( ){∫ ′′′′ +
L
nbmabnamx
pb
xy
pb
y yxyxlklk0
22 coscoscoscos λλλλ  
} xdyxyxK nbmabnamnbbnpbz ′+ ′′′′ λλλλλλ sincossincos        (E.5) 
{ }j uu ppK1 1, +′ms = ( ){∫ ′−′′ +L mabnambjxpbxypby xyxylklk0 )1(22 coscoscos)( λλλζ  
} xdxyxyK mabnambjbnpbz ′′− ′−′ λλλζλ cossincos)()1(       (E.6) 
{ })2(1 +juu ppK 1, +′ns = ( ){∫ ′−′′ +L nbbnamajxpbxypby yyxxlklk0 )1(22 coscoscos)( λλλζ  
} xdyyxxK nbbnamajnbbnpbz ′+ ′−′′ λλλζλλ sinsincos)()1(       (E.7) 
{ }11
ppvv
K ts, = ( ){∫ ′′′′ +
L
nbmabnamy
pb
xx
pb
y yxyxlklk0
22 coscoscoscos λλλλ  
} xdyxyxK nbmabnammaampbz ′+ ′′′′ λλλλλλ cossincossin        (E.8) 
{ }j vv ppK1 1, +′ms = ( ){∫ ′−′′ +L mabnambjypbxxpby xyxylklk0 )1(22 coscoscos)( λλλζ  
} xdxyxyK mabnambjmaampbz ′+ ′−′′ λλλζλλ sincossin)()1(       (E.9) 
{ })2(1 +jvv ppK 1, +′ns = ( ){∫ ′−′′ +L nbbnamajypbxxpby yyxxlklk0 )1(22 coscoscos)( λλλζ  
} xdyyxxK nbbnamajampbz ′′− ′−′ λλλζλ coscossin)()1(       (E.10) 
{ }11
ppvu
K ts, = ( ){∫ ′′′′ +−
L
nbmabnamyx
pb
xyx
pb
y yxyxllkllk0 coscoscoscos λλλλ  
} xdyxyxK nbmabnammabnpbz ′− ′′′′ λλλλλλ cossinsincos       (E.11) 
{ }j vu ppK1 1, +′ms = ( ){∫ ′−′′ −L mabnambjpbypbxyx xyxykkll0 )1( coscoscos)( λλλζ  
} xdxyxyK mabnambjmabnpbz ′− ′−′′ λλλζλλ sinsincos)()1(      
 (E.12) 
{ })2(1 +jvu ppK 1, +′ns = ( ){∫ ′−′′ −L nbbnamajpbypbxyx yyxxkkll0 )1( coscoscos)( λλλζ  
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} xdyyxxK nbbnamajbnpbz ′′+ ′−′ λλλζλ cossincos)()1(   j = 2,3     (E.13) 
It should be noted that components of the sub-matrix are only partially given by the 
equations above for conciseness. The expressions for other components of the sub-matrices can 
be obtained following the similar manipulations. 
The plate-beam coupling stiffness matrix is express as 
[ ]Npb2pb1pbpb KKKK =          (E.14) 
where 










=
′
′
′ θ
00
000
00
i
uv
i
wv
i
wu
i
w
i
ww
i
pb
bpybp
ybp
pzbp
KK
K
KK
K         (E.15) 
Components of sub-matrices i ww zbpK ′  are partially given by  
{ }11
zbpww
K
′ 1, +′ms = {∫ +′− ′′
L
mbnam
pb
z xyxk0 coscoscos λλλ  
 ( ) } xdxyxlyxlK mmbnambnybnamamxpby ′′+ ′′′ λλλλλλλλ sinsincoscossin    (E.16) 
{ }12 ww zbpK ′ 1, +′ns = {∫ +′− ′′
L
nbnam
pb
z xyxk0 sincoscos λλλ  
 ( ) } xdxyxlyxlK nnbnambnybnamamxpby ′′+ ′′′ λλλλλλλλ cossincoscossin    (E.17) 
{ }1i ww zbpK ′ 1,1 +′+ mm = { +′− ∫ ′−′L mambipbz xxyk0 )1( coscos)( λλζ  
 ( ) } xdxxylxylK mmambiamxambiypby ′′−′ ′′−−′ λλλζλλζ sinsin)(cos)( )1()1(    (E.18) 
{ }2i ww zbpK ′ 1,1 +′+ nm = {∫ +′− ′−′L nambipbz xxyk0 )1( sincos)( λλζ  
 ( ) } xdxxylxylK nnambiamxambiypby ′′−′ ′′−−′ λλλζλλζ cossin)(cos)( )1()1(    (E.19) 
{ }1)4i( ww zbpK + ′ 1,1 +′+ mn = {∫ +′− ′−′L mbnaipbz xyxk0 )1( coscos)( λλζ  
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 ( ) } xdxyxlyxlK mmbnbnaiybnaixpby ′′−′ ′′−−′ λλλλζλζ sinsin)(cos)( )1()1(    (E.20) 
{ }2)4i( ww zbpK + ′ 1,1 +′+ nn = {∫ +′− ′−′L nbnaipbz xyxk0 )1( sincos)( λλζ  
 ( ) } xdxyxlyxlK nnbnbnaiybnaixpby ′′−′ ′′−−′ λλλλζλζ cossin)(cos)( )1()1(     (E.21) 
{ }11 θpwK 1, +′ms = ( )∫ ′′− ′′L mbnamamypbx xdxyxlK0 coscossin λλλλ       (E.22) 
{ }12 θpwK 1, +′ns = ( )∫ ′′− ′′L nbnamamypbx xdxyxlK0 sincossin λλλλ       (E.23) 
{ }1iwpK θ 1,1 +′+ mm = ( )∫ ′′− ′−′L mbiamamypbx xdxyxlK0 )1( cos)(sin λζλλ      (E.24) 
{ }2iwpK θ 1,1 +′+ nm = ( )∫ ′′− ′−′L nbiamamypbx xdxyxlK0 )1( sin)(sin λζλλ       (E.25) 
{ }1)4i(wpK +θ 1,1 +′+ mn = ( )∫ ′′′ ′−′L mbnyaipbx xdxylxK0 )1( coscos)( λλζ       (E.26) 
{ }2)4i(wpK +θ 1,1 +′+ nn = ( ){ }∫ ′′′ ′−′L nbnyaipbx xdxylxK0 )1( sincos)( λλζ , 5,4,3,2=i      (E.27) 
Other components iwpK θ , 
i
wu ybp
K
′
, i wv ybpK ′ , and 
i
uv pp
K  are not given here for simplification. 
The stiffness matrix bK  is given by  
   














=
N
b
2
b
1
b
b
KS
0
00K
000K
K


       (E.28) 
where the stiffness matrix of the i-th beam ibK  is the summation of 
0,i
bK  and 
c,i
bK  reflecting the 
contributions due to the beam itself and the plate-beam coupling. 
     cib
0i
b
i
b KKK
,, +=       (E.29) 
with 
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













= ′′
′′
0
0
uu
0
ww
0
ww
0i
b
KS
0K
00K
000K
K
bb
ybyb
zbzb
θθ

, , 














= ′′
′′
c
c
uu
c
ww
c
ww
ci
b
KS
0K
00K
000K
K
bb
ybyb
zbzb
θθ

,  (E.30,31) 
Components of sub-matrices 0,ibK  and 
c,i
bK  are partially given by 
( ) 





=
′′′′
′′′′
′′ BB0
ww
TAB0
ww
AB0
ww
AA0
ww0
ww
zbzbzbzb
zbzbzbzb
zbzb KK
KK
K ,,
,,
, ( ) 





=
′′′′
′′′′
′′ BBc
ww
TABc
ww
ABc
ww
AAc
wwc
ww
zbzbzbzb
zbzbzbzb
zbzb KK
KK
K ,,
,,
          (E.32,33) 
where 
{ }AAww zbzbK ,0 ′′ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′′
L
mmmmyb xdxxD 0
22 coscos λλλλ + ( ) mmb Lzbz kk
′+
′′ −+ 1,0,     (E.34) 
{ }ABww zbzbK ,0 ′′ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′′
L
nmnmyb xdxxD 0
22 sincos λλλλ        (E.35) 
{ }BBww zbzbK ,0 ′′ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′′
L
nnnnyb xdxxD 0
22 sinsin λλλλ + ( )( )nnb Lzbznn KK ′+′′′ −+ 1,0,λλ     
(E.36) 
{ }AAww ybybK ,0 ′′ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′′ L mmmmzb xdxxD 0 22 coscos λλλλ + ( ) mmb Lyby kk
′+
′′ −+ 1,0,     (E.37) 
{ }ABww ybybK ,0 ′′ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′′ L nmnmzb xdxxD 0 22 sincos λλλλ        (E.38) 
{ }BBww ybybK ,0 ′′ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′′ L nnnnzb xdxxD 0 22 sinsin λλλλ + ( )( )nnb Lybynn KK
′+
′′′ −+ 1,0,λλ      (E.39) 
{ }AAuu bbK ,0 mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
mmmmb xdxxSE 0 sinsin λλλλ + ( )
mmb
Lu
b
u kk
′+−+ 1,0,      (E.40) 
{ }ABuu bbK ,0 nm ′, = ∫ ′′′×− ′′
L
nmnmb xdxxSE 0 cossin λλλλ        (E.41) 
{ }BBuu bbK ,0 nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nnnnb xdxxSE 0 coscos λλλλ       (E.42) 
{ }AAK ,0θθ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
mmmmb xdxxJG 0 sinsin λλλλ + ( )
mmbb KK ′+−+ 10,0, θθ     (E.43) 
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{ }ABK ,0θθ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′×− ′′
L
nmnmb xdxxJG 0 cossin λλλλ        (E.44) 
{ }BBK ,0θθ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nnnnb xdxxJG 0 coscos λλλλ        (E.45) 
{ }AAc ww zbzbK , ′′ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
mm
b
z xdxxk 0 coscos λλ ∫ ′′′×+ ′′′
L
mmmm
b
y xdxxK 0 sinsin λλλλ    (E.46) 
{ }ABc ww zbzbK , ′′ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nm
pb
z xdxxk 0 sincos λλ ∫ ′′′×− ′′′′
L
nmnm
pb
y xdxxK 0 cossin λλλλ    (E.47) 
{ }BBc ww zbzbK , ′′ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nn
pb
z xdxxk 0 sinsin λλ ∫ ′′′×+ ′′′
L
nnnn
pb
y xdxxK 0 coscos λλλλ    (E.48) 
{ }AAc ww ybybK , ′′ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′ L mmpby xdxxk 0 coscos λλ ∫ ′′′×+ ′′′
L
mmmm
pb
z xdxxK 0 sinsin λλλλ    (E.49) 
{ }ABc ww ybybK , ′′ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′ L nmpby xdxxk 0 sincos λλ ∫ ′′′×− ′′′′
L
nmnm
pb
z xdxxK 0 cossin λλλλ    (E.50) 
{ }BBc ww ybybK , ′′ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′ L nnpby xdxxk 0 sinsin λλ ∫ ′′′×+ ′′′
L
nnnn
pb
z xdxxK 0 coscos λλλλ    (E.51) 
{ }AAc uu bbK , mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
mm
pb
x xdxxk 0 coscos λλ , { }
ABc
uu bb
K , nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nm
pb
x xdxxk 0 sincos λλ          (E.52,53) 
{ }BBc uu bbK , nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nn
pb
x xdxxk 0 sinsin λλ , { }
AAcK ,θθ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
mm
pb
x xdxxK 0 coscos λλ          (E.54,55) 
{ }ABcK ,θθ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nm
pb
x xdxxK 0 sincos λλ , { }
BBcK ,θθ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′′
L
nn
pb
x xdxxK 0 sinsin λλ          (E.56,57) 
The mass matrices are given by 














=
N
b
2
b
1
b
b
MS
0
00M
000M
M


,  where 














= ′′
′′
θθMS
0M
00M
000M
M
bb
ybyb
zbzb
uu
ww
ww
i
b



        (E.58,59) 
The components are given by  
( ) 





=
′′′′
′′′′
′′ BB
ww
TAB
ww
AB
ww
AA
ww
ww
zbzbzbzb
zbzbzbzb
zbzb MM
MM
M          (E.60) 
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{ }AA ww zbzbM ′′ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′
L
mmbb xdxxS 0 coscos λλρ        (E.61) 
{ }AB ww zbzbM ′′ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′
L
nmbb xdxxS 0 sincos λλρ         (E.62) 
{ }BB ww zbzbM ′′ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′
L
nnbb xdxxS 0 sinsin λλρ         (E.63) 
{ }AA ww ybybM ′′ mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′L mmbb xdxxS 0 coscos λλρ        (E.64) 
{ }AB ww ybybM ′′ nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′L nmbb xdxxS 0 sincos λλρ         (E.65) 
{ }BB ww ybybM ′′ nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′L nnbb xdxxS 0 sinsin λλρ         (E.66) 
{ }AAuu bbM mm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′
L
mmbb xdxxS 0 coscos λλρ          (E.67) 
{ }ABuu bbM nm ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′
L
nmbb xdxxS 0 sincos λλρ         (E.68) 
{ }BBuu bbM nn ′, = ∫ ′′′× ′
L
nnbb xdxxS 0 sinsin λλρ         (E.69) 
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APPENDIX F 
SUBMATRICES DEFINED IN CAHPTER 6 
The coefficient matrix for two beams coupling at an angle is given as 
[ ]




















−−
−
−−
−−−
−
=
0sincoscos
cossin0sin0
00
00
0sincos1cos1
1cossin0sin0
22121
1222
2121
2121
22
3
22
3
11
3
22
3
11
1122
3
22
3
22
2
22
2
11
2
22
2
11
θθθ
θθθ
θθθ
θθθ
lffff
llff
ffff
ffff
kSiEkIiEkIiEkIEkIE
kSiEkSiEkIiEkIE
kIEkIEkIEkIE
ikikkk
X
 
(F.1) 
[ ]{ } { }ZYX = , { } { }Tlrlffree ABBABAY =       (F.2-3) 
{ } { }Tffinllinffinfinffinlin kIiEAkSiEAkIEAAikAAZ 31111211 1111 −−−−−=        (F.4) 
[ ]




























−−−−
−−
−−−
−−−
−−−
−
−
=
0sinsincoscoscoscos
coscossinsinsin0sin0
000
00000
00000
00sincoscos0101
0sin000cos1cos1
10cossinsin0000
1cos000sin0sin0
23332121
1233322
332121
3311
2121
2233
3
33
3
33
3
22
3
11
3
22
3
11
112233
3
33
3
33
3
22
3
22
2
33
2
33
2
22
2
11
2
22
2
11
θαααθθ
θαααθθ
ααα
θθθ
ααα
θθθ
llffffff
lllffff
ffffff
ffff
ffff
kSiEkSiEkIiEkIEkIiEkIiEkIEkIE
kSiEkSiEkSiEkIiEkIEkIiEkIE
kIEkIEkIEkIEkIEkIE
ikkikk
ikikkkX
(F.5) 
{ } { }Tlrllfeffree ABCCCBABAY =           (F.6) 
{ } { }Tffinllinffinfinffinffinfinlinlin kIiEAkSiEAkIEAAikAikAAAAZ 31111211 11111 −−−−−−−−=
 (F.7) 
The SEA assembling process is defined by  
{ } [ ]{ }ELin =P                (F.8) 
where ][L  is a matrix of damping and coupling loss factors given by 
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[ ] ( ) [ ]XdiagL i ωηω +=              (F.9) 
[ ]
( )
( )






















+−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−+
=
∑
∑
≠
≠
1
,
1
,
33332323131
332323131
232322121
232322121
131312121
13131212111
.
.
.
.
i
lflflfllllflllf
lfflffflff
lllflflllf
flffflflff
lllflllflf
flffflfffl
i
lflff
riir
r
r
r
r
rrii
X
ηηηηηηη
ηηηηη
ηηηηη
ηηηηη
ηηηηη
ηηηηηηη
    (F.10) 
{ } { }Tlflflf EEEEEEE 332211=          (F.11) 
{ }=inP { }Tlinfinlinfinlinfin PPPPPP 332211 ,,,,,,         (F.12) 
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A general numerical method, the so-called Fourier-Space Element Method (FSEM), is 
proposed for the vibration and power flow analyses of complex built-up structures. In a FSEM 
model, a complex structure is considered as a number of interconnected basic structural elements 
such as beams and plates. The essence of this method is to invariably express each of 
displacement functions as an improved Fourier series which consists of a standard Fourier cosine 
series plus several supplementary series/functions used to ensure and improve the uniform 
convergence of the series representation. Thus, the series expansions of the displacement 
functions and their relevant derivatives are guaranteed to uniformly and absolutely converge for 
any boundary conditions and coupling configurations. Additionally, and the secondary variables 
of interest such as interaction forces, bending moments, shear forces, strain/kinetic energies, and 
power flows between substructures can be calculated analytically. 
Unlike most existing techniques, FSEM essentially represents a powerful mathematical 
means for solving general boundary value problems and offers a unified solution to the vibration 
problems and power flow analyses for 2- and 3-D frames, plate assemblies, and beam-plate 
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coupling systems, regardless of their boundary conditions and coupling configurations. The 
accuracy and reliability of FSEM are repeatedly demonstrated through benchmarking against 
other numerical techniques and experimental results. 
FSEM, because of its exceptional computational efficacy, can be efficiently combined 
with the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) to predict the statistical characteristics of the dynamic 
responses of built-up structures in the presence of model uncertainties. Several examples are 
presented to demonstrate the mean behaviors of complex built-up structures in the critical mid-
frequency range in which the responses of the systems are typically very sensitive to the 
variances of model variables. 
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